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THEcontents of the following pages can hardly meet
withreadyacceptanceamongthosewhoregard
the
Science
of
Political
Economy
as
having
already
acquired a nearly perfect form.
I believe it is generd l v supposed that Atlam Smith laid the foundations
of this science ; that Jlaltllus, Anderson,andSenior
uclded import.nnt doctrines; that Ricardo systematised
the whole ; md, finally, t.llut M r . J. S. Millfilled in
the details and completelyexpoundedthivbranchof
knowledge. Mr. Millappears to havehad a similar
distinctlyasserts
that there was
notion ; for,he
nothing in the LawsofValuewhichremained
for
himselfor any futurewriter to clear up. Doubtless
it is diEcultto helpfeeling that opinionsadopted
and confirmed by sucheminentmenhavemuch
Yet, in the
weightofprobabilityintheirfavour.
other sciences this weight of authority has not been
allowed to restrict tpe free
examination
of new
opinions andtheories ; and it has often been ulti-
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matelyproved
that authority was on the wrong
side.
There are many portions ofEconomical doetrine
which appear to me a scientific in form as they are
I wouldespeciallymention
consonantwithfacts.
the TheoriesofPopulation
and Rent, the latter a
theory of a distinctly mathematical character, which
seems to give a clue to the correct mode of treating
the wholescience.HadMr.Millcontentedhimself
with merting the unquestionable truth of the Lams
of Supply and Demand, I shouldhaveagreed
with
him. As foundeduponfacts,thoselawscannotbe
shaken by anytheory ; but it doesnottherefore
follow, that our conception of Valueisperfect
and
final.
Other
generally
accepted
doctrines
have
alwaysappeared
to me purelydelusive,especially
the so-calledWage Fund Theory. This theorypretends to give a solution of the mainproblemof the
science-todetermine
the wagesoflabour ; yet,, on
closeexamination, its conclusionisfound
to be ;L
mere truism, namely, that the average rate of wages
is found by dividing the whole amount appropriated
to the payment ofwagesby
the numberofthose
betweenwhom it is divided.Some
other supposed
conclusionsof
the scienceareofalessharmless
character, as, for instmce, thoseregarding the advantage of exchange (seethe section on “ The Gain by
Exchange,” p. 141).
In this work I have attempted to treat Economy
as Calculus
a
of
Pleasure
and
Pain,
and
have
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sketched out, a h o a t irrespective of previous opinions,
the form which the science, as it seems to me, must
ultimatelytake.
I havelongthought
that 8s it
deals throughout with quantities, it must be H mathematicalscience in matter if not in language. I ~ H V C
endeavoured to arrive at accurate cpntitative notions
concerning
Utility, Value,
Labour,
Capital,
etc.,and I haveoftenlteeusurprised
to f i d how
clearly someof the mostdifficult notiontr, eqmictlly
that most puzzling of notions V u E z t e , tdmit of matheTheory of
matical
analysis
and expression.
The
Economy thus treated preseuts a close analogy to t,lw
scienceof Statical Mechanics, and the Laws of Exchangeare found toresemble the Laws of Ecpilibrium of 8 leverastletermined
hy the principle of
rirtud velocities. The nature of WealthandValue
is explained by the consicleration of indefinitely
smrd amounts of pleasureandpain,
just RS the
Theory of St.atics is mule to rest upon the equality
of indefinitely small amounts of energy. But I
l.)elie\-e that dynamical 1)ranches of the Scienceof
Economymayremain to be developed,on the consideration of which I have not at all entered.
Mathematicalreadersmayperhapa
think that I
have explained some elementary notions, that of the
instance,
with
unnecessary
Degree of Utility for
prolixity. But it is to the neglectof Economists to
notions of quantity and
obtain clear.andaccurate
attributethe
degree of utility that I ventureto
present difficulties and imperfections of the science ;
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and I havepurposelydweltupon
the point at full
will perhaps think that the
length.Otherreaders
occasional introduction of mathematical symbols
obscures instead of illnstrating the subject. But I
must
request
all readers to remember that, as
Xathematicians and Political
Economists
have
hitherto h e n two nearly distinct classes of persons,
a mathethere k no slightdifficultyinpreparing
matical work on Economywithwhichbothclasses
of readersmaynothavesomegroundsofcomplaint.
It is very likely that I hare fallen into errors of
more or lessimportance,which
I shall be glad to
havepointedout ; and I maysay that the cardinal
difficulty of the whole theory is alludedtoin
the
section of Chapter IV. upon the “ Ratio of Exchange,”
beginning at p. 84 (p. 90 of this edition). So able a
mathematician as my
friend
Professor
Barker,
of
OwensCollege,hashad
the kindnesstoexamine
someof the proofsheetscarefully;
but heisnot,
the correctness
therefore, to beheldresponsiblefor
of any part of the work.
My enumerdon of the previousattempt,s t o
applymathematicallanguage
to PoliticalEconomy
doesnotpretend
to completenessevenasregards
English writers ; and I find that I forgot to mention
a remarkablepamphlet
“ On Currency ” published
anonymously in 1840 (London,Charles Knight and
Co.) inwhich a mathematicalanalysis of the operations of the Money
Market
is
attempted.
The
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method of treatment is notunlike that adopted by
Dr. Whewell, to whose Memoirs 8 reference is made ;
but finite or occasionally infinitesimal differences we
introduced. On the succw of this anonymous theory
I have notformed an opinion ; but the subject is
one which must some day be solved by mathematical
analysis.Gamier,in
his treatise on Political Economy, mentionsseveralcontinentalmatlenmticians
who have writtenon the subject of Political Eeonomy ;
but I have not Leeu able to discovereven the titles
of their Memoirs.

.
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION
(1879)

I s preparing this second edition certain new sections
havebeenadded,
themostimportant
of whichare
those treatingof the dimensions of economic qztantities
(pp. 61-69,83-84, 178-179, 232-234). The subject, of
course, is onewhichlies
at the basis of all clear
thoughtabouteconomicscience.
It cannotbe surprising that many debates end in logomachy, when it
is still uncertain how many meanings the word value
has, or what kind of a quantity utility itselfis.
Imagine the mental stat,e of astronomersif they could
uot agree among themselves whether Right Ascension
was the name ofaheavenlybody,
or a force or an
angular magnitude.Yet
this wouldnotbeworse
than failing to ascertain clearly whether by value we
mean a numerical ratio, or a mental state, or a m w of
commodity. John Stuart Mill tells us explicitly ' that
" The value of a thing means the quantity of some

vi.

1 Pridplcs of Political Economy, book iii. chap.
aec. i. 1.
This definition occurs at the beginning of a carefully prepared ~ummary
of the principles of the theory of value.
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other thing, or of thingsin general, which it exchanges for.” It might of course I>e explained that
Xi11 did not intend what he
mid ; but RS the statement stands it makes value into a thing, and & just
as philosophic as if one were to say, Right Ascension
means the planet Mars, or planets in general.”
Thesesectionsupon the dimensionsofeconomic
pent perplcxit,y, esyequantities h a ~ ecausedme
&lly as regttrds the relationbetwcen
utility and
time (pp. 64-69). Thetheory of rapitd and intermt
alsoinvolvessonlesubtleties.
I holw that my ~ o l u be found generally
tions oft’hcquestionsraisedwill
correct ; but where they do not settle aquestion,
they may sometimes suggest one whi(:h otlwr writers
may
answer.
A corrcsl~ondent, Cnpkiin
Charles
Christie, RE., to whom I hnvc shown thesesection8
afttar theywereprinted,ohjects
reasonnbly enough
by
thnt commodity should not have been reprcmnted
M , or Nnss, but by some symbol,forinstance
Q,
which would include quantity of space or time or force,
in factalmost any kind of quantity. &rviccR often
inrolve time, orforceexerted, or space pwsed over,
as well as mass. In this objection I quite concur, and
I mustthereforerequest the readereither to intcrpret 31 with a wider meaning than is given to it in
p. 64, or else mentally to substitute another symbol.
In treating the dimensions of interest, I point out
the curiousfact that so profound a mathematician
as the late Dean Peacock went quite astray upon the
subject (pp. 249-252). Other new sections are thow
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in which I introduce the idea of negative and
approximately zero value, showing that negat.ire
r d u e may be brought under
the forms of the equations of exchange without any important modification.
Readers of Mr. 3lacleod’s works are of course familiar
with the ideo of negative value ; but it was desirable
for me to show how important it really is, and how
naturally it falls in with the principles of the theory.
I may also draw atterltion to the sect,ion (pp. 102-106)
in which I illustrate the mathematical character of
the equations of exchange ly drawing an exact
a n a l o , ~ between them and the equations applying
to the equilibrium of the lever.
ry
1wo or three correspondents, especially Herr
EFarald Westergaard of Copenhagen, hare pointed
outthat it little manipulation of the symbols, in
accordance withthe simple rules of the differential
calculus, would often give
results
which I have
laboriously arguedout.
The whole question is one
of maxima and minima, the mathematical conditions
of which are familiar to mathematicians. But, even
if I werecapable of presenting the subject inthe
concise symbolic style satisfactory to the taste of a
practised mathematician, I should prefer in an essay
of this kind to attain my results by a course of a r p ment which is not only funciamentally true, butis clear
and conrincing to many readers who, like myself, are
not skilful and professional mathematicians. In short,
I do not write for mathematicians, nor as a mathematician, but RS an economist wishing to convince
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other economists that t.l& science can only be &sfactorily treated on an explicitly mntllematical basis.
When mathematicinnsrecognise the subject as one
with which they may usefully deal, I shall gladly resign it iuto theirhands. I have expressed a feeling in
more than one place that the whole theory might
probably havebeen put in n moregeneral form by
treating labour as negat.ive utility, and thus bringing
it under the ordinary equations of exchange. But
the fact. is there is cudless occupation for an ecouomist
in developing and improving his science, and I have
fouutl it requisite t o rciswe this essay, i ~ 6the bibliopoles
say,
‘‘ with d l fitults.” I hare, however,
mrchfully revised cvcry page of t h e book, and harc
re~ls011to hope that little or no real crror remains in
the doctrines stated. Tlw faults are in the form
rather thau the matter.
Among minoralterations,
1 may mcntion the
substitution for the I m n c PoliticalEconomy of the
single
convenient
term Eco~wnzics. I cannot
help
thinking that it woul(1 be well to discard, m quickly
;tg possible, the old troublesome double-worded name
of our Science.Several
authors have tried tointroduce totally new names, such as Ylutology,Chrematistics,Catallactics,etc.
But why do we need anythingbetter
than Economic6 ? This term,besides
being morefamiliar and closely related to the old
tern, is perfectly analogous in form to Mathemcctk,
Ethics, Bsthetics, andthe names of various other
branches of knowledge, and it haa
moreover
the
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authority of usagefrom thetime of Aristotle. Mr.
&cleod is, so far aa I know, the re-introducer of the
name in recentyears, but it appears t o have been
adopted also by Mr. Alfred Marshall at Cambridge.
It is thus to be hoped that Economics willbecome
the recognised name of a science, which nearly a century ago was known to the French Economists as Zct
science &onomique. Though employing the new name
in the text, it was obviously undesirable to alter the
title-page of the b o k .
Whenpullishing
u new edition of this work,
eight years Rfter its first appearance, i t seems natural
that I shoultl make some remarks upon the changes
of opinion about economicscience which have taken
A remarkable discussion has
place intheinterval.
been lately going on in the reviews and journals concerningthe logical method of the science, touching
even the question
whether
thereexistsany
such
science at all. Attention was drawn to thematter
by Mr. T. E. CliffeLeslie’s remarkablearticle “ On
the PhilosophicalMethod of PoliticalEconomy,”in
which he endeavoursto dissipate altogetherthedeductive science of Ricardo. Mr. J?T. T. Thornton’s
writings
have
a somewhat similRr tendency.
The
question h m been further stirred up by the admirable
criticism to which it was subjectedinthemasterly
address of Professor J. E. Ingram, at the last meeting
1 H m z t h a o , KO. iv., 1 6 i 6 , pp. 1-32.
Republished in Mr.
Leelie’s collected E w y s in Political and Moral Philosophy, Dublin,
1879, pp. 816-243.
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of the British Association. Thia Address has k
n
reprinted iu severd publicationsin
England, and
has been translated
into
the
chief languages of
IVeskrn Europe. It is evident, then, that a spirit of
\-Cry active criticism isspreading, w-11ich can hardly
fitil to overcome in t.be end the prestige of the false
olddoctrines.Butwhat
is to he putin
plnee of
them ? At the best i t must be allowed that the fall
of the old orthodox creed will leave n chaos of diverse
opinions. Many would be g l d if the supposed wience
collapsed altogether, anti became n matter of history,
like astrology, alchemy, t m d the wcnlt sciences generally. Mr. Cliffe Leslie woulti not go quite no far tlx
this, but would reconstruct the science in a purely intluc.tive or empiricd mtmner. Either it would then lx
n congeries of miscellaneous disconnectedfacts, orelse i t
m u s t fa11 in as one branch of Mr. Spencer's Sociology.
In any case, I hold that. there ?nust a,&e u. science cf
the c!ezw!o-nent of economic f o r m s c m d relatz'o7w.
But as regards the fate of the detluctive method,
I disagree altogether wit.11 my friend Mr. Leslie ; he
is in favour of simple cleletion ; I amforthorough
As 1 have previously
reform and
reconstruction.
s t a t e of Economiw
explained,2 the presentchaotic
1 J o u d of the London Statistical Society, December 1878, voL
xli pp. 602-639. J o u d of the SWirtiml and Social Impiry sonhty
of Ireland, August 1878, YOL vii Appendix. Also M a ccprate
publication, Longmans, London, 1878.
2 (6 The Future of Politics1 Economy," Fortnightly R e h , Novetr;ber 1876, vol. viii., X. S., pp. 61;-631.
Translated in the Journal
dcs E-*,
March 1877, 3me Skrie, VOLd v . p. 325.
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confusing together of several branches
of knowledge.
Subdivision is the remedy.
We
arises .from the

mustdistinguishthe
empirical element from the
abstracttheory, from the applied theory, and from
the more detailed art of finance and administration.
Thus will arise various sciences, such as commercial
statistics,
the
mathematical
theory
of economics,
systematic and descriptive economics, economic sociology, and fiscal science.There
may even be a kind
of cross subdivision of the sciences ; that is to say,
there will be division into branches asregardsthe
subject, and divisionaccording
tothemanner
of
treating the branch of the subject. The manner may
be theoretical, empirical, historical, or practical ; the
subjectmay be capital and labour, currency,banking, tnx,ztion, land tenure, etc."not
t o speak of the
more fundamental division of the science as it treats
of consumption,production,exchange,
anddistribuwhole subjectis
so
tion of wealth. In fact,the
extensive, intricate, and diverse, that it is absurd to
suppose it can be treatedinanysingle
book or in
any singlemanner.
It is no more one science than
statics, dynamics, the theory of heat, optics, magnetoelectricity,telegraphy,navigation,andphotographic
chemistryare one science. Rut as all the physical
sciences have their basis more or less obviously in the
generalprinciples of mechanics, so all branches and
divisions of economic science mustbepervaded
by
certain g e n e d principles. It is to the investigation
of such principles-to the tracing outof the mechanics
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of self-interest and utility, that this essay has been
of such a theory is a
devoted.Theestablishment
necessarypreliminary
tu anydefinitivedrafting
of
the superstructure of the aggregate science.
Turning now tu the theory itself, the question
is
not so much whether the theory given in this volume
is true, but whether there is really any novelty in it.
to
TheexclusiveimportanceattributedinEngland
theRicardimSchool
of Economists,hasprevented
almost all English readers from learning the existence
of a series of French, as well as a few Englisl~,
German,orItalianeconomist.s,
mho had from time
to time treated the science in a more or less
stridy
(pp.
mathematical
manner.
Itnh e
first
edition
14-18), I gave a brief account of such writings of t h e
kind as I was then acquainted
wit11 ; it is from t h e
works therementioned, if fromany,that
I derived
the idea of investigating Economics mathematically.
To Lardner's Ruz'lzouy Economy I was probably most
indebted,
having
been
well acquaintedwiththat
work since the year 1857. Lardner's book has always
struck me ascontaining
a veryableinvestigation,
the scientific value of which has not been sufficiently
estimated ; and in chapter xiii. (pp. 286-296, etc.) we
find the Laws of Supply and Demand treated mathematically and illustrated graphically.
In t h e preface tothe
firstedition
(p. xi),' I
remarked that in his treatise on Political Economy,
M. JosephGarniermentionedseveralcontinental
1

See p. ix of this edition.

h
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sidembleadditions
t~ the List, communicrated i t to
the Joumal des Economistes (December 1878)' to
theeditor
of which we are muchindebtedforits
of t.he list mere also sent t o
publication.
Copies
GermanandItalianeconomicaljournals.
For the
completion of the bibliographicallist
I am under
obligations to Professor W . B. Hoclgson, Professor
Adamson, Mr. W. H. Brewer, M . A . , H.M. Inspector
of Schools, the Baron d'Aulnis de Bourouill, Professor
of Political Economy a t Ut,recht, 31. X. G . Piersoil of
Amsterdam, M. Vissering of Leiclen, ProfessorLuigi
Cossa of Pavia, and others.
Allreasonableexcrt'ionshave
thus been macle t o
render complet,e Rncl exhaustivethe list of mat,hematico-econonlicworks
andpapers,
which
is
now
printed in the first Appendix to this
book (pp. 277291). It is hardly likely t'hat many additions
c m be
made to the earlier parts
of the lists, but I shall be
much obliged to any readers who can suggest corrections or additions. I shall also be glad to he informed
of any new publications suitable
for insertion in the
it is possible t,hat some of
list.Ontheot.herhand,
the books mentioned in the list ought not to be there.
I havenotbeenableinall
cases to examinethe
publicationsmyself, so t h a t some works inserted at
thesuggestion
of correspondentsmayhavebeen
named under misconception of the precise purpose of
the list. Economicworks,
for instance,containing
numericalillustrationsandstatistical
facta numerically expressed, however abundantly,
h.ave not been
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have no difficulty in seeing how cost in its principal
elements is to be computed. In the case of labour,
will be
thecost of producing a givencommodity
represented
by
the
number
of average
labourers
a t t.he same time
employed in its production-regard
being had to t,he severity of the work and the degree
of risk it involves-multiplied
by t,heduration of
their labours. In that of abstinence, t.hcprincipleis
analogous : the sacrificewillbemeasured
by the
connecqunntit,y of wealth abstained from, taken in
tion n-it11 therisk incmrrecl, andmultiplied by t,he
duration of the
alxtinence.”
Here
we deal
with
computation, multiplication, degree of severity, degree
of risk, quantity of wealth, cluration, etc.,all essentially
mathematical
things,
ideas,
operations.
or
anrl predecessorhas
Although my esteemedfriend
in
his
preliminary
chapter
expressly
abjured
my
doctrines,hehas
unconsciously adoptedthemathematical method in all but appearance.
W e mighteasily
go furtherback,and
discover
that even thefather of the science, ashe is often
In the fifth
considered, is thoroughlymathematical.
chapter of the First Book of the W e a l t h of A‘ations,
for instance, we find Adam Smith continually arguing
about (‘quantities of labour,” (‘measures of value,”
“ measures
of hardship,” ‘‘ proportion,” (‘equality,”
etc.; the whole of the ideas in fact are mathematical.
The same might be said of almost any other passages
of the treatise, as distinguished
from t,he scientific parts
from the historical parts.
In the first chapter of the
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erroneously obtained, without their use. Such m i t e r s
misuncierstd and inverted altogether the function of
mat.hemnt,ical symbols, which is to guide our thoughts
in the slippery and complicated processes of reasoning.
Ordinary language can usually espress the first axioms
of a science, and often also the matured results ; but
only in t.he most lame, obscure, and tedious
way can
it lead us through the mazes of inference.
The bi1,liographical list, of whielr I 'an1 speaking, is
n o doubt a very heterogeneous one, and may readily
be decomposecl into several distinct classes of econoIn a first class may be
placed
the
mical works.
n-ritinga of thoseeconomistswhohavenot
a t all
nt.temptec1 mathematicaltreatmentin
an expressor
wlro have onlyincidentally
systematicmanner,but
acknowledged itsvalue by introducingsynlbolicor
be
graphicalstatement,s.Among
such writersmay
nlent'ioneri especially Rnu (1868), Hagen (1844),J. S.
31ill (1S48), and
Courcelle-Seneuil
(1S67).
Many
John Stuart
readersmay be surprisedtohearthat
Mill has used mathematical symbols ; but, on turning
t o Book III., chaptersxvii. and xviii., of the Princ b h s of Political E C O U O ~
those
Z Y ,difficult and tedious
chapters in whichMill leads t,lle reader through the
Theory of Int,ernational
Trade
and International
l'alues, by means of yards of linenandcloth,the
reader will find that Mill a t last yields, and expresses
himself concisely and clearly by means of equations
between m, n, p, and . Q . His mathematics are very
Book iii. chap. xviii. wc. i .
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crude and premature, b u t the precisiou of his ideas
almut the estimation of quant.ities of good and evil
is beyond praise.
He
thoroughly
antic.ipates
the
foundations of Bentham's moral system, showing that
the Moment of Good or Evil is, in a compound proportion of t.he Duration and Inteuseness, afferrt,ecl illso
1)y theHazardoruncertainty
of our existence-l As
t o Bentham's ideas, they are adopted 8s the startingpoint of the theory given in this work, and are quoted
at thebeginning of chapter ii.(pp.
2 8 , 29). Bent l m n has repentedhisstat,ement as to the mode of
works and
measuringhappinessinseveraldifferent
pamphlets, as for instanceinthatremnrkddeone
called A Table of the Springs of Action " (London,
1817, p. 3) ; and also in the '' C'oclification Proposal,
aclclresseztl l q - Jeremy Bentllnm to all Sations profkssing Liberal Opinions" (Lontion, 1832, pp. 7-11). IIc
here speaks explicitly of t,he application of arithmetic
t o questions of utility, meaning no doubt the applicntion of mathematicalmethods.
H e even describes
(p. 11) the four circumstances governing t'he value of
a pleasureorpainas
the cZime?zsions of its value,
thoughhe is incorrectintreating
p ~ o p i ~ z p i tand
y
c e r t n i l ~ t yas dimensions.
It is worthy of notice that Destutt de Tracy, one
of the most philosophic of alleconomists,has
in a
few words recognised the true method of treatment,
though he has not followed up hisown idea. Referring t o the circumstances which, in his opinion, render
"

1728. Hutcheson.

-4n Essay, etc., pp. 34-43, and elsewhere.

...
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many important points, I am bound to acknowledge
the assistance which I derive from the use of several
of his works.
In the fourth and most important clam of mathematico-economic writersmust
be placedthosewho
have consciously and avowedly attempted to frame :L
mathematical theory of the subject, and have, if my
judgmentiscorrect,
succeeded inreachingatrue
view of the Science. In this class certain distinguished
Frenchphilosopherstake
precedence and priority.
One mightperhaps go back withpropriety to Conciillac's work, &? Conmrrce cJt le G'ozttwuaemewt, first
published in the year
1776, the same year in
which
the WeaZth of hrations appeared. Inthefirst
few
chapters of this charming philosophic work we meet
perhapstheearliestdistinctstatement
of thetrue
connection
between
value
and
ut'ility.
The
book,
however, is not included in the list
because there is
no explicit attempt at mathematical treatment.
It is
ttheFrenchengineerDupuit
who mustprobably be
creditedwiththeearliestperfect
comprehension of
thetheory
of utility.
In
attempting
to
frame
a
precisemeasure
of theutility of publicworks,
he
of acommoditynot
only
observed thattheut,ility
varies immensely from one individual to another, but
that it is alsowidelydifferent
for thesameperson
according to circumstances. H e says, " nous verrions
que l'utilitd du morceau de pain peut croitre pour le
memeindividudepuis
zero jusqu'au chiffre de ea
fortuneentibre " (1849, Dupuit, De Z'inJEuence des
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by 31. A. A. Cournot,entitled
Reclwrches SUT ks
P,rincips d-iath6matiqttes d e la ?%&&e des &chases.
I never saw it, and when I have mentioned tho title,
I neverfound any person who had rend the book.
Yet Cournot was eminent for mathematics and metaphysics, and so there may be somemeritinthis
book.” I procured a copy of the work as far buck as
1872, but haveonlyrecentlystudieditwith
SUEcient care to form any definite opinion upon its value.
Even now I have by no means mtrstercd all parts of
i t , m y m a t h e m a t i dpower being insufficient to enable
me to follow Cournot in all parts of his tmnlysis. M y
impression is that the first chapter of the work is not
remarkable ; thatthe
second chaptercontainsan
importantanticipation of discussionsconcerning the
proper method of treating prices, including nu ant1icipntion(p.
21) of my logarithmicmethod of ascertaining variations in the value of gold ; that the third
chapter,treating
of theconditions
of the foreign
if notparticularly
exchanges, ishighlyingenious
far the most important part
of
useful ; hut that by
the book commences with the fourth chapter upon the
‘‘ Loi du &bit.” The remainder
of the book, in fact,
contains a wonderfulanalysis of the laws of supply
and demand, and of the relations of prices, production,
consumption,
expenses
and
profits.
Cournot
starts
from the assumption that the debit or demand for
a
commodity is a function of the price, or D = F ( p );
and then,afterlayingdownempirically
a few conditions of this function, he proceeds to work out with
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surprising power t h e consequences which follow from
tho= conditions. Even apart from i b economicimprtauce, this investigation, 80 far as I can venture to
judge it, prewnb a beautiful example of mathematical
reasoning, in which knowledge is apparently evolved
out of ignorance. I n realitythemethod
consista in
‘lsmrning certain simple crontlitions of the functions as
conformnblc to experience, and t.hendisclosing
by
symlmlic inference the implicit results of these conditions. Nut I am quite convinced that t.he investigation is of high economic importance, and that, when
the parts of Idititral econonly to which thetheory
rel;tten eon1e to be t~tlcquately treated, as they never
have yet I,een, the treatment must be based upon the
mnly.riu of C‘oumot, or a t leastmust
follow his
gcnernl methocl. It should be addedthathisinvextiption h s little relation to t.he contents of this
work, becrtuse Cournot does not recede to any theory
of utilit,y, lmt rwmmences with the phenomenal laws
of ~ u p p l y:md demarlcl.
Discourngetl apparently by t’hesmall amount of
attentionpic1to
his matl~cmaticaltreatise, Cournot
in H Inter yew ( 1 863) produced a more popular nonsym1.dir: work on Economics ; butthislater
work
does not compnre favournhly in interest and importance wit.h his first treatise.
English economists can hardly be blamed for their
ignorance of Cournot’s economic works when we find
French
writers
equally bad. Thusthe
authors of
Guillaumin’s
excellent
Dictionnuire de r ~ c o n o m k
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PoEitique, which is on the whole the best work of
reference in
the
literature
of the science, ignore
Cournotand
his worksaltogether,
and so likewise
does
Sandelin
in his copious R&pertoire G&mrral
d‘Economie Politiqzre. M. Joseph
Gamier
in
his
otherwiseadmirable
text - booE ’ mixes up Cournot
: “ Dans ces
with far inferior mathematicians, saying
clerniers temps M . Esmenarcl duhiazet,et
%
(Tu I.
Jlesnil-Rinrigllyont aussi faitabus, ce nous semble,
des formules alg&riques’; les Recherches sur les Frillcipes Mathrht1ntiyues des Riclresses de X . Cournot, ne
Macnousontfourniaucunnwyend’4lucidation.’’
Culloch of course knows nothing of Cournot. Mr.
H. D. Rfacleod has the merit
a t least of mentioning
Cournot’swork,but
henlisspells
thename
of the
author, and gives only t,he title of the book, which he
hnci probably never seen.
We now come t o a truly remarkable discovery in
the history of thisbranch of literature. Some years
since my friendProfessorAdamsonhadnoticedin
one of Kautz’s works on Political Economy * a brief
reference to a hook said to contain a t~heory
of pleasure
andpain,written
by a German author named Hermann Heinrich Gossen. Althoughhehadadvertised
for it, Professor Adamson was unahle to obtain a sight
of this book until August 1878, when he fortunately
discovered it i n a, German bookseller’s catalogue, and
succeeded in purchasing it. The book was published
2

1 Traitdd’E-mie
Politique, Cinquibme Edition, p. 701.
2 ’ M und M i c i ~ t C
dct NationadOJconamik, 1858, vol. i p. 9.
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The term Werth is nextintroduced, which may,
ProfessorAdamson
thinks, be renderedwithstrict
accuracy as utdity, and Gossen points out t,llat the
quantity of utility, material or immaterial,
is measured
by thequantity
of pleasure svhich it nffords. He
classifies usefulobjects as : (1) thosewhidl possess
pleasure-giving powers in tllemselves ; ( 2 ) those which
only possess such powerswhen in combinat.iou with
&herobjects ; ( 3 ) thosewhich only serve as means
towarcis the production of pleasure - giving objects.
He is careful to point out that there is no such thing
as absoluteutility,utilitybeingpurely
x relation
1)etween a. thing ant1 a person. H e nest proceetls to
give t h e derivativelaws of utility somewhtbt in the
of the
following manner:"Thttt,separateportions
same pleasure-giving objecthave very clifferent degrees
of' utility, and that in general for each person only a
of suchportions
has utility ; :my
limitednumber
ctclciition lqoncl this limit is useless, lmt the point of
uselessness is only reached after the utility 1la.s gone
through all the stages or degrees of intensity. Hence
he draws the pract.ica1 conclusion that eachperson
should so distributehis
resources :IS t o render the
final increment.s of each pleasure-giving commodity of
equal utility for
him.
In thenext placeGossendeals withlabour,starting
from the proposition thattheutility
of anyproduct
mustbeestimatedafterdeduction
of thepains
of
labour
required
t o produce it. H e describes the
variation of the pain of labour much as I have done,
C
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exhibiting it graphically, and inferring that we must
awry on fabur to the point at which the utility of
the product equals the pain of production. In treat,ing thetheory
of exchangehe
shows how barter
gives rise to an immense increave of utility, and he
infem t h a t exchange will proceed up to the point at
which the utilities of the portions next to be given
and received are equal. A complicatedgeometrical
representation of thetheory of exchange is given.
The theory of rent is investigated in a most general
manner, and the work conclucles wit.1) somewhat
vague social speculations, which, in Professor Xdamson's opinion, are of iuferior merit compared with the
earlier portions of the treatise.
From thisstatementitisquiteapparentthat
the
Gossen has complet.ely anticipated me as regards
general
principles
and
method
of the theory of
Economics. So faras I can gather, his treatment of
the funclamental theoryis
even moregeneraland
In
thorough thanwhat I was able to schemeout.
discussing t,he Imok, I lie under the serious di6culty
of not being able to read it ; but, judging from what
Professor Adamson has written or read to me, and
from an essminatian of thediagramsandsymbolic
par& of the work, I should infer that Gossen has been
unfortunate in the developmentof his theory. Instead
of dealing, as Cournotand myself have done, with
undeterminedfunctions,
andintraducingtheleast
@ble
amount of asmmption, Gossen assumed, for
the sake of simplicity, that economic functions follow
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a linear law, so that his curves of ut.ility are g e n d y
taken as straight lines. This assumption enablae, him
to work out a great quantity of precise formulae, and
tabularresults, which fill many pages of the book.
But,inasmuch < a s thefunctions of economic science
are seldom or never redly linear, and usually diverge
very farfrom
thestraight
line, I thinkthatthe
symbolic and geometric illustrat.ions
and developments
introduced by Gossen must for the most part be put
down among themanyproducts
of lnisplrtced ingenuity. I may add, in my own behalf, that he does
notseemreally to reach the equatiois of exchange as
establishedinthis
Look ; that the theory of capital
and interest is wanting ; and thatt~here is a t.otal
absence of any resemblance I ~ t w e e n t h eworking out
of the matter, except such as
arisesfroma common
basis of truth.
The coincidence,however,
htu-eentheessential
ideas of Gossen’s system and my own is so striking,
that I desire to state distinctly, in the first place, that
I neversaw nor so much as heard anyhint of the
existence of Gossen’s book before August 1878, and
to explain, in the second place, how it was that I did
not do so. My unfortunate want of linguistic power
hasprevented me, in spite of many attempts, from
ever becoming familiar enough with German
t o read
a German book. I once managedtospelloutwith
assistance part of the logical lecture notes of Kant ;
but that is my sole achievement in German literature.
Now this work of Gossen has remained unknown even
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to most of the great readers of Germany. Professor
Adamson
remarks
that
the work seems to have
attracted no uttent.ion
in
Germany. Theeminent
trnrl learned economist of Amsterclum, Professor N. G.
Pierson, writes to me : '' Gossen's book is totally unknown to me. Roschcr does not ment,ion i t in his
very laborious I l i s t o q of Politicul
Economy
in
fr'v~vnccny. I never saw it quoted ; but I will t,ry t o
get it. I t is verycuriousthatsucharemarkable
work haw remaixlett totallyunkllown even to a man
like Professor JCoscller, w h o has r e d everything."
Mr. Clifi'e Leslie, also, who has macle the German
&*onorrli:it..r his speciitl study,informs
me t,hat he
was quitc unaware of thecxistence
of the book.'
Uncler S U ( ~circumstances it n-oultl h a r e bcenfar
nwre probr~1)lethat I should discover the theory of
plcasure aut1 pain, than t h t I slmulct discover Gossen's
b o k , n r d I ~ L V Ccmwfully pointed out, both in the
first edition nncl in this, certain passages of Bentham,
Senior, Jennings, and other authors, from which my
system W ~ Y , more or lessconsciously,derelopecl.
I
ccnmot clzlinl to be totally indifferent t.0 the rights of
priority ; and from the year 1862, when my theory
was first published in brief outline, I have often
pleased myself with the thought that
it was a t once
a novel and an importanttheory.Fromwhat
I
X copy of Gonsen's h k will be found in the Library of the
British Museum (Press nmrk 8408, ec). It was not acquired by that
institution until Mar 24, 1865, as shown by the date stamped upon
the copy.
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have now stated in this preface itisevideutthat
novelty can nolongerbeattribut.ed
t o theleading
features of thetheory.Much
is clearlyduetoDup i t , and of the rest a great. share must be assigned to
Gossen. Regret may easily be sw-nllowecl. up in sntisfacDion if I succeed eventually in making that understood and valued which has been so sadly neglected.
Almost
nothing
is
known
to
me concerning
Gossen ; it is uncertain wllether he
is living or not.
as lioniglicl~
On t h e t i t l e - p g e hedescribesllimself
preussischenlRegierungs
- Assessor ausser Diel~st,
which maybetranslated
" Royal PrussianGovernment Assessor, retired ;" but the tone of his remarks
here and there seems to indicate that he
was n disappointed if notaninjured
man. The reception of
his onework can have lent norelief
tothesefeelings ; ratheritmustmuchhavedeepenedthem.
The book seems to have contained his one cherished
of Gossen no
t,heory ; for I can find under the name
trace of any otherpublicationorscientificmemoir
is,
whatever.Thehistory
of theseforgottenworks
indeed, a strange and discouraging one ; but the day
of thosewhocannotsee
mustcomewhentheeyes
will be opened. Then will due honour
be given to all
wholikeCournotand
Gossen havelabouredin
a
thanklessfield of humanknowledge,andhavemet
or ridiculetheymightwellhave
withtheneglect
expected. Not indeed that such men do really work
for the sake of honour ; they bring forth a theory as
the tree brings forth its fruit.
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views. I am glad to hear that 31. 'Fc'dres intends to
bring out a new edition of his Mathematico-Economic
Memoirs, t o which theattention of my readers is
inTited.Thetitles
of hispublications will be found
in the Appendix I.
The works of Von Thiinen and of severalother
German economists containmathematicalinvestigations of muchinterestandimportance.
A consicierable number of such works will be found noted
in the list, which, however, is especially defective as
regardsGermanliterature.
I regretthat I am not
able to treat this branch of the subject in an adequate
manner.
My bibliographical list shows that in recent years,
that is to say since the year 1873, there has been a
of mathematico - ecogreat increase in the number
nomicwritings.Thenames
of Fontaneau,Walras,
Avigdor,
Lefbvre,
Petersen, Boccardo, recur
time
as the JozwnaE d e s
aftertime.
I n suchperiodicals
Actuaiyes Fyanpais, or the National - Oekonomisli
TicZssX.rift--a journal so creditable to the energy and
talent of the DanishEconomic School-the
mathematicaltheory
of Economicsis
treated as one of
establishedinterestandtruth,with
whichreaders
would naturally be acquainted.
In England we have
absolutely no periodical in which suchdiscussions
could
be
conducted.
The
reader
will
not
fail
to
remark that it is into the hands
of French, Italian,
Danish, or Dutch writers thatthis most important
subject is rapidly passing. They willdevelop that
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interest and ability, and contains a distinct and partially
valid
attempt
to establish a mathematical
Essay is, so far
theory of currency. This remarkable
as I know, wholly forgotten and almost lost in
England.Neit,herMacCulloch
nor anyotherEnglish
economist known t o me,
mentions
the
work.
I
discovered its existencea few months ago by accidentallyfindingacopyon
a bookseller’sstall.But
it
shames
an
Englishman
to
learn
that
English
works thus unknown in their own country are known
abroad,and I owe t o ProfessorLuigi Cossa, of the
University of Pavia, the information that the
Essay
was written by Major-General Henry Lloyd, an author
of some merit in other branches of literature. Signor
Cossa’s excellent Guido a l h Studio cEi Economia
Politica, a concise but judiciously written text-book,
iswellqualified
to openoureyes
a s to the insular
narrowness of our economic: learning. It is I I book
of akindmuchneeded
by ourstudents of Economics, and I wish t h a t it could be publishedinan
English dress.
From
this
bibliographical
survey
emerges
the
wholly
unexpected
result,
that
the
mathematical
treatment of Economics is coevalwiththescience
.is anynovelty
or
itself.
The
notion
that
there
originality
the
application
in
of mathematical
methodsorsymbolsmustbedismissedaltogether.
Whiletherehavebeenpoliticaleconomiststhere
has always been a certain number who with various
success havestruckintotheunpopularbutright
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In the last chapter, I have,however,indicatedthe
manner in which the theory of F S ' R ~ will
~ S be affected.
This chapter is reprinted almost as it was written in
1871 ; since thenthewage-fundtheoryhas
been
abandoned by most English Economists, owing to the
attacks of Mr. Cliffe Leslie, Mr. Shadwell,Professor
Cairnes,ProfessorFrancisWalker,andsomeothers.
and more careful
Quite recently more extensive reading
concogitation have led to a certain change in my ideas
cerning the superstructure
of Economics-in this wise :
Firstly, I am convinced thatthedoctrine
of
wages,which I adopted in 1871, under the impression that it was somewhat novel, is not really novel
u t all, except to those whose riew is bounded by the
maze of the Ricardian Economics. The true doctrine
or less
clearly
traced
through
the
maybemore
writings of a succession of great French Economists,
fromCondillac,
Bnucleau, and Le Trosne,through
J.-B. Say, Destutt de Tracy, Storch, and others, down
toBastiatand
Courcelle-Seneuil. The conclusion to
which I am ever more clearly coming is that the only
hope of attaining a true system of Economicsis to
fling aside, once and for ever, the mazy and preposterous assumptions of the Ricardian School. Our English
Economists have been living in a
fool's paradise. The
School, and the soonerwe
truth is with the French
recognise the fact, the better
it will be for all the world,
except perhaps the few writers who are too far comto allow of
mittedtothe
old erroneousdoctrines
renunciation.
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conditions of the whole protluw, not. as causes each of
8 certainportion
of the procluce. Thus in an elementary state of society, when each labourer owns all
the three or four requisites of production, there ~-0ulc1
really be no such thing as wages, rent, or interest t i t .
d l . Distribution does uot arise even in idea, and the
produce is simply the aggregate effect of the nggregnte
conclitions. It is o d y wllen separateowners of the
elements of procluction join
their
properties,
ancl
trdiic: with cuc:h other,thattlistribut,ion
begins, and
then i t is entire1)- su1)jec.t. to tlleprinciples of value
and t h e lsws of s u p l ) l y ;mtl clenlantl. Eachlabourer
n1ur;t be regartlecl, like e w h lanclowner and each
capitdist, 11s bringingintothe
common stock one
part of thecomponentelements,
l)itrpi11iIlg for the
best share, of the 1mxluc:e wllicll t.lle conditions of
t o claim successfully.
In
the
market,
allow
him
tlleory the 1al)ourer has a nlonopoly of labour of each
particular kincl, :LS n1uc.h as thelandowner of lttntl,
and thecttpitdist
of otherrequisitearticles.Property is only mother name for monopoly. B u t wlleu
differentpersons own property of esact,ly the same
kincl, they Lecome subjecttotheimportant
Law of
Indifference, as I have called it (pp. 90-93), namely,
that in the same open market,
;It any one moment,
therecannotbe
two pricesfor
the same kind of
article. Thus monopoly is limited by competition:
and no owner, whether of labour,land, or capital,
can, theoretically
speaking,
obtain
a larger share
of produce
for
it than what other
owners
of
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exactly the =me kind of property are willing to
accept.
So firr there may seem to 1x3 nothing novel in this
view ; it is hardly more than will be found stated in
a g d many economic works. Rut IW soon as we
h g i n to follow out this sin~pleview, the consequences
are rather startling. We are forcecl, for instance, t o
adxnit that rtttes of wages are governed by the snme
formal laws a;% rents. This view is not new t o t h e
rca(1cm of Storch, who in the third book of hi-s exd ' f i v o r m r u i t ~ P o l i t i p u e has R chnpter '
cellent C ' O IL~S
'' Oc I n ltcnte tlcs tdens e t tles qualitPs morales."
B u t i t is R very tlew tloctrine to one whose ecollomic
horizon is formecl by Mill ant1 Fttwcett, Ricnrdo and
Adurn Smith. Even Storcll has not followed out the
doctrine thoroughly ; for he tapplies the icien of rent
only to cases of ~ J ) ~ L ~ ~ L ttdeut.
C I L ~
It must Le evident,
however, that trhlt uncl capacity of d l kinds are only
a quostion of clegrec, YC) that,, rtccortling t o t h e Ln.w
of Continuity, the snme principle must apply to
a11

lsbourers.
A atill more stwtling result is that, so fur as cost
of production regulates t,Ile values of commodities,
wtlgev must enter into the cnlculat,ion on exactly t h e
same footing u s rent. Now it is n prime point of t h e
Ricrrrdian doctrines that rent does not enter into cost
of production. As J. S. Mill says,z " Rent, therefore,
Chap. v. vol. i. 1). 301.
I)l"iRciy& of Political Economy, book iii., chap. v., sec. 2, pora618Ph 3.
1

2
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forms no part of the cost of productiou which determines the value of agricultural produce.” And again,’
‘‘ Rent is not an element in the cost of production of
the commodity which yields it ; except in the cases,”
etc. Rent in fact is represented as the effect not the
cause of high value ; wages on the contrary are treat,ed
as the cause, not the effect. But if rent and wages
be really phenomeurr sul.)ject to the same formal laws,
thisoppositerelationtovaluemustinvolveerror.
The way out of the tliificulty isfurnished
by the
of theparagraph
from which the
secondsentence
last quotation was taken. Nil1 goes on t o say : ‘‘ But
when land capable of yielcling rent in agriculture is
applied t o some other purpose, therent
which i t
would hr1ve yielclcd is :in element in t.he cost of production of thecommodity which i t is employedto
produce.” Here Xi11 edges in ns an exceptional case
that which proves t o be the rule,remindingone
of
other exceptional cases described as “ Somepeculiar
cases of value ” (see p. 1 9 7 h l o w ) , which I have
shown to include almost all Commodities.
Kow Mill allows that when land capable of yieldis applied to some other
ingrentinagriculture
purpose,t,he rent which woulct have beenproduced
in agriculture is an element in the cost of production
of other commodities. But wherefore this distinction
between agriculture and other branches of industry ?
Why does not the same principle apply between
two
1 Principles of Political Economy, book iii., chap. vi,
article 9.

aec.

1,
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one gets the mostwhich he can for his exertions ; Borne
can get little or nothing, because they have not sufficient strength, knowledge, or ingenuity ; others get
much, because they have, comparativelyspeaking, a
monopoly of certain powers. Each seeks the work in
which his peculiar faculties are mostproductive of
utility, as measured by what other people are willing
topay for the produce. Thus wages are clearly the
effect notthe
cause of the value of the produce.
But when labour is turned from one employment to
another, the wages it would otherwise have yielded
must be debited to the expenses of the new product.
Thus the parallelism between the theories of rent and
wages is seen to be perfect in theory, however different
it mayappear to be inthe details of application.
Precisely the same view may be applied, mutatis
? n u t a d s , to the rent yielded by fixed capital,and
totheinterest
of free capital. In thelast case, the
Law of Indifference peculiarly applies, becausefree
capital, loanable for a certaininterval,
is equally
available for all branches of industry ; hence, at any
moment and place, the interest of such capital must
be the same in all branches of trade.
I ought to say that Mill, as pointed out to me by
Professor Adamson, has a remarkable section at the
end of chapter v. of Book 111. of the Principles,
in which he explains that all inequalities, artificial or
natural, give rise to extra gains of the nature of Rent.
This section is a very satisfactory one inasmuch as it
tends to support the view on which I a m now insistd

1
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ing, a view, however, which, when properly
followed
out, will overthrow many of the principal doctrines of
the Ricardo-Mill Economics. Those who have studied
Mill’s philosophic character as long and minutely as I
have done, will not for n monlcnt suppose that theoccurrence of this section in Mill’s book teucls to estahliuh its
consintency with other portions of the same treatise.
But of course I crrnrlot follow out the discussion
of thismatter i n u mere prefilce. The results t o be
expccted are partly indicatedin my Primer of Political
Economy, b u t i n thttt lit& trc!titisc my rernrwks upou
the Origin of Rent. (p. 94), as originally printed in the
first edition, were erroneous, ant1 the section altogether
needs to be rewritten. W l e n a t length a. true system
of Ekonomicu comes to be established, it. will be seeu
that that able but wrong-headed man, David Ricardo,
shuntcd the c r 7 s of Economic science on to a wrong
line, (t line, however, on which i t was further urged
towmds confusion by hisequallyable
and wrongheaded admirer, John Stuart Mill. There were Economists, such tts 3lulthus nnti Senior, who hnd n far
bet,ter comprehension of the true doctrines (though not
free fkom tho Ricardian errors),but theywere driven out
of the field by the unityand inti uence of the RicardoMill school. It will be awork of labour t o pick up
the fragmentsof a shattered science and to startanew,
but itis a work fkom which they must not shrink who
wish to see any-advance of Economic Science.
THE CKESTNUTB,
HMPBTEAD
HEATH,N.W.,
May 1879.

PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION
THE present.
edition

of the Theory of Political
Economy is a n exact reprint of thesecondedition,
with the exceptionof the first Appendix containing the
bibliographicnl list of msthematico-economic books.
I desired to add to that list several
books which it
had been my husband’sintention to includeinthe
I consulted my friend, Mr.
nextedition,andwhen
H. S. Foxwell, he advised me t o continue it up to the
present clste. I an1 greatly indebted to the kindness
of those friends who have enabled me to accomplish
this ; andamongstothersmythanksareespecially
due t o the Rev. P. H. Wicksteed,Professor F. Y.
Edgewort,h,
and
Professor
Harald
Westergaard
of
Copenhagen,
for
the
trouble
they
have
taken
in
revisingproofsforme,as
well as insupplying me
withthetitles
of those books whichought
to be
included.Wehaveendeavouredto
follow therules
which Mr. Jevons has laid down in the preface to the
is probably not
secondedition,andthoughthelist
complete, I hope that no work of importance has been
omitted.
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A few books published during my husband's lifetime, but which were, I believe, unknown to him,
are now included, but I have enclosed them within
brackets. I hare also marked the place at which the
additional list prepred by himself ends.
HARRIET A. JEVONS.
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CHAPTER I
ISTRODUCTIOS

THE science of PoliticdEconomyrestsupon

few

notions of a11 apparentlysimplecharacter.Utilit.y,
wealth,vdue,commodity,
lul)our, I n n r i , cq)ital, uc
theelenlents
of the su1)jet:t ; :~nti whoeverhas
t1
t,horough comprehension of their nature must possess
or l)e soon alde to acquire a knowletlge of the wllole
has
science. -4s tdmout every ecmnomicttl writer
remarked, i t is intreat.ing the simple elements that,
we require the most care ancl precision, since the least
error of concept,ion mustvitiateallourdeductions.
followingpages to
Accorclingly, I havedevotedthe
an investigation of the conditions and relations of the
above-named notions.
Repeated reflection ancl inquiryhaveledmeto
the
somewhat
novel
opinion,
that
va,lut?depends
entirely upon utility. Prevailing
opinions
make
labour rather than utility the
origin of value ; and
there are even those who distinctly assert that labour
is the cause of value. I show,on the contrary, that
we have only to trace out carefully the natural laws
€3

3

I

Xctthenmtical Cllaractcr qf the Scimcc.

I t is clear that Economies, if it is to LC tt science
a t all, must be n mnthen~ttticalscience. There exists
muc*l~prejuclice againstattemptsto
introcluw the
methotls r m c l language of mnthemt~tics
into
t111y
l m n c h of the moral sciences.
Mmy persons seem
to think that the physivttl sciences form theproper
sphere of m~tthematicalmetllotl, and tlmt the morn1
sciences clcmnncl some other me,thocl,-I
know not
whtit.
My theory of Economics, however, is purely
rnat.l~enmticn1in chantcter. Kay, ljelieving thatthe
quantities wit11 which we (leal must he subject to
wntinuousvariation,
I do nothesitateto
uAsethe
;ippr<)l’rittte 1)rnnch of nxtthemxtical science, involving
though
it cloes the fearless considertrtion of
infinitely
small
rluantities.
The theory consists in
applying t.he differentid calculus to
the
familiar
value, clemand, supply,
notions of weulth,utility,
c-apital, interest, lal.)our, : t n d all the otller clunntitative
notions belonging to the claily operations of industry.
As the complete theory of dmost every other science
involves the use of that calculus, so we cannot have a
true theory of Economics without its aid.
To me it seems that OUY scie7zce must be mathe,matical, si,mply because it deccls with quantities.
Whereverthethingstreated
are capable of being
g r e a t e r OT less, there the laws and relations must be
mathematical in nature. The ordinary laws of supply

I
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These attempts,
however
distinguished
and
authors, soondisclose
theinherent
ingenioustheir
defects of the grammar and clictionnry for expressing
complicatedrelations.The
sjmbols of mathematicel
books are not cliflerent in na,ture from language ; they
fonn a perfected system of language, aciapted t o the
notions and relations which we need to express. They
(lo not constitute the mode of reasoning t.hey embody ;
the\- merely facilitateits eshi1)ition and comprehension.
If, t,hen, in Economics, we have to tlectl with qumt,ities
ancl complicat,ecl relations of ciu:ult,itics, we must
reason mathematically ; we c l o n o t render the science
less mathematicnl by avoiding the. sym1)ols of nlgebra,
-we
nlerely refuse t,oemploy,in
tt very imperfect
science, much needing every kind
of assistance, that
apparatus of appropriatx
signs
which is found
inclispensable in other sciences.

CoIjfusion b e t m e n Mc~themuticulu~zdExact
Scie?lces.

Many
persons
ent.ertain
tt prejudice
against
mathematicallanguage,arisingout
of a confusion
between the ideas of a mathematical science and an
exact science. They think that we must not pretend
to calculateunless we havethe precise data which
our
will enable us to obtain a precise answerto
ca.lculations ; but, in reality, there
is no such thing
as an exact science, except in a comparative sense.
Astronomy is more exact than other sciences, because

CapuItility of Exact i l € k w m m c n t .
Many will object, no doubt, that the notions which
we treat in this science are incapable of any measurement. We cannot weigh,norgauge,nor
testthe
feelings of the mind ; there isno unit of labour, or
suffering, or enjoyment. It might thus seem as if a
matllematical theory of Economics would be necessarily
deprived for ever of numerical data.
I answer,inthe first place, that nothing is less
warranted inscience than an uninquiringand unhoping
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degree Centigrade.Compare
this precision withthnt
of the earliest makers of thermometers, the Academicians
del
Cimento,
u-110 used to g r d u n ttch e i r
instruments by placing t l m n in the sun’s r a p to
obtain tt point of fixed temperature.’
De JIorgan excellently said,2 “ As to S O I nug~
nitucles,t,heclear
idea of mczrsuremcntcomes soon :
in the cnse of length, for example. But let 11s take it
more t’iifiicult one, and trace the steps ljy wllicll we
: q u i r e ant1 fix the itlea : say treigitt. Whatweight
is, we need not know. . . . We know it as t t n u t p i tude before we give it a llilnle : any child can cliscover
the m w c t.hat t l ~ e r eis in :t I d l e t , a d the less t,llttt,
there is in :r cork of twice its size. Hat1 it not 1)een
f i x thesimplecwntrintncc
of t h e l d m c e , which we
are well assureti (how, it matters not here) emrldes us
to poise eclual weights agaillst one another, that8is, to
detect eciuality and inequdity, m c l thence to ascertain
how manytimesthegreatercontainsthe
less, wc.
might not to this
clay have hat1 much cleareridem
on thesullject of weight, as n magnitude,than we
have o n those of talent,prudence,
or self-denial,
looked atinthe
same light.Allwho
are ever so
little of geometers will remember the time when their
not.ions of an angle, as a magnitude, were as vague as,
perhaps more so than, those of a moral quality ; and
they will also rememberthesteps
by which this
vagueness became clearness and precision.”
1 See Principles of s
nktce, chap. xiii., on L‘ The Exact Measurement
of Phenomena,’’ 3d e&, p. 270.
2 F w d Logie, p. 1 7 5 .

,Ilc!rLsurensent qf E'tv,liry c o ~ dA1otiw.c.

Jtmy retulern mtty, CVCII tlftcr reding the preceding r e m d s , consider it cluite impossi1)lc to create
such IL (rt~l~ulus
tis is herecontcmplttted,
because we
have no mems of clcfining a n d meusuring qutmtities
of feeling,like we can measure a mile, or ;L right
ttngle, or nny other physicd qumt,ity. I hare gmnted
t h t we (:an l~r~rtily
form the conception of a uuit of
pletwure or p i u , so thtlt the nurnericd expression of
qumtitieu of feeling seems to IE out of the question.
But me only employ units of measurement in other
things to faci1it:tte the compnrison of quantities ; and
if we can compare the qunnt.ities directly, we do not
need the units. Now themind of anindividual is
t~hebnlnnce which makes its o m comparisons, and is
the final judge of quantities of feeling. As M i . Bain
says,' '' It is only an identicalproposition to affirm
1 The Emtione and t h e IYiU, 1 s t ea., p. 445.
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that the greatest
of two pleasures, or what a y p a m
such, sways the
resulting
action;
for
i t is this
resultingaction t,hat alonedetermineswhich
is the
greater.”
Pleasures, in short, are, for the time being, tls tlle
mind estimcites them ; so t h a t we cannot makc u
choice, or manifestthewillinany
way, without
some
intlicat,ingtherebyan
excess of pleasurein
direction. It is t,rue that themiudoftenhesitates
and is perplexedin
making tt choice of great. importance : this indictttes eithervnryingestimates
of
the motives,or ;t feeling of incapacit4y to grasp thc
I should not think of clztiming
quantities concerneti.
of measuring ant2
for t.he mindanyaccuratepower
adding m c l su1)tmctingfeelings, so as to get an exact balance.
We cttn seldom or never dXrm t h a t
one pleasureis
t u 1 exactmultiple
of another ; but
the reader who carefully criticises the following theory
will find t h a t i t seldom involvesthecomparison
of
quantities of feelingdifferingmuchinamount.The
theory turns upon those criticalpointswherepleasures are nearly, if not quite, equal.
I never attempt
to estimate the whole pleasure gained by purchasing
A commodity ; the
theorymerelyexpressesthat,
would derive
when a man has purchased enough, he
equal pleasure from the possession of a small quantity
more as he would from the money price of it, Similarly, the whole amount of pleasure t h a t a man gains
by a day’s labour hardly enters into the question ; it
is when a man is doubt,fulwhether to increasehis
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presumes to investigate the condition of a mind, trnd
bases upon this investigation the whole of Economics,
practically i t is an uggregtlte of individuals which
will Le treated. The general forms of the laws of
Economics arc t.he Lsamein the case of i n d i d u n l s and
nations ; and, in reality, i t is a law opertiting in thc
case of multitudes of inciivicluuls which gives rise to
theaggregpte
representetl in the trunsuctions of n
nation. Plaotic:aIly, Ilou-ever, i t is quite impossihle
t o detect the operatiou of gcnertd liws of this kind in
the actions of one or ;I few indivitlunls. The motives
and conditions are so numerous :lnd compliclttetl, tllat
the resulting actions llttvc t,he appenrnnce of cnprice,
and are 1)cyoncl the :tn;dyt.ic pcnr-ers of science. With
every increltse in the price of such :t c:ommotlity ILS
sugar, a-e ought, t.heorcticnlIy speaking, to finti every
person reducing his consumption 1)y a small mmuut,
and accorr.Iin$r to sonle regular la^-. In reality, m m y
persons would make no chnnge at d l ; a few, prol)ulJly,
\r-oulcl go to the extent of (lispensing with the use of
sugar altogether so long as its costcontinued to ?JC
excessive. It n-ould he by examining the average
consunlption of sugxr in ,z large population that we
might detect a continuousvariation,connected with
thevariation of price by a constant law. It woulcl
not, of necessity, happen that the law would Le exactly the samein
the case of agpeqatesand individuals,unless
allthoseindividuals
were of the
samecharacterandposition
as regards wealthand
habits;but there would be a more or less regular

$8
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chliges useither
to seek €or clisturbing causes, or
else to abandon our hypothesis. Inthis procedure
there i B nothing peculiar ; when properly understood
it is found to be themethod of all theinduct~ive
miences.
The science of Economics, however, is in some
cleffree peculiar, owing to the fact,pointedoutby
J. S. Mill and Cairrres, that itnr uhimate laws are
known to US imrneclitbtcly I)y intuition, or, atany
rate, they tire furnidlecl to us rca(lymade lry other
mental or physical sciences. That every person will
choose the greater apparent goocl ; that human wnnts
nre more or less quickly satititetl ; that prolonged
1rtlxx.w becomes more and more painful, are u few of
the simple inductions on which we can proceed t o
rewo~l deductively
with
great
confidence.
From
these axioms we can tleducc the laws of supply and
demand, the laws of t.hnt difficult conception, value,
and d l the intricate results
of commerce, YO f*
u as
c1ut.a w e available. The final agreement of ourinferences with d postwiori observationsratifiesour
method. But unfortunatelythis verification is often
the least satisfactory part
of the process, because, as
J. S. Mill has fully explained, the circumstances of a
nation me infinitely complicltOed, and we seldom get
two ormoreinstances
wllich are comparable.
To
fulfil the conditions of inductive inquiry, we ought to
be able to observe the effects of a cause coming singly
into wtion, while all other causes remain unaltered.
Entirely to prove the g o d effects of Free Trade in
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England, forexample, we ought to have the nation
unaltered in every circumstance except the tholition
of burdens and restrictions on t r d e . ’ But it is
obvious that while Free Trade was lteing introduced
into England, many other
causes of prosperity were
progress of invention,
alsocoming into action-the
the construction of railways, the profuse consumption
of coal, theextension of the colonies, etc. etc. Although,then,
the beneficent results of FreeTrade
are greatand unquestionable, they could hardly be
proved t o exist c.E: posteriori ; they are to be believed
because deductive reasoning from premises of almost
certain truth leads us confidently to expect such
results,andthereisnothing
inexperience which in
theleast conflicts withourexpectations.
In spite of
occasional revulsions, due to periodical fluctuations
depending on phygical causes, the immense prosperity
of thecount’ry since the adoption of FreeTrade
RS, under complex
confirms our anticipationsasfar
circumstances,facts are capable of doing so. It will
thus bc seen that Political Economy tends to be more
deductive thanmany
of the physical sciences, in
which closely approximate verification is often possible ; but, even so far as the science is inductive, it
asalready
involves the use of deductivereasoning,
explained.
Within the last year or two, much discussion has
been raisedconcerning the Philosophical Method of
PoliticalEconomy,
by Mr. T. E. Cliffe Leslie’s in1

P r i d p h of Seience, chap. six.,on L‘Experiment.”
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confused state. I havealready endenvoureil to show
the need of this step in a lecture delivered at the
University College, in October 1876,’ and I shall
perhnpc; have a future opportunity of enlarging more
upon t,he subject.
To return, hon-ever, to the topic of thepresent
work, t’he theory here given mtty I C descrihecl as the
~twdtrotics(futility and serf- i u t w c s t .
Oversights
may have 1)een conlmitt,etl in tracing o u t its details,
lbut in its main features this theory must l)e the truc
one. i t s nlcthotl is as sure and tlemonstrrttive ns
that of kine.mntics or statics, nay, almost as selfevident :is are the elements of Euclitl, wllen the real
meaning of t’he formulze is fully seized.
I do not hesitate to sa>-,too, that Economics
might, 1)e gmclunlly erected into an exact science, if
only conmvxcial statistics were far nlorc c:cmplete
; m l nccurute than t h e y are nt present, so thatthe
fornluh coultl l)e entlon.ecl with exactmeaning
by
the aitl of numericaldata.
‘l’hese clats would consist
chiefly in accurate
accounts
of the quantities of
possessed and consumed by the community,
and the prices a t which theyare exchanged. There
is no reason whatever why we should not have those
statistics,exceptthe
cost and trouble of collecting
them, and the unwillingness of persons to afford
information. The quantitiesthemselves to he measured
and registered are most concrete and precise. In a few
‘>
woods

Fortnightly Kcz.iac., December 1 8 5 6 ;
Economy.”
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Rdcttion of Bcolaontics to Ethics.

I wish t o say a few words, in this pltwe, upon the
relation of EconomicstoI\loral Science. The theor!whicll
follows
is
entirely
based
on t~ cdeulus of
pleasure and pain ; and the object of Economics is to
masimisehappiness
1 . y purcllnsingpleasure,
as it,
werc, at h e
lowest
cost
of pain. The lnnguage
enlplnyecl may be open to nlisapprehension, and it,
may seem as if pleasures und phiinsof a gross kind
were treated ~ L Sthe all-sufficientmotivesto
guide
the mind of man. I lluvc n o hesitttt,ion in ttcceptiug
theUtilitarian theory of moralswhichdoesupl~oltl
the effect, uponthe
lletppiness of mankind 21s t l ~ e
criterion of what is right m c l wrong. ' B u t I lln\-c
never felt tallatthere is anythinginthattheory
to
prevent our putting tlle witlest and lligllest i11telp-etation upon the terms used.
Jeremy
Bentllam
put
forward
the Utilitarian
theory in the most uncompromising manner. According to him, what'ever is of interest or importance to
us must be the cause of pleasure or of pain ; and
when the terms areused with a sufficiently wide meaning,pleasure and painincludealltheforces
wllicll
chiveus t o action. They are explicitly or implicitly
the matter of all ourcalculations,and
form the
ultimatequantitiestobetreatedinallthemoral
sciences. The words of Bentham on this subject may
require some explanation and qualification, but they

this is the source of the main difficulties of the
sul~ject. Nevertheless, if these variations (:an be
t.rtlce(l out at nI1, or m y nppronch to method and lam
csm be tietectecl, it will be possiLdc t o form n conception of t,hc resulting quantity of feeling. We may
inlngine t,htkt the intensity changes at the end of
every minute, but remains constant
in the intervals.
The quantity during ench minute may be represented,
as in Fig. I., by a rectangle whose base is supposed to
correspond to theduration of a minute,and whose
height is proportional to t,he intensity of the feeling

11
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duringtheminuteinquestion.Along
t.he line ox
we measure &ne, andalongparallelstothe
perpendicularline
oy we
measure
intmmity.
Each of
therectanglesbetween
p
t and g n reprcsentx the
The aggregatequantity
of
feeling of oneminute.
feelinggeneratedduringthetime
m n will then be
of therectangles
representeci by theaggregatemen
between p n l and qn. In this case theintensity of
the feeling is supposed to be gratlually tieclining.
thattheinButit is an artificialassumption
tensitywould vary hy sutiden steps and a t regular
intervals.
The
error
thus
introduced
will not I)c
great if theintervals
of time are very short, and
will be less theshortert,heintervalsare
mntle. To
avoidallerror,
we mustimaginethe
i n t e r d s of
timeto be infinitelyshort ; that is, we musttreat
the
intensity
as
vmying
continuously.
Thus the
properrepresentation
of thevariation of feelingis
found in a curve of more or less complex character.

In Fig. 11. the height of each point of the curve pq,

Bentham hasstat,etl
t>hat one of themain elements in estimating the
force of R pleasure or pain
is its propinquity or renaotencss. It is certain that
a verylargepart
of what we experience in life
depends
not
on the
actual
circumstances of the
moment so much as on theanticipation
of future
1st d,
p. 30.

See above, p. 28.
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even& As Mr. h i n ‘iays,’ ‘‘ The foretaste of pleasure is pleasure begun : everyactualdelight
casta
before it a corrcsponrling ideal.” Every one must
have felt that the enjoyment actually experienced a t
any moment is butlimitedinamount,andusuully
frtiln to answer to the anticipations which have k e n
formed. “ Mannever is butalwaysto
be blest” is
a correct description of our ordinary state of mind ;
and tllere is little douljt that, in minds
of much intelligence and foresight, the greatest
force of feeling
anti motive arisesfromtheanticipation
of a longcontinued future.
Now, between the actual arnou~ltof feeling anticipated and that which is felt t,berc must be some
natural rclation, very variable no doubt according
to
circumstances,theintellectualstanding
of the race,
or the character of the individual ; and yet subject
to some general law’s of varitttion.Theintensity
of
presentanticipatedfeelingmust,
to use a mrtthematicd expression, be s o w ftcnction of the f u t u r e
a‘ctttal!feeling a n c b of the i n t e w e n i ~ z g tiww, and it
must increase as we tlpproach the moment of re‘<I1‘1SRtion.
The
change,
agllin,
must
be
less rapid
the
t r t , l l e r we are from t,he moment, and more rapid as
we come xmwer to it. An event which is to happen a
gear hence affects us on the average about
as much one
clay ~tsanother ; but an eventof importance, whichis to
take place three days hence, will probably affect us on
each of the intervening days more acutely than the last.
1

Tha Emtima

and the W i l l , 1 s t ed., p. 74.
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This power of anticipation must have a large
influence in Economics; for upon i t is based a11
accumulation of stocks of commodity to be consumed
at a future time. That class or race of men who
have the most foresight will work most for the
future.
The
untutored savage,
like
the child, is
wholly occupied with the pleasures and the troubles
of t,he moment ; the morrow is dimly felt ; the limit
of his horizon is but a few days off. The wants of [L
future year, or of a lifetime, are wholly unforeseen.
But, in a state of civilisation, a vague though powerful feeling of thefuture is the mainincentive to
industry and saving. The cares of themomentare
but ripples on thetide of achievement and hope.
Wemay safely call that man happy who,however
lowly his position and limitedhis possessions, can
always hope for more than he has, and can feel that
every moment of exertion tends to renlise his aspirations. He, on the contrary, who seizes the enjoyment
of the passing momentwithoutregardto
coming
times, must discover sooner or laterthat his stock
of pleasure is on the wane, and that even hope begins
to fail.
Uncertainty of Future Events.
In admitting the force of anticipated feeling, we
are compelled to take account of the uncertainty of
all future events. Weought never toestimatethe
value of that which may or may not happen as if it
would certainly happen. When it is as likely as not

36
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that I N h d l receive $100, the chance iq worth but
E50, hecause if, for a great many times in succession,
I pureham the chance a t t h i u rate, I shallalmost
certainlyneither lose nor gain. The test of correct
estimation of probabilitiesis
that thecalculations
agree withfacton
the average. If we apply this
we must
reduce
our
rule to all futureinterests,
estimate of any feeling in the ratio of the numbers
expresRing the prtr1)aldity of its occurrence. If the
prohahility is only one in ten that I sllnll lutve a
certain clay of pleasure, I ought t o anticipate the
plewure wit,h one-tenth of the force m~hich would
i d o n g toit
if certain. In selecting a cmurse of
rtction which depen(1s on
unc*ertain
events, as, in
fact, docs everythingin
life, I shouldmultiplyt,he
Cluantity of feeling attaching to every future event
by thefractiondenotingit,sprobability.
A great
casualty, which is very unlikely t o happen, may not
he so importaut as II slight casualty which is nearly
sure to httppen. Almost unconsciously we make
calculations of thiskindmore
or less accurately in
d l t.he ordinary affairs of life ; rtncl in systems of life,
fire, marine,orotherinsurance,
we cnrry o u t the
calculations to great
perfection.
In all industry
directedtofuture
purposes, we must takesimilar
account of our want of knowlecige of what is to be.

CHAPTER 111
THEORY

OF U T I L I T Y

Dvjiwition of T w m s .
PLEASURE
m c l pain are untlou1,terlly t,lle ult’imnte
oljjects of the Calculus of Economics. T o satisfy our
wants to the ut>nlost with the least efl’ort-to procure
t ’ l ~great.est amount of what is c1esiral)lc a t t,hr
expense of the least that is unclesira1h”in other
worcls, to marcint;se p l e a s w e , is the problem of
Economics.
But it is convenient
t,o
transfer
our
attention as soon as possible to the physical objects or
actions which are the source tous of pleasures and
pains. A verg large part of the labour of any community is spent upon the production of the ordinary
food,
necessaries and couveniences of life, suchas
clothing, buildings, utensils, furniture, ornaments, etc. ;
andtheaggregate
of thesethings, therefore, is the
immediate object of our attention.
It is desirable to introduce a t once, and to define,
some terms whichfacilitatethe
expression of the
Principles of Economies. By a commodity we shall
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understand any object, substance, action, or senice,
which can afford pleasure or ward off pain.
The
name was originally ahtract, and denoted the quality
of anything hy which it wt~qcapable of serving man.
Having wquirccl, hy tt common process of confusion,
8 concretesignification,
i t will be well to retain the
word entirely for that signification, and employ the
term utility to denote the abstract quality wllereby an
object Berves our purposes, and becomes entitled t o
rank ~ L SH commodity. Whtltcver can produce pleasure
orprevcnt pain may possess utility. J.-B. Say has
c:orret:tly tmcl briefly cfefinecl utility tis “ la fwult6
5t l’homme, cle
qu’ont leu chases cle pouvoirscrvir
yuelqucmanibre que ce soit.” The food which prevents t h e p u n p of l ~ ~ n g e r , t clothes
he
which fend off
the cold of winter, possess incontestahle utility ; but
we muvt beware of restrictingthemeaning
of the
word hy m y moralconsiderations.
Anything which
t u 1 individud is found to desire and to labour for must
be assumcd to posscss for him utility. In the science
of Economics wc treat men not as they ought to be,
but tts they m e . Bentham, in establishing the foundaIntroduction to
tions of MoralScience inhisgreat
the Phnciples of 2l.io.raZs and Legislation (page 3),
thus comprehensively defines the term in question
:
By utility is meantthatproperty
in any object,
whereby i t tends to produce
benefit,
advantage,
pleasure, good, or happiness (all this, in the present
case, comes to the Same thing), or (what comes again
to the Same thing) to prevent the happening of m i s -
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chief, pain,evil, or unhappiness to the party whose
interest is considered.”
This perfectly expresses the meaning of the word
in Economics, provided thatthe w
l
l
i orinclination
of the person immediately concerned is taken as the
sole criterion, for the time, of what is or is not useful.

The Laws of

Hunzun Want.

Economics must be founded
upon
a full and
accurateinvestigation of theconditions of utility ;
and, to understand this element, we must necessarily
examinethewantsanddesires
of man. We, first of
all,needatheory
of theconsumption
of
we:i.lth.
J. S. Mill, indeed,hasgiven
an opinioninconsistent
(‘ Political
economy,”
he says,’ “ has
with this.
nothing t o do with the consumption of wealth, further
than as the consideration of it is inseparable from that
of production, or from that of distribution. W e know
not of any laws of the consumption of wealth, as the
can be noother
subject of a distinctscience;they
than the laws of human enjoyment.’’
But it is surely obvious that Economics does rest
if
uponthe
laws of humanenjoyment;andthat,
thoselawsaredeveloped
by no other science, they
must be developed by economists. We labour to
produce with the sole object of consuming, and the
kinds and amounts of goods produced must be determinedwithregardtowhat
we want to consume.
1

Essays m mrne C’nsetued

Question8

of Political Econmny, p. 139.

1 Inqteiry into the .TVainre and O+ira
1819, p. 306 (1st ed. 1804).

9 Enyclopdict Metropolitann, art.
5th ed of Reprint, p. 1 1 .

of Public Wealth, 2d ed.,

'* P o l i t i d

Econoly,'' p. 133.
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of Politicttl Ecomxmy, says,' * * T f h n t s , hIflurts, Strtisfctctioli-this
is the circle of Political Ecouonly."
In still lnter years, Courcelle-Seneuil wtuttlly commencedhis treatise with a ctefinitioll of ~ w c o ~ / - - - ~Le
~
besoin Pconomique estuu d&ir q u i t~ pour lmt IIL
possession e t la jouisstlnc.e d'un ol)jct,nl:lt$ricl." * -All(l
I conceive that he has given the best possible stutcmcnt of the problem of Economics when Ilc expresses
its oljject as " B snt,iufaire nos besoins UVCT la moinclre
somrne de travail possilde." :i
Professor Hearn :dso lwgins his excellent treatise.
eutitlcci I'ltctoloyy, 01' tlw ir'hc~ow~of E J j r t s to
sztpply I € ~ L CIT7~rnt.u,
O L with :t c*h:lyterill which he
considers the nature of the w:~nts impelling nlan
to
csertion.
The writer,llowcwr, who seems to me to h:lve
reaclletl the deepest comprellcnsion of the fount1:t t ions
'
of Economics is T. E. I3anfieltl. His course of Lectures
tleliveretl in the University of Cam1)ritlge in 1844, an(1
the title of The Otyasziscction (!I'
publishedunder
Labozw, is
highly
interesting,
tllough
not always
correct. Inthe
following passage4 he
profoundly
points out that the scientific basis of Economics is in
a theory of consumption : I need make no excuse for
quoting this passage a t full len@h.
" The lower wants
man experiencesincommon
1

Harmonies of Political Economy, translated by P. J. Stirling,

1860, p. 65.
2 Traitd l"Jtkoriqw et Pratique d'Economie Politiyue, par J. G .
Courcelle-Seneuil, 2me ed., Paris, 1 8 6 7 , tom. i. p. 2 5 .
Ib., p. 33.
4 2d ed., p. I 1,

:'
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with brutes. The cravings of hunger and thirst, the
effecb of heatand cold, of drought and clamp, he
feels with more acuteness than the rest of the animal
world. His sufferings are doubtless sharpened by the
consciousness that he has no right to be subject to
such
inflictions.
Experience,
however, shows that
privations of various kinds affect men differently
in
degree accorcling to the circumstances in which they
are pluced. For Home mentheprivation
of certain
enjoyments i H intolertd~le,whose loss is not even felt
by others.
Some, q p i n , snerifice all that others hold
tieur for the gratification of longings and aspirations
Upon
that ttre incomprehcnsil~let o their ncighbours.
this complex
foundation
of low wants and high
uspiratiousthePoliticalJkonomisthastobuildthe
theory of production and consumption.
of
“ A n examination of the nature and intensity
man’s wants shows t.htLt this connection between them
gives to PoliticalEconomy
its scientific basis. The
first proposition of the theory of consumption is, t h a t
the satitfaction of e v e ~ yloufer w u t l t i n the scale
creates n dtwire of n higher ckaractcr. If the higher
of the
desire
existed
previous
tothesatisfaction
it becomesmoreintensewhen
the
primarywant,
latter is removed. Theremoval of a primarywant
commonly
awakens
the
sense
of more
than
one
secondary privation : thus a full supply of ordinary
food not only excites to delicacy in eating,but
awakens attention to clothing. The highest grade
in
the scale of wants,t h a t of pleasure derived from the

111
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beauties of nature and art, is usually confined to men
who are exempted from all the lower privations. Thus
of, objects of
thedemand for, andtheconsumption
refined enjoymenthas its leverinthefwilitywith
which the primary wants aresatisfied. This, therefore,
isthekey
to thetruetheory
of value. Without
relative values intheobjects
tothe
acquirement
of which we directour
power, there would be no
foundation for Political Economy as a science.”

Utility is not an Int,?-itzsicQuality.

My principalwork

now lies intracingoutthe
It seems
exact
nature
and
conditions
of utility.
strange indeed that economistshave
not bestowed
more minute attention on
a subject which doubtless
furnishes the true key to the prohlem of Economics.
In the firstplace,
utility,though
a quality of
things, is n o inherent quality. It is better described
as a, circz~mstanceof things arising out of their relation
to man’srequirements.
As Senior mostaccurately
no intrinsicqualityinthe
says, “ Utilitydenotes
things which we call useful ; it merely expresses their
relations to the pains and pleasures of mankind.” We
can never, therefore, say absolutely that some objects
haveutilityandothershavenot.The
ore lying in
the mine, the diamondescaping the eye of the searcher,
thewheatlyingunreaped,thefruitungathered
for
want of consumers, have no utility at all. The most
wholesome and necessazy kinds of food are useless
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necessary, a second convenient, a thirddesirdde, H
fourth not. unacceptable ; hut we, s o w e r or lister,
reach a point n t which further supplies Itre not
desired with any perceptible force, unless i t be for
subsequent use.
ktzo

<fthe

T/r(l?.iC(ti011

of Utility.

Let us now investigate this sullject :t little more
closely. Utility must beconsicterul as measured by,
or even as a ~ t u ~ l iclenticnl
ly
with, the d d i t i o n r n d e
to a person's happiness. It is ;L conwnient mme for
the ;tggreg:lte of the fi1rour;tl)le IGLI>~UCC of fecling
produced-the
sum of the pleasure cretltetl anti t,lle
pain prevelltecl. We must now careful1~-discrixninitte
I)etween the totrrl utility :wising from any (wmrnodity
;lncl the utility att:dling to any particu1:u portion of
it. Thus the
total utility of the food we e.at tronsists
in maintaining life, a ~ l c lmny be considered as illfirlitely
great ; but if we were to su1~)tractn tenth part from
what we eat claily, our loss a~oulrlbe b u t slight. W e
should certainly not lose a tenth part of the whole
utility of food t o us. It might be doubtfulwhether
we should suffer any harm a t all.
Let us imagine the whole quantity of food which a
person consumes on an average during twenty - four
hours to be diGded into ten equal parts. If his food
be reduced by the last part, he 'will suffer but little ;
if a second tenth part be deficient, he will feel the
want distinctly ; the subtraction of the third tenth

&
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part will be decidedly injurious;with every subsequent
subtraetion of a tenth psrt his sufferings will be more
and more ~ r i o u s until
,
at length he d l be upon the
verge of starvation. Now, if we call each of the
tenth parts an increment, the meaning of these facts
is, t h a t eachincrement of foal is lessnecessary, or
pamews less
utility,
than the
previous
one.
To
explain this vnritrtion of utility we may make use of
Npace-repre.~ntations,which I have found convenient
in illustrttting the laws
of Economics in my College
lectures during fifteen years past.

t

4'

Lct the line 02 be used as n measure of the quantity
of food, and let it be divided into ten equal parts to
correspond to thetenportions
of food mentioned
above.
Upon
these
equal
lines
are
constructed
of eachrectanglemaybe
rectangles, and thearea
assumed to represent the utility of the increment of
food corresponding to its base. Thusthe utility of
the last increment is small, being proportional to the
small rectangle on x. As we approach towards 0, each
increment bears a larger rectangle, thatstanding upon

.
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being the largest complete rectangle.

The utility
of the next increment, 11, is undefined, as &so that of
I, since these portions of food would be indispenaable
to life, and their utility, therefore, infinitely great.
We can now form a clear notion of the utility of
the whole food, or of any part of it, for we have only
t o add together the proper rectangles. The utility of
the first half of the food will be the sum of the rectangles standing on t,he line oa ; that of the second
half will berepresentedbythesum
of the smaller
rectangles between a snd b. The total utility of the
food will be the whole sum of the rectangles, and will
be infinitely great.
The comparative utility of the several portions is,
hon-ever, the most important point. Utility may be
treated’ as a quantity of t,wo dimensions, one dimension consisting in the quantity of the commodity, and
another in the intensity of the effect produced upon
the consumer. NOW,the quantity of the commodity
is measured on the horizontal line ox, and the intensity of utility will be m.easured by the length of the
upright lines, or ordinates. Theintensity of utility
of the third increment is measured either by p p , or
$Q, and its utility is the product of the units in p$
multiplied by those in pq.
But the division of the food into ten equal parts
is an arbitrary supposition. If we had taken twenty
or a hundred or more equal parts, the same general
III

1 The theory of dimensions of utility ie fully stated in a subsequent
aection.

.

.

,

.

..

I

ing to a very small quantity of food, which theoretic ~ d yought to be illfinitely small.
Total Utility

cclbd

Dcymc

oj‘

Utility.

We are now ill a positiou to appreciiite perfectly
the cliRerence1)etween the tutctl utility of any commodity and the clcgree of utility of the commodity tit,
any point,. These are, in fiict, quantities of altogether
different kinds, the first being represented by an area,
and the second by a line. We must consider how we
may express these notions in appropriate mathematical language.
Let x signify, as is usual in mathematical books,
thequantity
which variesindependently,-in
this
case thequantity of commodity. Let u denotethe
whole z ~ t i l i t yproceeding from the consumption of x.
Then u will be, as mathematicians say,CE function of LE ;
that is, it will vary in some continuous and regular,
E
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ing it to be uniform over the whole increment As.
To avoid this we must imagine A x to be retluced to
an infinitelysmall size, A Z Ldecreasing with it.. The
smaller the quantities are t.he more nearly we shall
have a correct expression for ab, the degree of utility
a t thepoint

a.

Thus the Zina.it of this fraction

A 11

or,

dl1

as it is commonly expressed, - - , is t.hedegree of utility
1l.T

corresponding to the quantity of commodity x. Tire
clc)grcc of utiZity is, inn~athematical language, the
tlifle)-ential coefiicierlt oj’ I I considerwl as ( I fhzctiou (If
s , and will itself be another function of x.
We sllallseldomneed
to consider the degree of
utility except as regards the last increment wllicll has
been consumed, or, whichcomes t o the same thing,
the nest increment whicll isabout to Le consumed.
I shall therefore commonly use the expression $ ~ u c Z
degree o f u t i l i t y , as meaning the degree of utility of
the last addition, or the next possible addition of a
very small, or infinitely small, quantity to theexisting
stock. I n ordinary circumstances, too, the final degree
of utility will not be great compared withwhat it
might be. Onlyinfamine or other extreme circumstances do we approach the higher degrees of utility.
Accordingly, we can often treat the lower portions of
the curves of variation (pbq, Fig. IV.) which concern
ordinary commercial transactions, while we leave out
of sight the portions beyond p or 2. It is also evident that me may know the degree of utility at any

Vc/ctri(~tion
oJ' t h v ElinaI D P ~ W
OJ- CUtility.

The f i n d degree of utility is t.hatfunctiou upon
which the Theory of Economics will be found to t,urn.
Economiats, generally spenking, have hdedto
cliscrimimte between t.llis function and the total ut,ility,
n n c l from this coufusion llus arisen much perplesity.
hlany commodities which are most, usefult,o us are
est.eenml ~ 1 1 ~desired
1
but
little.
V e cannot
live
without water, and yet in ordinary circumstances n-e
set no value on it. Why is this ? Simply because
we usuallylluve so much of i t that its find degree
of utility is reduced nearly t o zero. W e enjoy,
every day, thealmostinfiniteutility
of water, but
then we do not need to consume more than we have.
Let the supply run short by drought, and w e begin
to feel the higherdegrees
of utility, of which we
think but little at othertimes.

I11
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The variation of the fuuction cspre.sing t,he final
tlegree of utility is the all-important point. in economic
problems. We mtty state as a generallaw, that the
degree of utility varies w i t h tiw guntatity of conz.modity, ct,ttcl uEtinzctte7y clpcrenses CLS thcct qctnntity
immuses. No commoditycanbe
named wllich we
forc'e, w-llnt,ever 1)e
continue to desirewitht.hesmne
the cluaxltityalretltly
in use or possession.All
our
itppetit.es <are c,wpd)le of scctisfcctct.ion or saticty soone,r
or later,in fitck, both t,llese wortis n1etm, etymologic d l y , t h a t we have llacl e n o z ~ d j so
, that more is of no
nse t o us. It does not follow, intleetl, t.llltt the tlegree
of utility will always sink t,o zero. This may I)e t,he
the simple mima1
caase .n-it,h somet.hings,especially
requirements,such as foocl, water, tlir,etc.
Butthe
morerefined
and intellectualour nectls lmmme,the
less arethey cnlmlde of satiety. To thedesirefor
science,
or curiosit,y, when once
articles of taste,
excited, there is hardly a limit.
Thisgreat,principle
of theultimatethxrease
of
the final degree of utility of any commodity is implied
of manyeconomists,thoughseldom
inthewritinss
distinctly stated.
It is the real law which lies
at the
basis of Senior's so-called " Law of Variety." Indeed,
Seniorincidentallystatesthelawitself.
Hesays :
" It is obvious t h a t our desires do not aim
so much
at
quantity
as
at
diversity.
Not
only
are
there
limits to the pleasure which commodities of any given
classcanafford,
b u tt h e
pleasurediminishesina
limits are
rapidlyincreasingratiolongbeforethose
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reached. Two articles of the .same kind will seldom
rrfforcl twice the pleuI.iure of one, t~rrclstill lesg will ten
give five times the pleasure of two. In proportion,
of
therefore,
anyarticle is tthnclunt,thenumlm
tho= who are provitletl with it, ttrltl c l o not wish, or
wish h u t little, to iwrense their Ilrovision, is likely
to 1% great ; and, so far as they are concerned, the
additionalsupply loses tall, or nearlyall,itsutility.
And, in proportion t o its swrcity, the nurnLer of
t h e who are in w m t of it, mtl the tlegree in which
they wantit,
twc likelyto
be increased ; t t r d its
utility, or, in other or&, the p1et~w1-e~ v l l i c h the
pomcwion of n given cluctntity of i t will affortl, incrcttsev ~,1.o~)ortionlally.”’
Etanficltl’s “ Ltlw of the 8ul)ordination of Wants ”
alsorests
upou the same basis. It ccmnot be said,
with accuracy, that the satisfaction
of it lower want
crecctes H, higher want ; it merely permits the higher
want tomanifest
itself‘. We distribute our labour
and possessions in such u w-ay as t o satisfy the more
pressing wants first. If food runsshort,theallabsorbing question is, how to obtain more, because,
at the moment, more pleasure or pain depends upon
fax1 than upon any othercommodity.But,when
food is moderately abundant, its final degree of utility
falls very low, andwants
of R morecomplexand
less satiable nature become comparatively
prominent.
The writer, however, who appears to me to have
1

Encyclopcadia Mchgolitana, p 133. Reprint, p. 1%
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most clearlyappreciated the nature and importance
of the lam-of utility,isRichardJeunings,
who, in
1855, published n small book called t,lle Natural
Elements of Political Ecotmmy.' This work treats
of the physicalgroundwork of Economics,showing
its dependence
on
physiological
laws. I t clisplays
great insight into the real basis of Economics ; yet I
amnot
aware that economists have bestowed the
slightest
a.ttention
on Jennings's views.2 I give,
on t.hc
therefore,afullextract
fromhisremarks
nature of utility. It will be seen that the law, 8s 1
stateit, isno
novelty,and
t,hat, carefuldeduction
fromprinciples inour possession isaloneneeded
to
give us n correct Theory of Economics.
" To tarn from the relative
effect of commodities,
in producing sensations, to those
which are absolute,
ordependentonly
on thequantity
of each commodity, i t is but too well known to every condition
of men, that the degree of each sensation which is
produced, isby
no meanscommensuratewiththe
quantity of t,he commodity applied to the senses, , . .
Theseeffects require to be closelyobserved, because
theyarethefoundation
of the changes of money
price,whichvaluableobjectscommand
intimes of
variedscarcityandabundance
; we shalltherefore
here direct our attention to them for the purpose of
London : Longmans.
Cairnes is, however, an exception See his work on !
& Character and L0gim.l Methd of Political Economy. London, 1857, p. 8 1.
2d ed. (Macmillan), 1876, pp. 6 6 , 110, 224 App. B.
1
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awertaining the nature of the Itlu- according to which
the nen.sations t h a t attend on connumption vary in
clcgree withchangesinthe
cluttntity of the comrnociity consumetl.
'' We may gaze upon 1111 object until we canno
longer cliscern it, listen uutil we (!.tu1 110 longer hear,
smell until the ~ e n s eof otlouriscxhr~usted,taste
until the object becomes IlttuHeous, ctncl touc.11 until it
I~.c:omc*spirlful ; we nury consume f h ~ uutil
l
we lire
fully wt.i.rfietl, m t I UHC stimult~ntsuntil more woultl
( : ~ U H Cpain. On the other lutu(1, the mnle o1,ject. off'eretl
t o the specid senses for 21 ~notlcratecluration of time,
n n r l the Httme food or Htirnulrmts consumedwhen we
rwe csl~t~ustcci
or weary, may convey much gratifimtion. Ifthe whole cluuntity of the cornnloclity consunled during theintervnl
of these two states of
sellstition, the shlte of satiety a m 1 t,he state of inanit.ion, be cmweivecl to he dividedinto 11 number of
equal prwts, each markecl withit.spropertlcgrees
of
sensation, the question to be determinetl will l e , what
relation cioes the difference inthe
degrees of the
sensation bear tothe difference inthequantit.ies
of
t.he commodity 1
" First, with
respect
to
all
commodities,
our
feelings show that the degrees of sat,isfaction do not
;
proceed p 7 - i passu with thequantitiesconsumed
they do not advance equally with each instnlment of
t.he
commodity
offered
to the senses, and
then
suddenly stop ; butdiminishgradually,untilthey
further instdmentscan
ultimately
disappear,
and

Disutility a n d Discontmodity.

A few words will suffice to suggest that as utility
corresponds tothe
production of pleasure, or, a t
least, a favourable alteration in the
balance of pleasure and pain,
so negative utility will consist in the
production of pain, or the unfavourable alteration of
the balance. I n reality we must be almost as often
Pp. 96-99.

Distribution of Commodity i n dzferent
Theprinciples

of utilitymay

Uses.

be illustrated by

1 It ia used precisely in its present economicai sense in the remarkable P
r
o
c
e
s
s of the Libelle of English Policie," probably written
in the fifteenth century, and printed in Haklufl's Voyagm.
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considering t.he mode in
which w e ciistribute H, cornn d i t y when it. is capable of several uses. There
arearticles which nut>- be enlployeti for nlauy tlistinct purposes : thus, barley may be used either to
make beer, spirits,bread, or to feed cattle ; sugar
may be used to eat, or for producing nlc~ohol; tinll,er
may Le used inconstruction, or as fuel : iron t u l d
other metals may be npplieti to many different p u ~ poses. Imngine, then, a conlmunity in the possessiou
of
certainstock
of bwley ; w h t yrincip1e.swill
regulate their mode of consuming i t ? Or, as we h v c
not 3’etreacllecl the sul.lject of exchange, imagine t i l l
isolated fanlily, or even a n individual,possessing an
adequat.e stock, ant1 using some in one wt~yant1 some
The t,heory of utility gives,theoreticttlly
inanother.
speaking, II complete solution of the question.
Let s be the w l d e stock of some c:omndity, a n ( 1
let it be capable of two distinct uses, Then we may
representthe
t,wo quantit,iesappropriatedtothese
uses by cc, and yl,it being a condition that z1+ y1= s.
The person may be conceived as successively expending small quantities of the commodity ; now it i n the
inevitable tendency of human nature to choose that
course which appears to offer the greatest advantage
atthe
moment.Hence,whenthepersonremains
satisfied with the distribution he has made, it follows
that no alterationwould yieldhimmorepleasure
;
which amounts to saying that an increment of commodity would yield exactly as much utility in one use
as inanother.Let
Aul, Au2, be theincrements of
a .
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Under peculiar circumstances gratt changes may
take place in the consunlption of R con1moclit;cv. In HI
time of scarcity the utility of barley as food might
rise so high as to exceed altogether its utility, even
as regards the smallest quantity, in producing
ulcollolic.
liquors ; its consnnlptiou in the lat.ter way ~voulctthen
cease. I n a besieged town t,he enlploynlent of articles
ljecomes revolutionised.Tllings
of greatutility
ill
otherrespectsareruthlesslyappliedtostrangepurposes. In Paris a vaststock
of horseswere
enten.
n o t so much hecause they were useless i n ot,ller wttys.
as because they were neectect more strongly its footl.
A certain stock of horses l d , intleed, t o Le rctuinwl
as :t necessary aid t o locomotion, so that the equnticm
of the degrees of utility never wholly failed.
Thcwry oj. D ~ ~ ~ ~ Co
.fIZconomic
IS~OIL
&)uct,ztl'ticJs.
S

In the recent progress

of physical science, it has
been found requisite to use notation for the purpose
of displaying clearly the natures and rilations of the
various kinds of quantities concerned. Each different
sort of quantity is, of course, expressed in terms of its
own
appropriate
unit-length
in
terms
of yards,
or metres ; surface, or area, in terms of square yards
or square metres ; time in terms of seconds, days, or
years ; and so forth.
But
the
more complicated
ones.
quantities are evidently reldted to the simpler
Surface is measured by t,he square ycwd-that is to
say, the unit of length is involved twice over, and if
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aboutwhich
we arearguing.Heat
was long the
subject of discussion and experiment before physicists
formed anydefiniteidea
how its quantity could be
measured and connected with other
physictrl quantities.Yet,untilthat
was done, i t could not beconsideredthesubject of anexact science. For one or
two centuries economists have been wrangling about
wealth, demand and supply, value, production, capital,
intercst, and the like ; but llartlly any one could say
exactlyn-llat were thenatures of thequantitiesin
question.
Believing
that
it
is in forming these
primary ideas that we require to exercise the greatest
well worththetrouble
and
care, I havethoughtit
space to enter fully intoR discussion of the climensions
of economic quantities.
Beginning with the easiest and simplest ideas, the
dimemions of conanzodity regrrrclecl merely as a physical quantity willbe
the dimensions of nzuss. It is
true that commodities are measuredin various ways,-thread by length, carpet
Ly length, corn and liquids
by cubic measure, eggs by number, metals and most
But
it
is
obvious
that,
other goocis by weight.
though the carpet Le sold by length, the breadth and
the weight. of the cloth are equally taken into account
in fixing the terms of sale. There x d l generally Le a
tacit reference to weight, and through weight to mass
of materials in all measurement of commodity. Even
if this be not always the case, we may, for the sake of
simplifying our symbols in the first treatment of the
subject, assume that it is so. W e need hardly recede
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town consumes fifty million gdlons of w t e r is
unmeaning p e r w. Before we can form m y j u c l p e u t
aboutthestatement,
we must know whetherit, is
consumed in u day, or R week, or tt montll.
Following outthis
course of tllought w e s l d l
arrive atthe
conclusiou that timeenters
i1lt.o all
economic questions. We live in time, a u c l t,llink ~ u ~ l
act in time ; we :we in fact nltogether the creatures of
time.Accordingly
it is rate of supply, rttte of production,rate of consumption,perunit
of time that
we s h d l be reallytreating ; butit does not follo\v
that Y”’ entersintoallthe
clirnensions with whicll
we clenl.
As was fully esplailletl in C’hapter II., the ultimate
quantities which we treat in Economics are Pleasures
andPains,
u r d ourmostdificulttask
will be to
express their dimensions correctly.
In the first place,
pleasure and pain must Le regarded as measured upon
the samescale, ancl as having,therefore,tlle
stme
dimensions, being quantities of t h e same kind, wllicll
can be adclecl and subt,ractecl; they differ only in sign
or direction.
Now, the only dinlension
belonging
properly to feeling.seems to be inteusity, a11cl this
intensitymust be independentboth of time ancl of
t.he quantity of commodityenjoyed.
The i?ztensity
of feeling must mean, then, the insta?Ltaneous state
p r o d u c e d by an elementary o r i@initesinzul p c m t i t y
of conzmodity conswnecl.
Intensity of feeling,
however,
is onlyanother
name for degree of utility, which representsthe
R

F
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long perplexing to me, that the element of time does
notappearthroughoutt.hetlit~grams
ancl yrohlems
of thistheoryrelatingtoutility
a n t 1 euclmqy.
All
goesonintime,
rind time is a necessrwy element of
the question ; y e t i t does not explicitly appmr.
Recurring to our diagrams, that for instance on p. 46, i t
is obvious t h a t t h e dinlension U, or degree of utility,
is measuredupontheperpendicular
tixis oy. The
horizontalaxismust,therefore,
be thatupon w.hic.11
rate of supply of commodity or MT” ismeasuretl,
110717 we introduce the
durntiorl
sbrictlyspeaking.If
of t’lle utility, we sllould apparently need a third axis,
of thepage, upon wlli(h
perpendicdar to the plane
todenote it,. But werewe
tointroduce this thin1
dimension, we shoultl ol)tain A solid figwe, representing n quantity truly of t,hree ciimcnsions. This would
T enters
1)e erroneous, hecuuse thethirtldimension
1)y the
negatively
into
the
quantity
relresentecl
horizontalaxis.Thustimeeliminatesitself,
and we
arriveat
a quantit.y of two dimensions
correctly
represented by a curvilineararea,onedimension
of
which corresponds to each of the factors in MU.
This result is a t first sight paradoxical ; hut the
difFicult,y is exactlyanalogoustothatwhichoccurs
in the question of interest, and which led so profound
a mathematician as Dean Peacock int.0
a blunder, a8
will be shown in the Chapter upon Capital. Interest
of money is proport~ional t o thelength of t,ime for
which the principal is lent, and also t o the amount of
money lent and the rate of interest. But this rate of
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interest involves time negatively, so thattime
is
ultimately eliminated, and interest emerges wit11 the
same tlimensiorln as the principalsum.
In the case
of utility we hegin with a certain tll.)solute stuck of
commodity, M. In expm(\ing it we mustspreadit
over more or less time, so that it. is redly rate of
supply which is to
considered ; hutit i8 this mite
i$Z'T", not simply M y whichinfiuerlces the find tiegrec of utility, U, rlt which i t is mnsumed. If the
mme comrrmlitv I r e m u l e to last, tt longert!ime, the
e necessity
clegree of utility \\-ill l w lligher, l ~ ~ a u stllc
of t,llc wnsunwr will I)e less
satisfied.
~ ' I ~ I u R the
at)solut.e nmount of utility produced will, as a general
rule, 1)e gretrtcr 11s t h e timc of expenditure is greater :
Irut thin will also be the case with the quuntity symimlisetl I)y MU, I)ecuusc thequantity U will under
those circumvtmces 1)e greater, while M remains
constant.
To dear up the matter still furt,her
if possible. I
will rect~pitulute the resultswe have arrived ut.
&f means absolute amount of cornmodit>-.
MY"' means ctmount of commodityapplied, so
much per unit of t,ime.
U means the resulting pleasurable
ei-Fectof any
increment of thatsupply,an
infinitesimalquantity
supplied per unit of time.
MUT" means
tlrerefore
so much
pleasurable
effectproducedper
unit of commodity per unit of
time.
MUT-lT, or J l U , means therefore so much abso-
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I)y commodity in an

Actual, P ~ * o s p c t i ~ tn* lr ,~ Potelztkl
l
Utitity.

The difficulties of Economics are mainly the

difficulties of conceiving clearly and fully the conditions
of utility. Even at the
risk of beingtiresome, I will
thereforepointoutmoreminutely
lmv- vtxrious are
thesensesinwhich
n thing nlny 1)e snit1 t o have
utility.
I t is quite usual, ant1 perhaps c'orrect,, t o cull iron
or water or timber :t usefulsul)st.nnce ; lmt we mny
me;m l)ytllese
t\-orcls at leastthree
t1istjnc:t facts.
We may mean that n pnrticulur piece of iron is at the
presentmonlent t ~ t , u ; i l l ~
useful
tosome person ; or
that, nlt.hough not actually useful, i t is expected t o be
useful a t a future time ; or we may only mean that it
woulcl beuseful if i t were in the possession of some
personneeding
it.. Theironrails
of n railway,the
iron which composes the Britannia Britlge, or an ocean
steamer, is actually useful ; t.he iron lying in a merchsnt'sstore
is not useful a t present,though i t is
expected soon to be SO ; but there is a vast quantity
of iron existing in the bowels of the earth, which has
all the physical properties of iron, and might be useful
if extracted,
though
it never
will
be. These
are
instances of actual,
prospective,
and
potential

utiEity.
It will be apparent that potential utility does not
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D i s f ~ - i l m t i ojo ~ ~a Cmwnodity i~ 'TimcJ.
We h v e seen that, when a commodity is cupwlde
of lxing used for different purposes, definite principles
regulateitsapplication to thosepurposes.
A similar
question arises when a stock of commotlity is in lltt~lci,
auct must 1)e expencletl over 11 certain interval of time
more or less tiefinite. The science of Economics must
point out the mode of consumirlg i t to the greatest
aci~-ttnta,rre-tlltLt is, with a xnnvinlunl result of utility. ,
If we reckon all future pleasures and pains as if the)were present, the solution will be the same as in the
case of different uses. If a commodity has to be (list r i h t e c i over n days' use, and wl, v2, etc., be the final
degrees of utility on each day's consumption, then we
ought clearly t o have
t', = v2= c3= . . . - V),.
It may, however, be uncertain during
how many
to last.Thecomdays we mayrequirethestock
modity might be of a perishable nature, so t h a t if we
were to keep some of it for ten days, it might become
unserviceable, and its utility besacrificed.
Assuming
1 See

chap. iv.

*

See chap. v i i
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It will be a11 obvious consecluenc.e of these
equationsthat
less commodity will I+e assigned to
futuredaysinsomeproportiontotheintervening
time.

An illustrativeproblem,involving
cluest,ions of
prospectiveutility
and probability,isfouudin
t,he
case of a \-esse1 at sea, w11ic.h is insufficiently victuulled

nerlrest.
for the probable length of the voyage to the
port. The actuallength of thevoyage tlepeucis on
the winds, t m l must l)e unccrt>ain; but we nlsy
suppose t h a t i t will almost cert.ctinly last ten days or
more, ])ut not more tlmn thirty days. It is appnrent
t h a t if the food were divided into thirty equal parts,
partialfamineandsuffering~"oulci
be certainly endured for the first,ten d a y s , toward off laterevils
which may not be encountered. To consume one-tenth
part of the food on each of the first t e n d:bys would
he still worse, as almost certainly entailing starvation
on the following
days.
To
determine
the
most
beneficial clistrihution of the food, we should require
t o know the probability of each day between the tenth
and t,hirt.iethdaysformingpart
of thevoyage, ant1
also the law of variation of the degree of utility of
food. The whole stock ought then to be divided into
thirtyportions,allottedtoeach
of thethirtydays,
of utility
and of such magnitudes that the final degrees
multipliedbytheprobabilit'iesmaybeequal.Thus,
let vl, v,, v3, etc., be the final degrees of utility of the
first, second, third,andotherdayssupplied,and
p , , p z , p a , et,c., theprobabilitiesthatthedays
in

C H A P T E R IV
THEORY OF EXCHANGE

I ~ n p o ~ t a n cofe Exc.Acr~tg.r~

Bcouo1nic.s.

T L

ESCHANGE
is so im1)ortant ;L 1)wcess in the n1:tsinlising of utility and thesaving of labour,that some
economists have regarclet1 their science as treating of
this operntion alone. Ctility wises fromcommotlities
1)eing Lrought in suita1.de quantities a n d at the proper
times into the
possession of persons needing them ;
ant1 it is by exchange, more than any other means,
Trade isnotindeedthe
only
thatthisiseffected.
method of economising : R single individual may gain
in utilityby aproperconsumption
of thestock in
his possession. Thebestemployment
of labour t ~ n d
capital by a singlepersonis
also a questiondisconnected from t h a t of exchange, and which must yet Le
treated in t,he science. But, with these exceptions,
I
am perfectly willing to agree with the
high importance attributed to exchange.
It is impossible to have acorrectidea
of the
science of Economics without a perfect comprehension

Ambiguity of’ t h e t e r m ‘C-ctIuc.

I must, i n the first place, point out the thoroughly
rtmbiguous nntl unscientific c.huract,er of theterm
t!nZue. Adtml Smithnoticedthe
extreme difference
of nletmingbetween
vnlzte , i , ~use and value i n exchange ; and i t is u s u d for writers on Economics to
caution their readers against the confusion of thought
to tvllicll they are liable. B u t I do not believe t h a t
either writers or readers canavoidtheconfusion
so
long as they use the word. In spite of themost
mute feeling of the danger, I oftendetect
myself
1

Principle of Political Economy, book iii., chap. i.aec.

1.
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using the word improperly ; uor t2o I t,hinh: thtrt the
best authors escape the danger.
Letusturn
to Mill's definition of Escllange
Value,' t ~ n t lwe see u t once the misleacling power of
theterm.Hetells
us-"
Value is u relativeterm.
r x
of some
i h e value of a thingmeansthequantity
other thing, or of things in general, whichit excllsnges
for." Xcnv, if there is any fact certain about, exchange
value, it, is, t h t i t means not an o1,ject ut d l , b u t
11
circumstance of a11 object.Valueimplies,infact,,
relation ; but if so, it cannot possibly be some otJter
thing. A student of Economics has no hope of ever
being clear and correct in his itleas
of the scienceif
he thinks of value as a t all a. thilhg or a11 o;lrJ'cc*t,
oI
even as anythingwhichliesin
LL tlling or 01 Iject.
Persons are thus led t o speak of such 11 nonentity as
intrilzsic
There
are,
doubt.less,
qudit,icsinherentinsuch
a substanceasgoldoriron
wllich
influence its value ; but the wort1 Value, so far as it
can be correctlyused,merelyexpresses
the ci~*cunzstunce of its e x c l ~ a ? z g i ~
2'12
q a cep-tairt r a t i o for sorw

dw.

o t h w substance.
Value expresses Ratio of Exchange.
If a ton of pig-iron exchanges in a market for a11
ounce of standard gold, neither the iron
is value nor
nor in the
the gold ; nor is there value in the iron
gold. The notion of value is concernedonlyin t,he
1 Principles of Political Economy, book iii., chap. vi.

P o p l a r - use 0 f t h . e tcmL Value.

In the popular use of the word value no less than
t h e e distinct though connected meanings seem to
he
confusedtogether.These
may be described as
(1) Value in use ;
( 2 ) Esteem, or urgency of desire ;
(3) Ratio of exchange.
Adam Smith, in the f d a r passage already referred
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to,distinguishedhetweenthefirst
nod thethird
i t is to be
meanings. He said,’ ‘‘ Thewordvalue,
observed, has two different memlinp,
unci sometimes
expresses the power of purchasing other govcls w h i c h
the possession of that object conveys. The one may
be called ‘ valuein
use ;’ theother
‘ \-due in
exchtmge.’ The
things
which have
the
greatest
valuein
use h n v e frequentlylittleornovalue
in
exchange ; and,onthecont,rary,
t,hosewhich llttve
]lave frequently little
the greatest value in exchange
or n o valuein
use. Nothing ismoreuseful
tllm
water : but i t willpurchasescarce
anything ; scarce
anything can be had in exchange for it. A diamond,
on the contrary, has scarce any valuein use ; but t~
very great quantity of other goods may frequently be
had in exchange for it.”
It issufficientlyplain
that, whenSmithspeaks
of water as heinghighly
useful ancl yet devoid of
purchasing power, he means watev i n a,bundance, that
is t,o my, water so atmndantlysuppliedthatithas
exerted its full useful eff’ect, or its total trtility. Water,
when it hcomesvery
scarce, as in a dry desert,
acquiresexceedinglygreatpurchasing
power. Thus
use, thetotal
Smithevidentlymeansbyvaluein
utility of a substance of which the degree of utility
hccs sunk v e r y low, because the want of such substance
has been well nigh satisfied. By purchasingpower
heclearlymeans
the ratio of exchangeforother
commodities. But here he fails to point out that the
1

Wealth of Nations, book i, chap. iv., near the end
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pariron m-it,h other
things
: und, though
highly
est.eemed,
it.
may have a low purcllttaing power.
bea~uuethose things against whic.1~it, is xueasurcd w e
still more esteemed.
Thus I come to the conclusion that, in the use of
the word value,threedistinctnleanings
w e llnltitually confusedtogetller, and require to be t h u s tlistinpished( 1 ) T'ulue in use =total utilitJ- :
( 2 ) Esteem = fin;~ltlegrce of utility :
( 3 ) Purchasing po~vcr= ratio of eschunge.

he expected that we ctoulti profitu1)ly
I t is notto
as econonlicd t'ioctrincs, while
discuss suchmatters
tlle funtlttmental ideas of the su1)ject itre thus junll)le(l
up
together
in
one amliguous word.
T h e only
thorough rernecly consists in sul.,stituting for the
dmgerous name value? that one of three stated
meanings whichisintendecl
in each (:ax. In this
work, therefore, I shalltiiscontinuetlleuse
of the
\vord valuealtogether, ant1 when, as will he most
often the case in the remainder of the book, I need
t o refer to the third meaning, often
called 1 ) ~ 'economists exc1tan.p o r exchnugeuble vultw, I shall substitutethe whollyunequivocalexpression
Ratio of
Exchange, specifying a t t h e same time what are the
two cwticles exchanged. TTThen we speak of the ratio
of exchange of pig-iron nncl gold, there can be no
possillle doubt that we intend t o refer to the ratio of
thenumber of u n i t s of the onecommodity to the
G

Dil)msio)z oj'

VU~W.

There is no tlifficulty in seeing that., when we use
t h e word Value in the sense of ratio of exchttnge, its
tlimcnsion will
be
simply zero. Value will l x expressetl, like angular mnguitucle and other ratiosin
general, 1)y allstrnct n u m l ~ r . X q p l a r magnitutle is
measuret1 1 . y t h e Yat'io uf ti line to ;L line, the ratio of
the arc subtended by t h e nngle to the radius trf tlle
circle.
So value in this sense is a ratio of the
quantity of one commodity to t,he quantity of some
othercommodity exchanged for it. If xve compare
the commodities simply as physical quantities, w e
have thedimensions If divided by M , or MM", or
$lo. Exactlyt~hesameresult
would be obtained if,
physical quantities, we
instead of takingthemere
were tocomparetheir
ut,ilities, for we shouldthen
have MU divided by MU or M"U", which, as it really
means unity, is identical in meaning with M".
When we use the word value inthesense
of
1 L e Commerce et IC Gouventement, 1 7 i 6 ;
Coadillac, 1803, tom. gme,p. 20.

QTuwea

CmpUtea de

Dt9*tLition of 11fur*ikt.
Before proceetlirlg t c ~the Theory of Exchange, it
will I E cksirtible to plttcc l q - o x d clouht the meanings
of tw-o other terms w-hich I shnll freciuent,ly employ.
Bv IL LTfirt*k.etI s h l l nmm nluch what commercial
men use i t to express. Origincilly it market was a
public place iu a town where provisions andother
olJjects were exposed for stile ; but the word has been
genertdised, so tts to mean any body of persons who
areinintimate
businessrelationsand
carry on extensive transactions in any commodity. A great city
may contain as many markets as there are important
branches of trade, and these markets may or may not
be localised. The central point of a market is the
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publicexchange,-mart
or auction rooms, where the
traders
agree
to meet and transtwt businem.
In
London, the Stock Market, the Corn Market, the Coal
Market, the Sugar Market, and many
ot.hers, are (listinctly locnlisetl ; in hlanchester, the Cotton Market,
distheCottonWasteMarket,andothers.Butthis
tirlction of locality
is
not
necessary.
The trtders
may be spreadover
a whole town,
or
region
of
muntry,andyet
make 1% market, if they are, hy
means of fairs, meetings, pu1)lishctl pricelists,
the
post office, or ot.herwine, in close wmmunication with
each other.
Thus, the common
expression
&,?oney
M&rX.c.t denotes no locality : i t is applied tothe
aggregate of those hankers,
cnpitnlists,
rind other
traders who lendor:borrowmoney,and
w l con~ ~
stantly exchange information concerning the course of
business.’
In Economics we mayusefullyadoptthisterm
with a clear and well-definedmeaning.
By a market
I shallmeantwo
or morepersonsdealingintwo
or
more commodities, whose stocks of those commodities
:md intentions of exchanging are known to all. It is
also essential that t’he rrtt,io of exchange between any
1 I find that Cournot has long since defined the economical U R of
~
the word market, with admirable brevity and precision, but exactly to
the same effect as the text above. He incidentally says in a footnote
(Kekhercha sur les Principes MathPmatiques de la Y”0t-k des R i c h ,
Pans, 1838, p. 5 5 ) , “ On sait que les Bconomistes entendent par rnurchk,
non pas un lieu dQtermin6 ou se consomment les achata et les ventes,
mais tout un territoire dont les parties sont unies par des rapports de
libre commerce, en sorte que les prix s’y nivellent avec facilitd et
promptitude.”

I fiml i t ncccsunry to

lltlopt’ some espression for

rmy nu111l)cr of people whose nggregrite influence in ;L
market, either i n the w t ~ yof supply or clemctld, we
have to conxitlcr. By a t r a d i ~ qbody I mean, in the
most genend mu1ner, any body either of buyers or
sellers. The trtding bocly may be a single individual
in one case ; it may be the whole inhabitants of n
continent in another ; i t may be the individuals of
n trade diffused through a country in a third.
England and North America will be trading bodies
if w e are considering the corn we receive from
Waterston’a C y c l o p d i a of C m w c e , ed. 1846, p. 466.
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* b e r i m in exchange for iron ant1 other gcwds. The
continent of Europe is H tructing body t ~ c lpurchtming
of England are t~
cot11 from England.Thefarmers
tracling Lotly when they sell corn to the millers, t u d
the millers both when they buy corn from the fitrnlers
and sell flour to the bttkers.
We must use the expression wit11 this wicle meaning, beetiuse the principles of cxchnge are the sanle
in nature, however \vi& or mrrow may be the mcuket
h l ~ is- either t111 illtliconsidered. Everytrading
vitlud or R I ~aggregrlte of in(lix-iduds, ; ~ n c l t'lle l l t w ,
in the case of the :tggregate, must tlepencl upon the
the
intlivitluals.
We cmuot
fulfilnlent of law in
usually observe any precise mltl continuous variation
in the wants anti deeds of t m intlivitlual, Leciluse the
action of extr:tneous motives, or wllat \voultl seem to
1)e caprice, overwhelms minute tenclencics. As I
llave already remarkeci (p. 15), a singlc incliviclunl
does not vary his consunlpt'ion of sugar,lmtter, or
eggs from week to week hy infinitesimalamounts,
according to each smallchangeinthe
price. He
probablycontinueshisordinaryconsumptionuntil
accident directs his attention to
a rise in price, and
he then, perhaps, discontinues the use of the articles
altoget,her for a time. R u t the aggregate, or what is
the same, the average consumption, of a large community will be found to vary continuously or nearly
so. The most minute tendencies
make
themselves
apparent in a wide average.
Thus,
our laws of
Economics will be theoreticallytrueinthe
case of

Tfw Lcc t u of InCl#?wncc.
When n cornmodit'y is perfectly uniform or homo1

Principle8 of Science, 1st ed, vol. i.

€3.

432 ; 3d ed., p. 363.

1 It is, I believe, verified in the Kew York Stock Xarkets, where
i t is the pmctice t o sell Stocks by auction in successive lots, without
disclosing the total amountto be put up. Whentheamount offered
I ~ q i n st o exceed what z ~ a 8expected, then each successive lot brings a
leas price, and those w-ho bought the earlier lots suffer. But if the
amount offered is small, theearlybuyershare
the advantage.Such
an auction eale only exhibits in miniature what is constantly going on
in the markets generally on a large scale.
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raise the price against IlinwAf'. 'l'hus it. isapparent
that extensive purchases would best l w nlt~degratiually, so as to secure the dvnntnge of u lower price
upon the earlierportions.
In theorythis
e f h t of
exclmngeupon theratio of exchangemust, I)e ccnlceivecl toexist i n some tlegree, hon.ever s1nd1 rimy
be the purchases made. Strictlyspeaking,theratio
of exchange a t m y nlonlent is that of c ? y t,o (?x, of' 1111
infinitelysmall
qui1Iltity of one c:ommotlity to t l ~ c
infinitely small cluantity of amtller wl~ic!llis given for
it. The ratio of exc.llangc is redly i L diifercntiul
coeficient.The
qunntit,-y of any article purc:llaseci is
a function of the price a t which i t in purc1lcwecl, anti
the ratio of excllrmge expresses the rate at w-llicll the
quantity of the article increases compare(1 wit11 \v\.hnt
is given for it.
MTe must carefully distinguish, a t t'he s i m e timc,
betweent,he Sjtatics a ~ d
Dynamics of' this su1)ject.
The r e d condition of i d u s t r y is one of perpetual
motionand chnnge. Commoclities are being continually manufacturedand exchangecl ant1 consumetl. If
we wisheci to have a complete solution of the prolJem
in all its natural complexity, we should have to treat
proldem of dynamics.
it. as a problem of motion-a
But it woulci surely he absurd t o attempt the more
diEcult question when the more easy one
is yet SO
imperfectly within our power. It i8 only as a purely
statical problem that I can venture to treat the action
of exchange. Holders of commodities will be regarded
not as continuously passing on these commodities in
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extent by inlagining m to be cwnstmtly increased, so
that, at the limit, even an infinitely s n d l part of x
must be exchanged for an infiuitely small part of y, in
the same ratio as the whole quantities. This result
we
may express by stating t,hnt the increnlents concerneci
in the procaess of exchnngr must obey the eclurttion

The use which we shall make of this equation will
be seen in the nest section.
T h e T h o r y of E x c l ~ u t ~ g e .

The keystone of the whole Theory of Exchange,
ctncl of the principalprol)lems of Economics,lies in
this proposition-Thc? rwtio of exchawyo crf cmg two
conlmodities uill be the wciprocccl of the m t i o of tlzc
$ n a Z dcgrees of atility of the qzccmtities of commodity
cmailctble for cotzszcnzption after the. exclmrzge is cmnpletecl. Whentherenderhas
reflected a littleupon
the meaning of this proposition, he will see, I think,
that it is necessarily true, if the principles of human
naturehave
been correctlyrepresentedinprevious
pages.
Imagine that there is one trading body possessing
only corn, and another possessing only beef. It is
certain that, under these circumstances,
a portion of
the corn may be given in
excha.nge fora portion of
the beef with a considerable increase of utility. How
are we to determine at what point the exchange
will

1 to 1 : then, by receiving thecommodity cia the
person will gain the utility
a d , u r d lose the utility
a c ; or he will make a net gain of t'he utility corre-

sponding t.0 the mixtilinear figure c d. We will, therefore, wish to extend the exchange. If he were to go
up to the point Is, and were still proceeding, he would,
by thenextsmallexchange,
receive theutility b e ,
and part with Bf ;or he would have a net loss of ef:
H e would, therefore,havegone
too far ; and i t is
pretty obvious that the pointof intersection, Q, defines
the greatest
the placewherehewould
stopwith
H

I n n state of equilibrium, the utilities
of these incrementsmust be equal in the case of each party, in
order that neither more uor less exchange would be
desirable.

Now the
increment

of beef, Ay, is

E

._
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raised at B. Supposc the lever turned through
theangle ACA’, then the work done by Y equals
P x arc BA’, and work done by €V equals W x arc
BU’, if P and €V act perpendicularly to the arm.
Therefore, by the law of energy,

P x ,4 c=It7 x BC,
or, P x its arm = I V x its arm.”
KYTOW,
in such a statement

this, we seem to he
dealingwithplainfinite
quantities, a 1 ~ 1there is n o
apparent
clificulty
in
the matter. In reality
the
difficulty is only tlisguisctl 19- assuming tllat P and
11’ act perpencliculturly to the armthroughfinite
arcs. This
condition
is, indeed,
carried
out with
approximateexactnessinthe
problem of the wheel
and axle,’ ~ l l i ~may
h
Le regarcled as com1)ining
together an infinite series of straight levers,coming
successively into operation. Inthis machine, therefore, the
weights,
roughly
speaking,
always act
perpendicularly to arms of invitritible length.But,
in thegenerality of cases of the lever, thetheory
is onlytrue for infinitelysmalldisplacements,
mil
no sooner has the lever begun to move through any
finite arc AA’, than it ceases to be exactly true that
the work doneby P equals P x arc AA’. Neverto the
theless, the theory is quite correct as applied
leverconsideredstatically,
that is, asin a state of
1

ns

See Jiagnns’s Leseona, sec. 91.
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rest and equilibrium, Imxuse the finitearcs of displacement, when i t really is clisplaced, areexactly
proportional to the infinitely smull ares, known as
virtual velocities, through which i t would Le displaced,
if instcad of Icing at rest, it suffered an infinitely
small cliqducement.
I t is curious,moreover, t h t t t , wheu we take the
theory of the lever treated uccortlitlg to the principle
of virtuul velocities, we get equatit111scsuctly similar
i t 1 fc)rrn to thosc of the thcory o f v d u e as established
r 7
rtbcme.
1 IJCg e r ~ e r dprinciple of Yirtuttl velocities is
to tile cffwt t l ~ u t ,if r u l ? - rlunllw of fort-es 1)e in
equilil.riun~ r t t cme or n~c.)repoints of it rigid botly,
m n l if this lmly reveivc t u 1 infinitely s m d l (lisplacemeut, thc. ttlgelmtic: sun1 of the products of e w h forc*e
into its clinplclcenlent is ecluttl to zero. In the case of
JI lever of the first, order, this amounts t o saying that
one force multipliedintoits
clisplacement will be
rleutruliseci 1 ) y t.lle ot.ller force multipliedinto
its
rlegatice displacement. But inasmuch as the clisplacemeuts tire exactly proportiond to tlle lengths of
the rwms of tlle lever, we obtain as n derivative
each
by its
equtttion, that the forces multiplied
own arm tare equalto e u c l ~other. hTo doubtin
the
quotation given above, Y x A C = TV x BC is an
; b u t h er e d
equation
hetween
finite
quantit,ies
equnt,ionderivedimmediutelyfiomtheprinciple
of
virtual velocities, is
P x dri’ = U’x BB’, in which
P and W are finite, but A,4’ and BB’ are in strictness infinitely s m d displacements. Let us write this

equationin

the form -”’ = -.
A-4’
P

BH’

’ then as we also

AC
have .4A’
HHI =
we can substitute ; hence

N’

Ai!

u = 33’

To put this analogy of the theories of exchange
and of the lever in the clearest possilJe light, I give
below a diagram, in wllich the several economic
qualities are represented by
the parts of the diagram
to which they correspond or are proportional.
Now instatical problems no such process as integration is applicable. Theequation
lies actually

)'iff. I i'

The result is, that there is not one ratio of exchange,
but two ratios ; anti the morethese differ, the less
advantage will there be in exchange. It is obvious
that A has either to remain satisfied with less of the
second commoditythan before, or htw to give more

Problems in the Theory

of

Exchnwge.

We have hitherto considered only one simple case
of the Theory of Exchange. In all other cases where
the commodities are capable of indefinite subdivision,

Sincc a -x ant1 b + y, by supposition, do not apprecinbly differ from (x ant1 b, we may sulxditutethe
latter qucmtitier;, und we htlve, for the first equation,
c~pproximtttely,

The ratio of exchmge being an approximately fixed
ratio determinedbytheconditions
of thetrading
M y A, there is, in reality, only one undetermined
quantity, x, the quantity of commodity which C finds
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it advantageous to purchase by expending part of
This w i l l now be tlet.ermincd by the equation

'13
(
1
.

This equation will represent the condition in regard
to any one distinct commodity of n very snlall country
trading with a nluchlargerone.
I t might represent,
to some extent,thecircumstances
of trade between
the Channel Islands and the great marketsof England,
though, of course, it is neverabsolutelyverified,
because the smallest purchasers do affect t,he market
insome degree. Theequationstillmoreaccurately
representstheposition
of an indivicludconsumer
withregard totheaggregatetrade
of n large conlmunity, since he must1)uy
atthecurrent
prices,
which he cannot in an apprecia1)le degree affect.
A stillsimplerformula,however,isneeded
to
represent
the
conditions
of a large
part
of our
purchases. In many cases we want so little of a
commodity,thatanindividualneednotgivemore
than a very
small
fraction
of his possessions to
obtain it. W e may suppose, then,that
y inthe
lastproblem
is a very small part of c, so that
q 2 ( c- y) does not differ appreciably from qZc.
Taking m as before to be theexistingratio
of exchange, we have only one equation4 2

x - m,

"

3.2

or

r#)z

c

x =m.92 c.
1
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This means that C will buy of the commodity until
its degree of utility falls below that of the commodity
he gives. A person’s expenditure on salt is in this
country an inconsiderable item of expense ; what he
t h e spends does not make him appreciably poorer ;
yet, if the established price or ratio is one penny for
each pound of .salt, he h y s inanytime,
say one
year, NO many pounds of salt that anadditional
pound wouid not have so much utility to him as a
penfly. In the alwve equation m . q 2 c represents the
utility to him of tt penny, which being an inconsiderable fhction of his possessions, is approximatelyinvnriable in utility, and he buys salt until ++,which
is approximatelythe
utility of thenextpound,
is
equal to, or it mity be somewhat less than that of the
penny. But this
case must not he confused with that
of purcllases which appreciably affect the possessions
of the purchaser.Thus,
if R poor familypurchase
much htchers’-meat, they will probtlbly have to go
withoutsomething
else. The more theybuy,the
lower the final degree of utility of the meat, and the
h i g h r the jinal degree of utility of something else ;
and thus these
purchases will be the more narrowly
limited.

C m p l e x Cases of the

%my.

We have hitherto considered the Theory of Exchange as applying only to two ‘trading bodies possessing and dealing in two commodities. Exactly
the same principles hold true, however numerous and

1v
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complicated may be the conditions. Themain point
to be remembered in tracingouttheresults
of the
theory is, that the same pair
of commodities in the
samemarket can haveonly one ratio of exchange,
which must therefore prevail between each body and
each other, the costs of conveyance being considered
as nil. The equations become rapidly more numerous
as additional bodies orcommodities are considered ;
but we may exhibit them as they apply to the case
of three trading bodies and three commodities.
Thus, suppose that
A possesses the stock a of cotton, and gives
x, of it to B, x, to C.
B possesses the stock b of silk, and gives
y1 to A, yz to C.
C possesses the stock c of wool, and gives
z, to A, z2 to B.
Wehaveherealtogethersixunknownquantitiesz,, x,, yl, y2, z,, z:, ; but we have also sufficient
means of determiningthem.Theyareexchanged
at3
followsA gives x, for yl,and x2 for q.
B ,, 'yl for z,,and y2 for z2.
C ,, z, for x,,and z2 for yz.
Thesemay
be treated as independentexchanges ;
each body must be satisfied in regard to each of its
exchanges, and we must therefore take into account
the functions of utility or the final degrees of utility
of each commodity in respect of each body. .Let UB
express these functions aa follows-

Therc will also be intercllunge between B and C
which will be independentlyregulated
on similar
principles, so that we have another pair of equations
to complete the cowlitions, namely+2.(J"91"~!~;)

-3-

9 2 Y2

xs (c-zl-z.)

"

X 2 22

yz

We might proceed in t.he same way tro lay down

the conditions of exchange between more numerous
bodies, l m t the principles would be exactly the same.
For every quantity of commodity which is given in
exchange something must be received ; and if portions
of the same kind of commodity be received fkom
several distinct parties, then we may conceive the
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quantity which is given for that commodity to be
broken
up
into as many distinct portions.
The
exchanges in the most complicated case nlnythus
always be
cleconlposed
into simple exchanges, and
every
exchange
will give rise to two equations
sufficient to determinethequantities
involved. Tlle
same can also be done when thereare two or more
conlmociities in t h e possession of e l d l trading Lorly.

Competitc'o,~i ~ rExchaugc.
One case of the Theory of Exchange is of consitlerable importance, and arises when two parties compete
togetherinsupplying
EL thirci part<y with n c e r t t h
commodity. Thus, suppose that A , with the quantit,y
of one commodity denoted 1)y rt, purcllases another
from B and from C, who
kind of commodityboth
respectively possess b a n c i c of it. All the quantities
concerned are tis followsA gives x, of a to B and :r, to C',
B ., y, of b to A,
C! ,, yz of c t o A .

As each commodity may be supposed to be perfectly homogeneous, theratio of exchange must be
the same in one case as in the other, so that we have
one equation thus furnished-

Xow, provided that A gets the right commodity
in the

proper quantity, he does not care whence it

I 18
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comes, so that we need not,inhisequation,
distinguish the murce or destination of the quantities ;
he eimply gives z1+xp, and receives inexchange
y, yrr Oberving, then, that by ( 1 )

+

-

Y l +!/a_%

x,+x2

X]

we have the usual equation of exchange-

41 ( “ 1 - 4 J.1 (Yl+ !/2)

- YI.

(2)

-c1

But €3 uud C must both

be separatcly satisfiedwith
theirshares in the transaction. Thu*

43x2 ”. Y?
(4)
(“4
“x,
There are altogether
four
unknown
quantitiesz,,x*,yl, yp; and we have four equations by which t o
deternline
them.
Various
suppositions
might
be
the
comparative
magnitudes
of the
made as to
quantities b and c, or the character of the functions
concerned ; ttnd conclusions could then be drawn as
to the effect uponthetrade.Thegeneralresult
would be, that the smaller holder must more
or less
conform to the prices of the larger holder.
+s

Failure of the Equations of Exchange.
Cases constantly occur in which equations of the
kind set forth in the precedingpages fail to hold

IY
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true, or lead to impossible results. Such fdure may
indicate that no exchange at all takes place, but it
may also have a different meaning.
In thefirst case, it mayhappen thatthe commodity possessed by A has a high degree of utility to
A, and a low degree to B, and that vice versd B s
commodity has a high degree of utility to B and less
t o A. This difference of utilitymightexist
to such
an extent, that though
B were to receive very little
of A’s commodity, yet the final degree of utility to
him would be less than that of his own commodity,
of which he enjoys much more. In such a case no
benefit can arise from exchange, and no exchange will
consequentlytake
place. This failure of exchange
will be indicated by a failure of the equations.
It may also happen that the whole quantities of
commodity possessed are exchanged, andyetthe
equations fail. A may have so low a desire €or consuming his own commodity, that the very last increment of it has less degree of utility to him than a
small addition to the commodity received in exchange.
The same state of things might happen to exist with
B asregardshis
commodity : underthese
circumstances the whole possessions of one might be exof
changed for the whole of the other, and the ratio
exchange would of course be defined by the ratio of
thesequantities.Yet
each partymight desire the
last increment of the commodity received more than
hedesires the last increment of that given, so that
theequations would fail to be true. This w e will

I 20
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hmdly occur practically in internationaltrade,since
uatiollis usually trade in many commodities, a fact
whieh would alter the conditions.
Again, the equations of exchange will fail to be
possiblewhen thecommodity or useful article posnetwed on one or both sidesisindivisil>le.
We have
more or less of a comulways assunled hit.herto thrtt
modity lntly 1)e hrttl, clown to infinitely small quantiticfi. This is upproxirnntely true of all ordinary trade,
cnpecitrlly interI~tltic-mrrltntcle between great industrial
ntttions, Ally I ~ suck
C
of corn or any one b u r of iron
i n prwtiwdly irdinitcsinml c.onlp:tretl with the quuntities csc.htmg:e(l by i l n ~ c r i c tm~ c l Engltmcl ; andeven
one (:ttrg(-~
or p r c e l of corn or iron is a smttll fraction
of tltc w-llolc. But,in exceptionttl cases, even interncltionnl trttde nliglltinvolveindivisilrlearticles.
We
might conceive the l3ritisll Governmentgivingthe
Koh-i-noor tliamontl to the Khedive of Egypt in
exchange for Pompey’s Pillnr, in w-llich case it would
certainlynotanswerthe
purpose to break up one
article or the other.’ When an island or portion of
territory is transferred from one possessor t o another,
i t isoftennecessary
to take the whole, or none,
two

1 Since the above was written the d u e of Cleopatra’s Needle has
actually formed the subject of decision intheAdmiralty
Court, in
connection withthe a n d of salvage. The fact, however, isthat in
the absence of anyact of exchange concerningsuch an object, the
notion of value is not applicable a t all. At the best the value assigned,
namely ~925,000,is a mere fiction arbitrarily invented to represent
what might conceivably be given for such an object i f there were a
purchaser. It k, moreover, curiomthat since the first edition was
printed Russia has actually made an exchange of islands with Japan.

‘
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America, in purchasingAlasks
from Russia, a-ould
hardlyhaveconsented
to purchase less thanthe
whole. In ererg sale of ahouse, fwtory, orother
building, it is usually impracticable to make m y
division without g r e d y lessening the utility of the
whole. I n allsuch cases ourequationsmust
f i l to
exist, because we cannot contemplate t,he existence of
an increment or a decrement to an indivisible article.
Suppose, for example, that A and B each possess
a book : they cannot break
up the books, and must
therefore exchange them
entire,
if a t all. Under
will they do so ? Plainly on the
whatconditions
condition that eachmakes
s gain of utility by so
doing.Here
we deal not withthe
finaldegree of
utility depending on an infinitesimal quantity, but on
the ZCI~OZC utility of the comldcte article. Now lct
us assign the symljols as follows :u1=the utility of A’s 1,ook to A,
u, > ’
A’s .( to B,
2’1
B’s :, to A,
112
,,
B’s ,, to B.
Then the conditions of exchange are simply
2,

?,

?,

2)

0 1

’Z h ,

u,> vz.
We might indeed theoretically contemplate the
case
wheretheutilitieswereexactlyequal
on oneside :
thus
Q1’

u1,

u,=v,;

R would then be wholly indifferent to the exchange,

IZZ
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and I do not 8ee any meam of deciding whether he
would or would notconsent
to it. But we need
hardly consider the awe, as i t could seldom practically
occur. Were the utilitiea exactly equal on both sides
in respect to both objects, there would obviously be
no motive to exchange. Again, theslightest loss of
utility on either side would be a complete bar to the
transaction, because we are not supposing, a t present,
that any other commodities are in possession so as to
allow of separateinducemenh,
or thatanyother
motives than such as arise out of simpledesire of
one’H own convenience enter into the question.
A much more dificult prohlem arises when we
suppose an inclivisible articleexchanged for a divisihlc commodity.When
Russia sold Alaska this was
a practically indivisible thing ; but it was bought with
money of which more or less might be given to indefinitely small quantities.Abargain
of thiskindis
exceedingly common ; indeed it occurs in the case of
every house, mansion, estate,factory,ship,orother
complete whole, which is sold for money. Our former
equations of exchange certainly fail, for they involve
increments of commodity on both sides. Thetheory
seems to give a veryunsatisfactoryanswer,
for the
problemproves to be, withincertain limits, indeterminate.
Let X be the indivisible article ; u, its utility to
its possessor A, and u, its utility to B. Let y be the
quantity of commoditygiven
for it, a commodity
which is supposed to be divisible ad incfinitum; let vl
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be the total utility of y to A, and v 2 ita t o t a l utility
B. Then it is quite evident that, in order to give
rise to exchange, v, must be greater than ul,and +
must be greater than vz ; that is, there must, as before,
be a gain of utility on each side. Thequantity y
must not be so great then aa to deprive B of gain,
nor so small as to deprive A of gain. The
following
is an extract from Mr. Thornton’s work which exactly
expresses the problem :“ Therearetwoopposite
extremes-one
above
which the price of a commodity cannot rise, the other
belowwhich it cannot full. The upper of these limits
is markedbytheutility,
real orsupposed, of the
commodity to the customer ; the lower, of its utility
to the dealer. No one will give for acommodity a
quantity of money or money’s worth, which, in his
opinion, would be of more use to him than the commodity itself. No one will take for a commoditya
quantity of money or of anything else which he thinks
would be of less use to himself than the commodity.
The price eventually given and taken may
be either
at one of the opposite extremes, or may be anywhere
intermediate between them.”
Three distinct cases might occur, which can best
be illustrated by a concrete example. Suppose we can
read the thoughts of the parties in the sale of a house.
If A says €1200 is the least price which will Batisfy
him, and B holds that X800 is the highest price which
to

1

a o r n b n On Laboar; ita Wrongfd Claims and Rigl~tful Duea

(1869), p. 5 8 .
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i t will be profitable for him to give, no exchange can
pomitly take place. If A should find 21000 to be his
lowest limit, while B happens to name the same Burn
for his highestlimit,the
trttn,mction can be closed,
and the price will be exactly tlefined. But supposing,
finally, that A i H really williug to sell a t L900, and H
in prepared t,o buy at, E1 100, in what malmer can we
tlleoreti(:dly determine the price ? I see no mode of
solving tllc quest.ion. Any pricebets-cen X900 ant1
$1 100 will lclnve I I profit, on each side, iind both
pttrties will lose if they (lo not come to terms. I tunc:t>ive thatsuch 11 transactionmust l x scttletl u p 0 1 1
othcr t,hrrn strictly econornic:sl grountls. The result
of the lmgain will grretly clepend U ~ O Ut h e compnrativcttmount of knowledge of ench other'spositions
mtl needs which either Imrgainer may possess or
mtlnage to ol,tnin in the course of the transaction.
Thus the power of r e d i n g m o t h e r man's thoughts is
of high importance in business, and the art of bargainingmainlyconsistsinthe
ltuyer mcertainingthe
lowest price at' which the seller is willing t o part with
his object, withoutdisclosing if possible the highest
pricewhichhe,
the seller,iswilling
to give. The
disposition and force of character of the parties, their
comparative persistency, their adroitness and experience in business, or it may be feelings of justice or
of kindliness, will also influence the decision.These
are motives more or less extraneousto a theory of
Economics, and yet they appear necessary considerations in this problem. It may be that indeterminate
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bargains of thiskindare
best arranged by an arbitrator or third party.
Theequations of exchange may f t d q a i n when
c o m n d i t i e s are divisible, but not to i~lfixlitely snlall
is always, in retctil trtule, t~ conquantities.There
venientunit
below which we (10 not clencend in
purchases. Papermay be bought in quirek, oreven
in packets, which it may not be tlesirable to breltk up.
Wine cannot he bought from the wine merclumt
in less than a bottle a t a time. In allsuch ctmes
exchangecannot,,theoreticttllyspeaking,
be perfectly
adjusted, because i t xi11 he infinitely improbable t h t
nn integral number of units will precisely verify the
proportion
of
equations of exchange. In tt large
cases, indeed, theunitmay
1)e so smallcompared
wit,h t h e whole quantities exchc~nged as practically to
be infinitely s n d l . R u t suppose that aperson
be
buyingink wllich isonly t o 1)e had,underthecirIf onebottle be
cumstances,inoneshillingbottles.
not quite enough, how will he decide whether to take
a second or not '1 Clearly by estimating t.he aggregate
utility of the bottle of ink compared with the shilling,
If there be an excess, he will certainlypurchaseit,
and proceed to consider whether a third be desirable
or not.
VI., in
This case might be illustratedbyFig.
which the spaces o pl, p l q2, ppq3, etc., represent the
total utilities of successive bottles of ink ; while the
equal spaces o r,, p ,
etc., represent thetotal utilities
of successiveshillings,which
we may assume to be
?a2,
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practicallyinvariable.
There is no doubt that three
bottles will be purchased, but the fourth will not be
Y

I

purcilased unless themixtilinear figure p , y, q4 p ,
exceed in area the rectangle p , r, r, p,.
Cases of this kind aresimilar to those treated in pp.
120-124, where the things exchanged are indivisible,
except that the question of exchange or no exchange
occurs over and overagainwithrespect
to each
successive unit, and is decided in respect to each by
the excess of the t o t a l utility of the unit to be
received over thetotalutility
of that to be given.
between the cases
There is indeedperfectharmony
cannot
be
where equations can and where they
established ; for we have only to imagine the indivisible units of commodity to be indefinitely lessened in
size to enable us to pass gradually down to the case
where equality of theincrements of utility is ultimately established.
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Zero Value.

Only a few economists, notably Mr. H. D. Macleod
inseveral of hispublications,havenoticedthe
fact
thattheremay
be such a thing &s negative value.
Yet there cannot be the least doubt that people often
labour, or pay money to other labourers, in order
to
get rid of things, and they would not do this unless
suchthings were hurtful,that is, hadtheopposite
qualitytoutility-disutility.Water,when
it gets
into a mine, is a costly thing
to get out again, and
many people have been ruined by wet mines. Quarries
and mines usually produce great quantities
of valueless rock or earth, variously called duff, spoil, waste,
rubbish,andno
inconsiderable part of thecost of
working arises from the need of raising and carrying
this profitless mass of matter and then finding land
on which to deposit it. Every furnace yields cinders,
dross, orslag,
which canseldombe
sold for any
of
money, and every household is at theexpense
getting rid, in one way or mother, of sewage, ashes,
swill, andother wjectanea. Reflection soon shows,
inshort,thatno
inconsiderable part of thevalues
with which we deal inpractical economics must be
negative values.
It will hardly be needful to show at fullIength
that this negative value may
be regarded aa varying
continuouslyinthesameway
aa positive value. If
after a long drought rain
begins to fall heavily, it is
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at first hailed a8 a great benefit ; the rain-water may
be HO valuable M tu proc1uc.e a crop, when otherwise
nuccewful a,vriculture would have been impossible.
&kin may thus avert fitmine ; lJUt after the rain has
fdlen for t~ certain length of time, the farmer begins
to thiuk he ha!! hrdenough
of it ; morerain will
retarcl his operations, or injurethegrowingplants.
A8 the rain continues to fall he fears further injury ;
water begins tofioocl his luntl, and there is even danger
of the soil and c r o p 1)eing all washed ttwny toget,her.
H u t the rtrin urlforturlatclypours
down more and
more heavily, until a t length perhaps the crops,
soil,
house, sto~k,--.tlay, the Cmlcr himself, are all swept
bodily nway. That
stme
water,
then,
which in
mcderatequsutity would have been of thegreatest
possible benefit,hasonly
to besuppliedingreater
and greater quantitiesto becomeinjurious,until
it
ends with occasioning the ruin, and even the cleath, of
the individual. Those acquainted with the
floods and
droughts of Australia know thatthis
is no fancy
sketch.’
I n many other cases it might be shown similarly
that matter, we can httrdly et111 it commodity, acquires
a higher and higher degree of disutibity the greater
the quantity which hasto bedisposed
of. Such is
the case with the sewage of great towns, the foul or
poisoned
water
from mines,
dye-works,
etc.
Any
1 See the authois
History of t h e Floods and Droughts of New
Sonth Wales,” in the Austmlian Almunack, Sydney, 1859, p. 61.
Azso Mr. H. C. Ruesell’e C
Z
&
i of New soocth W a k
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otatacle, however, 1m1y lw regttrcled as so mucrh discommotlity, whether i t t w n mountain which lltw to
be bored through to ~nttke zb r d w l y , or R Ilollow
which h s t'o be fillet1 up lvith an expensire en1l)ankment.If
~i
1)uilclingsite requires t t certain e s p e d i ture in levelling and clraining I d w e i t can iw nu&
use of, the c a o s t of this work is, of course, subtntctetl
from
t,he
value
which the
land
would otherwise
possess.
As every nclvtmtage in property gives rise
to value, SO eYe1.y c1isadv;~nt~rge
must be setagainst
that value.
W e now come to the question llow nept,ivc vdue
is t,o be represented in our equations. Let us suppose
:L person 1)osscssiug a of some cmnmotlity m
t find i t
insuffic:ient : the11 it has posit,ive degree of utility for
him, tllat is to say + ( ( I ) ispositive.Suppose
:E to be
aticletl t o TC and gr.ntcludlp increawl : +(a,+ x ) will
grndunlly det:rease. Let us assume that for a certain
value of ;x: i t becomes zero ; then, if t'he further increase of x turns utility int,o tiisutility, +(a+ x ) will
become a negativequantity.
How will thisnegative
sign affect thevalidity of the equations wl1ic.h w e
have been employing in prececling pages, and in which
each memberhasappeared
t o be bothformallyand
intrinsically positive ? It is plain that we cannot
equate a positive t o a negative quantity ; but it will
be found that if, at the same time that we introduce
negative utility, we also assign to each increment of
commodity the positive or negative sign, according as
it isaddedto
or subtracted from the exchanger's
E
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p~.wnZlicms,that is to my, received or givenin exchange, no such difficulty arises.
Suppose A arid H respectively to hold u and ZI,
wl(l to exollange
t t x u l dg of the commodities X and
Y. 'J3cn i t will Le rrpImrent from t.hc general
character of thc srgument UII pp. 98-100, that the
fundsrnentt~Iccluation there uclopteri will Le included
in the more gcacrul forrn-"

~ ( f ~ ~ . ~ , ~ . f l ~ + ~ ~ ~ ) +
111 t i t i s cquution o i t l l c' r. farctor of either term may
bc intrinsit*t~lly
rwgxtive, lvhile the dtermttive signs
bcfore L a 1 1 ( l y 1 1 1 1 0 ~f i r every possible u ~ s eof giving
a n c l receiving i r ~eschtmge.
Four possiblc WLSCS will arise. In t h e first case,
both commoclities httve utility for each person, that
is to say, rtr~ti we both positive functions ; but A
gives soxne of X ill return fur some of Y. This means
that dx is negcltive, anti dy positive, while the qunntities i n posseavion nftcr eschttnge are a -x, and b y.
Thus t h e equatiou becomes

+

+

+

-gb(cx;-.z).tl.~++(r,+?/).tl~=~.
Wc shoultl have merely to transpose thenegative
term to the other side of the equation, and to assume
b= 0,to obtain the equation on p. 99.
As the second case, suppose that Y possesses disutility for A, so that the function 9 becomes for him
negative ; in order to get rid of y, he must also pay
x with it, and both these quantities as well as dy and
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ab receive thenegativesign.
takes the shape

+(CI")

x(-dz)"(I)-y)

13'

Then theequation
x (-dy)=o,

or
-4((C-T).~~+-(Z,--).Cl~=O.

The thircl

'

is thecounterpart
of the last,, and
represents B's position,whorewivesboth
x ttnti y,
on thegroun'lthat
one of thesequantities
is dW('07)2?)2Oditytohim.
B u t putting the matter as the
case of A, we may assume 4 to be positive, $r negtttive, and gi\.ing the positive sign to all of X , IJ, d ~ ,
and d y , we ol3tain the equationcase

~(f~+.c).clx-~(~+?/).~lrc=o.
It is p s s i l h to conceive yet it fourth (:;we in
which people slloulcl he exchrulging two cliscommodities ; thtlt, is to say, gettingrid of one hurtful
sul.,stallce l)y accepting in plwe of it what is felt to
be less hurtful, thoughstill possessing tlisutility. In
this case we have Loth 4 anti $r negative, as well t i s
one of t l ~ equantitiesexchanged ; taking L : m c l c l n :
tis po.sitive, and y ant1 dy as negative, the equ. t'1011
a..;sumes the form
ti

-+(CC+:C).dX-+(b").(-dy)=O,
or
-+((a+z).ds+~(Z,-y).dy=o.

It might be dificult to discover m y distinct case8
of thislast kind of exchange.Generally
speaking,
when a personreceivesassistance
ingettingrid
of
some inconvenient possession, he paysin money or

We may express the result of this theory in general
terms by saying that the algebraic sum of the utility
or tiisutility received or parted with, as regards the
last increments concerned inanact
of traffic, will
always be zero. It also follows that,without
regard to sign, the increments are inmagnitude in-

will give the value

0

=;
,

1)oth tile furlctions of utility

being zero. This means tlmt tlle quantitics exchanged
will be indeterminate so far as the theory of utility
goes. If one sulxtance possesses utility, ancl the
other does not, the ratio of exchange lmomes either
or
0

2

-0,

infinity or zero, indicatingthatttlere

can be

/

no comparison in our theory between things which do
andthose which donot possess utility. Pra.ctically
speaking, such cases do not occur except in an approximate manner. Such things as cinders, sl~avings, night-

Jluc.11 confusion is thrown into the statistical investigation of quest,ious of supply and tlemalltl 1)y the
circumstruwe that one commotlit'y can often replace
Itnother, an(1 mrvethe same purposes more or less
perfectly. The same, or nenrly t'he same. su1)sttmce
is often o1)tninecl from two or three sources. The
constituents of wl~ent,hnrley, oats, nml rye are closely
similm, if not idcnticd. Vegetal)le st,ruct'ures arecon]posed mttinly of the same chemical conlpountl in nearly
all eases. Animal meat, again, is of nearly tthe same
composition from whstever
animal
clerived. There
are endless differences of flat-our ant1 quality,but
thcse are often insufficient to prevent one kind from
serving in place of another.
Wheneverdifferentcommoditiesare
thus applicable to the same purposes, their conditions of demand
and exchangeme
not independent.Theirmutual
ratio of exchange cannot vary much,for i t will be
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closely defined by theratio of their utilities. Beef
and mutton, for instance, differ so slightJy, that
people eat them almost indifferently.
But the wholesale price of mutton, on an average, exceeds t h t of
beef intheratio
of 9 t.0 8, and we musttherefore
conclude that people generallyesteemmutton
more
than beef inthis proportion,otherwise
they w~ould
not h y the dearermeat.
It follows t.hatthe final
degrees of utility of these meat,s are in this rrtt,io, or
that if +x be the clegree of utility of mutton, and +g
that of beef, we have
8.+.r= 9.+y.
This ecluation would clou1,tless uotl~oltltrue in
extreme cireumstnnces ; if mutton became c:omparatively scnrce, there would probtLbIy be some persons
willing t o pay a higher price, merely lxcause i t woul(1
t.llen be considered a delicacy. Rutthis is certain,
that, so long as the equation of utilities holds true,
the ratio of exchange between mutton and beefwill
notdiverge from that of 8 t,o 9. If thesupply of
beef falls off to a small ext,ent, people will not pay a
higher price for it, but will eat more mutton ; and if
t.he supply of mutton falls off, they will eat more beef.
The conditions of supply will have no effect upon the
ratio of exchange ; we must, in fact, treat
beef and
mutton as one commodity of two different strengths,
just as gold at eighteen and gold a t tm-enty carats are
hardly considered as two but rather as one commodity,
of which twenty partsof one are equivalent t o eighteen
of the other.

d c y u i r e d Ut i/ity cy' Com,nLodZ'tie.s.
The Theory of Exchange, as explaine(1 nhove,
restsentirely on t.lle consideration of clumtitieu of
utility, and 110 reference t o lubour or cost of production has been macle. The ~calueof a divisible commodity, if I may for a moment use thedangerous
T h h e of Gold, 1863,p. 33 (reprintell in Incesliand Fi.'i?tance,1885). hfoney n7Ed the Mechnniam of
Erxhange (International Scientific Series), chap. xii. This chapter has

Seriozrs

gnfiow

Full i n tlw

i 7 ~C'unewcy

been translated by 31.11.Cravez, and reprinted in the HibEwthkque Utile,
vol. xliv. (Germer Baillibre), Paris, 1878. See also Papers on the Silver
Question read before the American Social Science h c i a t i o n at Saratoga, September 5 , 1877,Boston, 1877,and B C L 7 2 k c r 8 ' M ~ a z i t wDecem,
ber 1877 (reprinted in Inzestigutiom i n Currency and E'inance, 1884).
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assume, for a moment, that all the ratios of exchange
are equalities,or that at unit of one is dways to be
purc.hnaec1 with n unit of anotl~er. Then, plainly, we
of utility equal, otherwise
must have thedegrees
t,here n-oulclbe udvnntage inacquiringmore of that
possessing the higher degree of utility. Let the
sign
Cp clenote t h e function of utility, which will be different in ench case ; then we have simply the equat~ions+l~=Cp~2)=Cps(1=#r1'=Cpa~~=etr.

But, LLS matter of fact,, the ratio of excllrtnge is
seldom or never that of unit for unit ; and when the
c1ut-~nt,itiesexc+hnngetl are uneclual, the clcgrces of
utility will not Ire equal. If for o m p u n t 1 of silk I
can have three of cott,on, then the tlcgree of utilit,y of
cotton must l)c n thircl tllr~tof silk, otllerwise I slloultl
gain by escl1;t11gc.
'I'llus
thegcneralresult
of the
facility of exchange pre\Tuiling in it civiliseti cumtry
is, that (c 2 ~ 7 - s o n~ ~ ~ - o ~such
u ~ *pantitics
P s
of comntoditit~sthat thc j h a l clcgrccs of utility of a n y J m i > *
of comnoclities CIW invevsdy ns the m t i o s o j * c x c h c m p
qf thc commodities.
Let x,,x,, x,, xc,etc., he the port'ions of hisincome given for p , q, 77, s , etc., respectively, then we
must have
$ y - " 1
-, .
+3(j-x2,
- 3,
"

CplX
Y
4, z r
and so on. The theory thus represents the fact,
that
a persondist.ributeshisincomeinsuch
a way as to
equalise the utility of the final increments of all commodities consumed.
As water runs into hollows until

91% P
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The general result of exchauge is thus to produce
a certainequality
of utilitybetween ciiff'erent commodities, as regards the same individual ; lmt between
different inclividuals 1 1 0 such equality will tend to be
produced. In Economics we regwcl only con1merc:ial
tra~mactions. t i n t 1 no equalisation of wetilth from
charita1)le motives is considered.
l'lle degree of
utility of w-edth to a very rich nlnn will be governed
by its degree of utility ill that, lmtnch of expenditure
in which he continues to feel tllc most need of further.
possessions. His primary WiiIlts will long since 11avc
been fully satisfied ; he could find food, if requisite,
for a thouwncl persons, and so, of course, he will IIILVC
supplied himself with as much as he in the lewt desires. But so far as isconsistentwith tlle iuequttlity
of wwdthin
every community,allcommoditiesare
ciist,ri\,utecl by exchange so as t o produce the muxim u m of benefit. Every person whose wish for a certain thing exceetls llis wisll for other things, :Lcquircs
what hewantsprovidedhe
can make a sufficient
sacrifice in otherrespects.
No one is everrequired
to give what he more desires for what he less desires,
so that perfectfreedom of cxcllange must be to the
advantage of all.

TILe Gain by Exchange.

It is a most important result of this theory that
the ratio of exchange gives no indication of the real
benefit
derived
fiom
the
action
of exchange. So

1v
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theirgain
is lesv on each indivitiual rwticle consumed.”
In the absence of m y explanation to the contrary,
this passage must be taken to mean that the n d v m t.age of foreigu t r t d e depends up011 the terms of
exchange, and that international trade
is less ac‘tvantageous to t i r i c e 1 1 than to a poor country. But such
conclusioninvolvesconfusionbetween
two distinct
things - the price of 2% commodity and it,H t,otrtl
utility. ,4 caountry is n o t nlerelylike 2% greatmerc:rtntile firmlmying and selling goo(ls, anti rmlkirlg t~
profit out of the clifferewe of price ; it Luys goods in
order
to
consume
tllenl.
But., ill estim;iting the
benefit, wllicl~it consumer tlerives from t t c:ommociity,
i t is t,lle totalut’ilitywhich
m u s t I)e taken its tlle
measure, not the final clegree of utility on which the
terms of exchange clepencl.
To illustrate this trutll we may employ the curves
inFig. 131. t o represent t,he functions of utility of
two commodities.
Let t h e wool of Australia be
representedby
the line ob, and itstotalutilityto
obrp.
Australia by the area of the curvilinear figure
Lettheutility
of a secondcommodity,saycotton
goods, toAustralia be similarlyrepresentedinthe
of commodity
lower curve, so thatthequantity
measured Ly o’h‘ gives a total utility represented by
thefigure o’p’r‘d’.
Then, if Australiagiveshalf
its
wool, ab, for the quantity of cotton goods represented
by o’a’, it loses the utility aqrb, but gains t h a t represented by the larger area o’p’q’u’.
There is

only to the tu-nourlt of o’c, the utility of this amount,
op’.cc‘, woulcl have exceeded that of the wool given
for it.
So far is Mill’s statement from bcing fundamentally correct, that I believe trhe truth lies in the opposite direction. As ageneralrule,
the greatness of
the price which a country is willing and able to pay
for the productions of othercountries, measures, or
trt least manifests, the greatness of the benefit which
it derives from suchimports.
He who pays a high
price musteitherhave
a very p e a t need of that
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which he buys, or very little need
of t . h t which he
pays for i t ; oneithersuppositionthere
is gain by
exchange. In questions of this wort there is but one
rule which w n be safely laic1 1 1 0 ~ ~ 1 1namely,
,
that no
onewill
buyathingunless
he expects advantage
from the purvllase ; ancl perfect freetlom of exchange,
therefore, tends to the maximising of utility.
One advantage of the Theory of Economics, carefully studied, will be to m:tke us 1 - q cueful in our
conclusionswhen thenwtterisnot
of t h e simplest
possible nature. The fact tllwt we can n o s t imperfectly estimate the total utility of m y one commodity
shouldprevent us, for instance, from attempting to
measure the benefit of any tracle. A4(amlingly, w~l~en
Mill proceeds from his theory of internationtd tratle
to that of taxation, and arrives at the conclusion tlmt.
one nationmay, by means of taxes on commodities
inlported, '' appropriate to itself, atthe expense of
foreigners, a larger share than would otherwise belong
to it of the increase in the general productiveness of
t,he labourandcapital
of the world," I venture to
question the truth of his results. I conceive that his
argumentsinvolvea
confusionbetween theratio of
exchange and the total utility of a commodity, and a
far more accurate knowledge of economical laws than
any one yet possesses would be required to estimate
thetrue
effect of atax.Customsdutiesmay
be
requisite as a means of raising revenue, but the time
is past when any economist should give the slightest
1

Principles of Political Econom.y, book v., chap. iv. nec. 6.

L
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countenawe to theiremployment
for manipulating
t.racle, or fur interfering with the natural tendency of
exchange to ineresw utility.
X n z n e G m ? D e t e r m i ~ m t i mof~ the

Laws of Utility.

The future progress of Economics as a strict
science must grctrtly tlepencl upon our 'acquiring more
uccurrrte x1otion.r of t l ~ cvaria1,le quantities concerned
lye carlnot reallytell
the effect of
inthctheory.
ally ~11t111gei n tnuk or manufacture until we (:a11with
some t 1 p p 1 2 1 r 1 1 to trutll express the luws of t,he vnriutiotl of ut.ility 11unlcric:ttlly. To tlo this we neetl
awurate strltistic*n of t,he quantities of commodit.ies
purchcLsetl hy t,hc whole population u t various prices.
The prive of a commodity is t'he only test we have of
the utility of thecommodity to the purchaser; ant1
if we could tell exactly llow much people reduce their
<:onsumption of each importtmt article when the price
rises, we could cletermine, at least approximately, the
allvariation of the f i r m 1 degree of utility-the
imyortwt element in Economics.
111 such crtlculations we may a t first make use of
thesimplerequationgiven
on p. 113. For thefirst
approximation we may assume that the general utility
of a person's income is not affected by the changes of
price of the commodity ; so that, if in the equation
+x=m.+c
we may have many different corresponding d u e s for
x and ma, we may treat +c,the utility of money, as
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a constant,anddeterminethegeneralcharacter
of
thefunction
+x, the final degree of utilitJ-. This
function n-ould cloubt,less be a purely empirical one"
a merc aggregate of terms devised so that. their sum
shdlvary in accordance with st.atisticld fuctu. The
subject is too complex to allow of our expecting any
simpleprecise law like that of gravity. Nor, wheu
we have got the
laws, shall we beable to give any
exact explanation of them. They
will be of the same
character as t.heempirical formula used in many of
the physical sciences-mere aggregates of msthematicd
t o replacea
talmler statement.'
symbolsintended
Nevertheless, their det,erminntion will renderEconomics a science as exact as many of the physical
sciences ; as exact, for instance, as Rlet,eorology is
likely to be for a very long time t o come.
The method of determining the function of utility
explainecl abovewillhardlyapply,
however, tothe
mainelements of expenditure.Theprice
of h e a d ,
for instance,cannotbeproperlybroughtunderthe
equation in question, because, when the price of lxerttl
rises much, the resources of poor persons are strained,
money becomes scarcer with them, and +c, the utility
of money, rises. Thenaturalresult
is, thelessening
of expenditure in other clirections ; that is to say, all
thewants
of a poor person are suppliedto a less
degree of satisfaction when food is clear than when it
is cheap.
Wheninthe
long course of scientific
1 See Jevons' Principles of Science, chap. xxii., new ed.,
489, nnd the references there given.

pp. 407-

Cb>,i?liorlsas to the lrat-iatioaoJ*€’~~icc.

There is no clif€iculty in fincling in works of
Ecronomiuts remarks upon the
relation
between
a
clumge in the supply of a conlmotlity and the consequentrise of pric*e. The generalprinciples of the
vtwiation of utility have beeu familiar to m t m y writers.
A H IL genend rule the variation
of price is much
more markedinthe
case of necessaries of life than
in theewe
of luxuries.Thisresult
would follow
from t.he fact observed b y Adam Smit,h, that “ The
desire for food is limited in every man by the narrow
capacity of the human stomach ; butthe desire of
the conveniences rand ornaments of building, dress,
equipage, and household furniture, seems t,o have no
limit or certainboundary.”
As I assertthatvalue
depends upon desire for more, it follows that any
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excessive supply of f d will lower its price very much
more than in the case of articles of luxury. RecGproc d y , (t deficiency of food will raise its pricemuch
more than would happen in the case of less necessary
is iuharmonywithfacts
;
articles.Thisconclusion
for Chalmerssays : '' The necessaries of life are far
morepowerfullyaffected in the price of them by a
variationintheirquantitythanaretheluxuries
of
life. Let the crop of grain be deficient by one-third
in its usual amount, or rather, let t,he supply of grain
in the ma.rket, whether from the home produce or l y
importation, be curtailed t,o the same extent, tux1 this
will create a much greater addition than
of one-third
tothe
price of it. It is not an unlikely preclicmore
t h m doubled
tion that its cost would be
by the shortcoming of one-t,hircl or one-fourth in the
H e goes on t o explain, at consiclerahle length,
that the same would not happen with such an article
as rum. A deficiency in the supply of rum from the
lTTest Indies would occasion a rise of price, 11ut not t o
any great extent, because there a~ould be a substitution of other kinds of spirits, or else a reduction in
the amount consumed. Men can live without luxuries,
l m t not without necessaries. " A failure in the general
of one-halfwould
supply of esculents to the extent
more than quadruple the price of the first necessaries
of life, and would fall with very aggravated pressure
1 Chalmcre' Owistian and Economic Polity of a Nation, vol. ii.
p. 240.
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on the lower odere.

cnA.p.

A failure to the same extent in

811 the vineyards of the world would most assuredly
not raise the price of wine to anything near this proportion. Ratherthan
pay four times the wonted
price for Burgundy, there would be B general descent
to claret, or from that to port, or finom that to the
home-made wines of our own country, or fiom that to
i t s spirituous, or from that to its fermented
He points to sugar especially ur5 an article which
wouht be extensively thrown out of consumption by
any great rise in price,2 hecause it is a luxury, and at
themme time formH a considerable elementin expenditure. Hut he thinks that, if an article occasions
a total expenditure of very small amount, variations
of price will not much affect its consumption.
Speaking of uutmeg, he s u p : “ There is not sixpence a year consumed of i t fur each family in Great
Britain ; andperhapsnotonefamily
that spends
more than a guineaon thisarticle alone. Letthe
price then be doubled or trebled ; this will have no
perceptible effect on the demand ; and the price will
far rather be paid than that the
wonted indulgence
should in any degree be foregone. . . . Thesame
holds true of cloves, and cinnamon, and Cayenne
pepper, and all the precious spiceries of the East ;
and it is thus that while, in the general, the price of
necessaries differs so widely from that of luxuries, in
regard to the extent of oscillation, there is a remark1

Chalmers’ Christian and E c o w m u Polity of a Nation, voL
I - , p. 251.

p. 5448.

*
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able approximation in this matter between the very
commonest of these necessaries and the very rarest;of
these luxuries."
In these interesting observations Chalmers correctly
distinguishes between the effect of desire for the commodity in question and that
for other ~ommoclities.
The cost of nutmeg does not appreciuldy ttffect the
general expenditure on other things, and the e q u a h n
on p. 1 1 3 thereforeapplies.
But if sugar 1,ccomes
scarce, to consume
as
before would necessitate a
reduction of consumption in other directions ; clnd ILS
the degree of utility of more necessary t~rtivlesrises
much more rapidly than that of sugar, it is the latt,cr
article which is thrownout
of use by preference.
This is a far more complex case, which includes also
the case of corn and all large articles of consumption.
Chalmers' remarks on the price of sugar are
strongly supported by facts concerning the course of
the sugarmarketsin
1855-6. In the year 1855, as
is stated in Tooke's H i s t o y of P,rices,2attention was
suddenlydrawn
t o a considerablereduction
whieh
hadtaken
place inthe stocks of sugar. Theprice
rapidly
advanced,
but before it had reached the
highestpointthedemand
became almost
wholly
suspended. Notonlydidretail
dealers
avoid
replenishingtheirstocks, but there was an immediate
and sometimes entire cessation of consumption among
extensive classes. Therewereinstancesamong
the
1 %hers'
Chrietian and Eccnmmic Polity of a Nation, vol. i
i.
p. 252.

2

Vol. v. p. 324, etc.
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retailgrocers of their riot sellingasingle pound of
sugaruntil pricaq receded t o what the public was
.satisfied w m tr reasonable mt.e.

."".

f

"
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utility to them, which could only be overbalanced
by someseriousincreasein
the value of +c, which
n-ould ultimately mean the need of the necessaries of
life.
It isverycuriousthatinthissubject,
which
reaches t o the very foundations of Political Econon1y,
we owe more t o early than later writers.
Before our
science could be said to exist at all, writers on Political Arithmetic hac1 got nbout as far as we lmre got
zit present.
I n n p n l p h l e t of 1737,’ i t is remrtrkerl
that “ People who understand trade will reatlily agree
with me, thatthet,enthpart
of ;L coxnmotlity in a
market, more than there is a brisk clcmand for, is apt
to lower the market, perllaps, twenty or thirty per cent,
and that a deficiency of it tenth part will wuse tts
exorbitant a n aclvance.” Sir J. Dalrymple,2:upin,
says : “ Nerchants observe, that if the commodity in
market is climinished one-thirdbeneathits
mean
yuantit,y, it will be nearly douldecl in value ; and that
if it is augmented one-t,hircl above its mean quantity,
it will sinknearone-halfin
its value ; or that, by
further diminishing or augmenting the quantity, these
disproportions between the quantity and prices vastly
increase.’’ These remarks bear little signs of accuracy,
indeed, for the writers have spoken of commodities in
general as if they all variedin
price in a similar
degree. It is probable thatthey were thinking of
1 Quoted in Lauderdale’s Inquiry into the Nature and Origin of
Ptcblic Wealth, 2d ed., 1819, pp. 51, 52.
2 Ibid.
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corn or other kinds of the more neceaary food. In
the Spectutor we find a conjecture,' that the prduction of one-tenth part more of grain than is usually
consumed would diminish the value of the grain onehalf. I know nothing more strange and discreditable
to statists and economists than that in so important a
point as the relatione of price and supply of the main
article of food, we owe our most accurate estimates to
writers who lived from one to two centuries ago.
There is a celebrated estimate of the variation of
the price of corn which I havefoundquoted
ininnumerable works on Economics. It is comnlonly
attributecl to Gregory King, whose n a n ~ eshould be
11eltl i n honour as one of thefathers of statistical
science in England. Born
a t Lichfield in 1648, King
devoted himself much to mathematicalstudies,and
was often occupied i n surveying. His principal public
appointments were those of Lnncaster Heraldand
Secretary to the Commissioners of Public Accounts ;
but he is known t o fame by the remarkable statistical
tables concerning the population and trade of England,
which he completed in theyear 1696. His treatise
was entitled Natura2 and Political Observations a d
Cun~2~Lsions
upon the State and Condition of England,
1696. It was neverprintedintheauthor's
lifetime,
but the contents were communicated in a most liberal
suitable
manner to Dr. Davenant, who, making
acknowledgments as to the source of his information,
his Essay upon the Probable
foundedthereupon
1

No. 200, quoted by Lauderdele, p. 60.
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Methods of making a People gainers in tlr, BcaEnnce
of TracEe.' Our knowledge of Gregory King's conclusions was derived from this and other essays of
Davenant, until George Chalmers printed the whole
treatise at the end of t,he third edition of his wellknown Estimute of the Comparative Strengthof Grea.t
Britain.
The estimateof which I am about to spertk is given
by Davenant in the following words : 2 '' We take it,
that a defect in the harvest mayraise the price of corn
in the following proportions :Above the Common Rate.

Defect.

1 Tenth
2 Tenths
3 Tenths
4 Tenths
5 Tenths

raises

price

1

1

3 Tenths
8 Tenths
1*G T e n t h
2.8 Tenths
4.5 T e n t h .

So that when corn rises to treble t'he common rate,
it may be presumed that we want above Q of the
common produce ; and if we should want +&,or half
the common produce, the price would rise t o near
five times the common rate."
Though this estimate has always
been attributed
to GregoryKing, I cannot find it in hispublished
treatise ; nor does Davenant, who elsewhere makes
full acknowledgments of what he owes t.o King, here
attribute it to his friend. It is therefore,perhaps,
due to Davenant.
1 The Political and cbmnterrial Wwka of Clu~rksDavenant, vol. ii.
p. 163.
Ibid.,p. 224.
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We may re-state thisestimate in the following
manner, taking the average hsrvest and the average
price of corn as unity :Quantity of Corn 1.0
Price . . . . 1.0

-9

.8

1.3

1.8

-7
2%

*G

3.8

-5
5'5

Many writers have eommentetl on this estimate.
Thornton' observes that i t is prohablyexceedingly
inatrcuratc, ant1 that i t is not c * k t w whether the total
Ntock, or only the harvest of I$ sixlgle year, is to be
taken a~c1efic:ient. Tooke,' however, than whom on
such tt point tl~ereis no higher nuthrity, believes that
King's estimate '' is notvery
\vide of t h e truth,
jutlging fronl t,he repeated occurrence of the fact that
the price of wrn in this c!ountry h s risen from one
hundred to two hundred per cent
ant1 upwards when
t,be utmost computed deficiency of the crops has not
h e n more than between one-sixth and one-third of an
twerage."
I have endeavoured to ascertain the l t x m t,o which
Dnverrant's figures conform, andthemathenlatical
function obttrincd does not greatly cliffer from what we
might htlve expected. It is probable that the price of
cornshouldnever
sink t o zero, as, if abundant, it
could be used for feeding horses, poultry, and cattle,
or for other purposes for which i t is too costly at
present. It is said thatin America corn, no doubt
Tndittn corn, bas been occasionally used as fuel. On
Am Inquiry into the Nature and Xfl&
pp. 270, 271.
fftktaty of P&cs, vol. i. pp. 13-15.
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the other hand, when the quantityis nlucll diminished,
the price should rise rapidly, and should become infinite before the quantityis zero, because famine would
t.hen be impending. The substitution of potatoes rtncl
other kinds of food renders the famine point very uncertain ; but I think that a total deficiency of corn
could not be made up by other food. Now n function
of tile form

"- fulfils

(.r - b)"

theseconditions ; for it be-

comes infinite when x is reduced to b, but for greater
values of .z nln~aysdecreases as z increases. An inspection of the numerical data shows that T L is about equal
to 2 , and, assuming it to be exactly 2, I 6nd t,llat the
mostprobablevalues
of a and b are a = *834 and
b = '1 2 . The formula thus becomes

The following numbers show the degree of approximationbetweenthefirst
of these formulz r t ~ l c i
the data of Dns-enant :Harvest . . ,
Price (Davenant)
Price calculated

1*O
1.0
1.06

.9
1.3
1.36

*8
1.8
1.78

.7
2.6

*6
3.8

*5
5-5

2.45

3.38

5.71

I cannot undertake to say how nearly Davenant's
estimate agrees with experience ; but, considering the
close approximationinthe
abovenumbers, we may
safely substitute the empiricalformula for his nurnbers ; and there are ather
reasons already stated for
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Ltupping that this formula is not far from the truth.
Roughly speaking, the price of corn may be said to
vary inversely LLB t h e q u a r e of the supply, provided
that t h i A supply 1% not unusually small. I find that
t h k is nearly the same conclusion as Whewell drew
from the same nurntwrs. He says : “ If the above
numlms were to be made the basis of a mathematical
rule, it would Le fount1 that t h e price varies inversely
its the square of the supply, or ratherin
a higher
rat,io.”
There is further reason for believing thatthe
price of C ~ I vtlriea
I
more rapidly than in the inverse
rtrtio of the cluantity. Tooke estimates that in 1795
and 1796 the farmers of England gained sevenmillions
sterling in each yetw Ly u ciefieieney of one-eighth
part in the wheat crop, not including the considerable
profit on the rise of price of other agricultural produce. In each of theyears 1799 and 1800, again,
farmers probablygained eleven millions sterling by
deficiency. If the price of wheat
varied
in
the
simple
inverse
proportion
of the
quantity,
they
u-oulci neithergainnor
lose, and the fact that they
gained considerably agrees with our formula as given
above.
The variation of utility has not been overlooked
by mathematicians, who had observed, as long ago
as theearlypart
of last century-before,
in fact,
there was any science of Political Economy a t all-

’ Six Lectures on Political Economy.
L

History of Prim.

Cambridge, 1862.
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that the theory of probabilities could not be applied
to commerce or gaming without taking
notice of the
very different utility of the same sum of money to
different persons. Suppose that an even and flair bet
ismadebetween
two persons,one
of whom has
310,000 a year, the other 2100 a year; let it be an
equal chance whether they gain or lose 2 5 0 . The
rich person will, in neither case, feel much difference ;
but the poorperson will receive far more harm by
losing €50 than he can be benefited bygaining it.
The ut.ility of money to a poor person varies rapidly
with theamount ; t o a rich person less so. Dmiel
Bernoulli,accordingly,distinguished
in any question
of protJahilities between the momE e q m = t a t i o n and
the mcrthenzclticaZ expectation, thelatter
being the
simple chance of obtaining some possession, the
former the chanceasmeasured
by its utility to t.he
person. Having no means of ascertaining numerically
the variation of utility, Bernoulli
had
t o make
assumptions of an arbitrary kind, and was then able
to obtain reasonable answers to
many
important
questions. It isalmostself-evident
thattheutility
of money decreases asa
person’s total wealth increases; if this be granted, it follows a t once that
gaming is, in the long run, a sure way to lose utility ;
that every person should, when possilJle, divide risks,
that is,prefertwoequal
chances of 2 5 0 to one
similar chance of 2 100 ; and the advant.age of insurance of all kinds is provedfrom
the sametheory.
Laplace drew a similar distinction between the
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fov-tuw physique, or the actual amount of a person’s
income, andthe fortztne morale, or i& benefit to

him. ” ’

In answer to the objections of an ingenious correspondent, it may be remttrked that when we say gaming is A m r e way to lose utility, we take no account
of the utility-that
is, the pleasure attaching to the
pursuit of gaming itself; we regttrcl only the commerciul low or p i n . If a person with A certain income
prefers to r u n the risk of losing a portion of it at
pltry, rutherthan spcucling i t i n any ot.llcr way, it
must 110 cioulJt be conueclecl that t h e political economint, a x s u c h , (:an make no conclusive objection. If
t,he gamcstcr in YO devoid of othertastesthatto
spend money over the gaming-table is the best use he
can discover for it, economically speaking,there is
nothingfurtherto
be said. The question then becomes t& moral, legislative,or politicd one. -4 source
of amusement which, likegaming,betting,dramitselfalways
drinking, or opium-eating, is notin
pernicious, nuLy come to be regarded as immoral, if
in a consit1erttl)le proportion of cases it leads to excesHive and disastrousresults.
R u t this questionevidently lectcls us into a class of subjects which could not
he appropriately discussed inthis work treating of
pure economic theory.
Todhumter’s Hiatory of

the

!l’heory of Probabilily, chap. xi., etc.
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Tile OTiqin of Vaalue.
The preceding pages contain, if I an1 not. mistaken,
an explanation of thenature
of \.duewhich
will,
for the most ptrrt,llarmonisewithprevious
yiews
upon the sul)ject.
Ricxwdo has stated, like moat other
is absolutely
e.ssent,id
to
economist,s, tllatutility
v a h e ; butthat
" possessing
utility,
conlnloctities
two sources :
derivetheir
exchnnge~i1,levttluefrom
from their scarcity, a n ~ lfrom t,lle quantity of 1al)our
required bo o1,tuin them."Senior,
ngnin. llt~stttlmira1)l~.clefinetl wealth,or o1)jects possessingvalue, LLS
' * t~hose things,anti those t h i n p only, w1lic.h are t'rttnsferal)le, are limited in supply,
ant1 twe clirec4tly or intlirectly productive of pleasure or prevent.i\-e of pain."
Speakingonly
of things which aretrtmsferulh, or
cqmLle of lleing passed fromllantl to han(l, we find
that two of the clearest tlefiuitions of \-due recognisc
utdity and scarcity as theessentialqualities.But
themomentthat
n-e clistinguisll betweenthetotal
ut,ilit,y of n mass of commodity and thedegree of
ut,ility of differentport,ious, we nlay sap that it is
scarcity which prevents the fall in the final degree
of
utility.
Bread
has the
almost
infinite
utility
CJf
maintaining life, and when it becomes a quest'ion of
life or death, a smallquantity
offoocl
exceeds in
things.
But
when
we enjoy
our
value all other
ordinarysupplies of food, a loaf of breadhas little
1

Principles of Politicnl E c m m t y aud Taxation, 3d ml., p. 2.
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of which is deterruined by their scarcity alone. KOlabour clzn increase
the quantity of such goocls, and therefore their \-due
cannot be lowered by an increasedsupply.Some
rare statuesandpictures,scarce
books andcoins,
wines of a peculiar quality, which can
be nmde only
from grapes grown on 11 particular soil, of which there
is B very limited quantity, are all of this description.
Their value is wholly independent of the quantity of
lttlmur originally
necessary
to
produce
them,
and
varieswiththevaryingwealthandinclirlations
of
those n.ho are desirous to possess thenl.”
The mere fact that there are nlmy things, such as
rare ancient books, coins, antiquities, etc., which hare
high values, and whichare
a1)solutely incapable of
production now,disperses the notionthatvalue
dep e d s on labour. Eventhosethings
which are protlucil.)le in any quantity
by labourseldomexchange
exactly a t h e
corresponding values.’ Themarket
price of corn, cotton, iron, and most other things is,
in the prevalent theories of value, allowed to fluctuate
above or below its natural or cost value. There
may,
again, be a n y discrepancybetweenthequant,ity
of
are some commoclit.ies, the rulue

1

Mr. TIr. L. Sargant, in his Recent Political Economy, 8v0, London,

1 8 6 i , p. 99, states that contracts have been made to mannfacture the
Erlfield Rifle, of identically the =me pattern, at prices ranging from
i O s . each down to 20a, or evenlower.The
wages of theworkmen
a
Such a n instance
vaned from 40s. or 508. down to 15s. week.

renders it obviotls that it is scarcity which governs value, and that it
wages of the prois the value of thepmlucewhichdeterminesthe

dueera.
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of utility, which governsvalue, or theratio of exchange. Tn ordert,hatthere
may be no possible
mistake a b u t this all-important series of relations. 1
will re-state'it in a tabular form, as follows :-

Cost of yroductio~ldetemnines supply.
Supply cletem,zim?es$ml clcyree of utility.
Fiml degree of d l i t y d e t e m i n e s t*alw.
Rut it is easy to go too f w in considering labour
the regulator of d u e ; it is equally t,u Le renlenlberecl that labour is itself of unequal value.
12icarclo,
by a violent assumption, founded his theory of value
on quantities of labourconsidered
as oneuniform
thing. H e was aware that labour differs infinitely
inquality and efficiency, so that, each kiudis more
or less scarce, nncl isconsequentlypakt
a t ahigher
or lower rate of wages. He regarcled these differences
as clisturbingcircumstttnceswhich
mould hare to be
allowed for ; l m t histheory
rests onthe
assumed
equality of lahour. This theoryrestson
awholly
different
ground.
I holcl 1al)our t o be essentially
variable, so that its value ?nust be determined
the
vulttc of the p o d w e , not the value of the p r o d u c e by
tlmt of the labour. I holcl it to beimpossible
to
conlpare CZ priori t,he productive powers of a navvy,
a carpenter,aniron-pucldler,
aschoolmaster,and
a
barrister.Accordingly,
it will be found that not one
of my equations represents a comparison between one
man's labour and another's. The equation, if there is
as
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all, h between the wme permn in two or more
different occupations. The suhject is one in which
complicated action and reaction takes ylsce, and
wllich we must defer until after we h v e described,
in the next chapter, the Theory of Labour.
V R at
~

CHAPTER V
THEORY OF LABOUR

f LCtbOtl?'.

D<:filLitZ'012. 0

SMITH
snit], " The real price of everyt.lling, what
everythingreally
costs t,o theman
who wants t,o
acquire it, is the toil an(1 trouble of acquiring it. . . .
Labour WAS t,lle first price, the originalpurclltrse-moue?,
If subjected to a very
that was paid for all things."'
searching analysis, this celebrate(1 pnssuge might not
prove to be so entirely true as i t would at first sight
seem tomostreaders
t o be. Y e t i t is substantially
true, and luminously expresses the fact that labour is
the beginning of the processes treated by economists,
as consumption is the end LEI^ purpose. Labour is
thepainfulexertion
which we undergo to ward off
pains of greater amount, or to procure pleasures which
leat-e a balance in our favour.
Courcelle-Seneuil
and Hearn have stated the problemof Economics with
ADAM

1
2

p. 33.

.

Wealth of Xatwne, book i., chap. T.
Traitd 2 ' " i q u e et Pratipuc CFEconomie PoUtip.uc, 2d ed., vol i.
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the utmost truth and brevity in saying, that
it is to
our wan& with the lea& poiwible suon of labour.
In defining Zabour for the purposesof the economist
courses. In the first
we have A choicebetweentwo
place, we may, if we like, include in it all exertion of
body or m i d . A game of cricket woulcl, in this case,
lw? labour ; but if i t be undertaken solely for the sake
of the enjoyment attaching to it, tlle
quest.ion arises
whether we need
take
it
under
our notice.
All
exertionnotdirectedto
t~ distant r m t l distinctend
must le repaidsimultaneously.There
is 110 account
of good or evil to be bttlancetl at a future time. We
tire not,preventedin
ttrly way fromincluding
sucll
cases in our Theory of Economics ; in fact, our Theory
of T,al>our will, of necessity, apply to them. But
\\-e
need not occupy our ilttention by cases which ciemt-rncl
110 calculus.Wllen
we exertourselvesfort’he
sole
is h u t onerule
trmuaement of themoment,there
lleedecl, mtmely, t,o stop when we feel inclined-when
the pleasure no longer equals thep i n .
I t will probably be better, therefore,
t o take the
second course and concentrate our attention on suc:h
exertion as is not completely repaicl by the inlmedittte
us t~ definitionnearlythe
result.Thiswouldgive
same HS that of Sap, whodefined labour as “ACtion
suiv&, dit*ig&evers an. but.’’ Labour, I should say, is
any painful exertion of mind o r body undergone
p a r t l y or wholly with CL view to ftrtzcre good.’ It is

&&fy

1 I have altered this definition as it stood in tlle firstedition by
insexting the words partly m wholly, and I only give it now as pro-
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true that labourmay be both agreeable a t the time
and conducive to future good ; but it is only ngreethle
in a limited amount, and most men are cornpelled by
t.heir wants toexert
themselveslonger
and more
severelythanthey
would otherwise do. When H
labourer is inclined to stop, he clearly feels something
that is irksome, and our theory will only involve the
poiut where the exertion has become so painful as to
nearly balance all other considerations. Whate~*er
there is that is wholesome or agreeable &out, labour
before i t reaches thispoint may be taken as n net,
profit of good to the labourer ; but it does not enter
intothe problem. It is only when 1nLour becomes
effort that we take account of it, and, as Hearn truly
s a p , ’ “such effort, as the very term seems to imply,
is more or less troublesome.” In fact, we must, as will
shortly appear, measure labour by t.he amount of pain
which attaches to it..
visionallythe best I can suggest. The subject presents itselfto me
as one of great difficulty, andit is possible thatthetruesolution
will consist intreatinglabour
as a case of negativeutility,
or
negative nlingled with positive utility. We d~oulclthusarriveat
a
the
higher
generalisatio~~ which appears to be foreshadowed in
Heinrich
GoEsen described inthe
remarkable work of Hermann
preface to this edition.
Every act, whether of production or of
calls a
consumption, may be regarded asproducingwhatEenthanl
lot both of p1easure.s and pains, and the distinction
between the two
processes will consist in the fact that the
algebraic value of thelot
in thecase of consumption yieldsa balance of positive utility, while that
of production yields a negative or painful balance, a t least in thatpart of
the labour involving most effort. I n a happy life the negative balance
involved in production is more than cleared off by the poRith-e balance
of pleasure arising from consuntption.
Plutobgy, p. 24.

’
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of h b o u r .

Let u8 endeavour to form a clear notion of what
we mean byamount
of ltthur. It isplain
that
duration will be oneelement
of it ; for a person
be
labouring unzfordy during twomonthsmust
allowed to labour twice as much as during one month.
h t labourmayvary also in intensity. In the same
time t b man may walk a greater or less distance ; may
saw a greater or less amount of timber ; may pump a
greater or less quantity of wtlter ; in short, may exert
more or less muscular ant1 nervous force. Hence
amount of labour will be tt cluantity of two clin~ensions,
the product of intensity and time when the intensity
is uniform, or the sum represented by the area
of n
curve when the intensity is variable.
But intensity of labour may lmve more than one
meaning ; it mtly mean the quantit>yof work done, or
the painfulness of the effort of doing it. These two
things must be cnrefully clistinguished, and both are
of great
importance
for the
theory.
The
one is
thereward,theother
t h e penalty, of labour. Or
rather, as the produce is only of interest to us so far
as it possesses utility, we may say that there are three
quantities involved in the theory
of labour-the amount
of painful exertion, the amount of produce, and the
amount of utility grained. The variation of utility, as
depending on the quantity of commodity possessed,
has already been considered ; the variation of the
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amount of produce will be treated in the nextchapter ;
me will here giveattention to thevariation of the
painfulness of labour.
Experience shows that as labour is prolonged the
effort becomes as a general rule more andmore painful.
A few hours' work per day maybe considered ttgreeable
rather than otherwise ; but so soon as the overflowing
energy of the body is drained off, i t becomes irksome
to remaina t work. As exhaustion approaches, continue(1
effort becomes more unci more intolerable. Jennings
law of thevariation
of
llas so clearly statedthis
labour, that I must quote his words.'
Between these
two points, the point of incipient effort anti the point
of painful suffering, it is quite evident that the degree
of toilsome sensations endured does not vary directly
as thequantity
of work perfornlecl, but increases
n~ucllmorerapidly,like
the resistance offered by
an opposingmedium
tothe
velocity of amoving
boay.
" When this
observation comes to be applied to
the toilsome sensations entiurecl by the working
classes, i t will be found convenient to fix on n middle
point,
the
average
amount
of toilsome sensation
attendingtheaverageamount
of labour, andto
measure from this point the degrees of variation. If,
for the sake of illustration,this average amount be
assumed to be of ten hours' duration, it would follow
thar;, ii at any period the amount were to be supposed
to oe reduced t o five hours, the sensations of labour
"

1

Natural Elements of Political E m y , p. 1 1 9.
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would be found, st lemt by the majority of mankind,
to be almostmergedinthepleasures
of occupation
and exercise, whilsttheamount
of work performed
would only be diminished byone-half;
if, on the
contrary, the amount
were to be supposed to be increasetl to twenty hours, the quantity of work produced would only becloulded, whilst the amount of
toilsome suff’ering wouhl become insupportable. Thus,
if thequantity produced, greater or less thanthe
ttveruge quantity, were to be clividetl into any number
of p r t s of e q u d mqnitutle, the amount of toilsome
senwition attending each suweeding increment woulci
be found grettter than that which woulcl attend the
increment precetling ; andthe
amount of toilsome
smsation utterding each succeeding decrement would
be fouutl less thm that whic:ll ~~“oulciattend t h e
clecrement prece(1ing.”
Therc cttn be no question of the general truth of
t.hc ttlwre statement, although we may not have the
41tittL for assigning theexact
l t b w of thevariation.
\Ve nuby imagine the painfulness of lubour in proportion to proc1uc.e to be represented by some such
curve tts cxbctl in Fig. VIII. In thisdiagramthe
height of poiuts above the line ox clenotes pleasure,
and depth below i t pain. A t the moment of commencing labour it is usually more irksome than when
the mind and body are well bent to the work. Thus,
a t first, t,hepain is measure4 hy oa. At 3 there is
neither pain nor pleasure. Between 1 and c an excess
of pleasure is represented as due to the exertion itself.
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But after c the energy begins to be rapidly exhausted,
pain is shown by t.he do.n”nwurd
andtheresulting
tendency of the line ccl.
We may at the same time represent the degree of
utility of the produce by some such curve as pq, the
amount of produce being measured along the line ox.
Agreea1)ly to the theory of utility, already giveu, t,he
curve shows that,thelargerthe
wages earned,the
less is t h e pleasure derived from w further increment.

There will, of necessity, l x some point n z such that

qm =dnz, that is to say, such that the pleasure gained
Now, if we
is exactlyequalto
the labourendured.
pass the least beyond this point, a balance of pain will
result : there will be an ever-decreasingmotive in
favour of labour, and
an
ever-increasing
motive
will e v i d e d y cease, then,
against it. Thelabourer
at the point m. It would be inconsistent with human
nature for a man to work when the pain of work
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exceeds thedesire
of possession, including all the
motives for exertion.
Wemust
consider theduration
of labour as
measured IJY the uumber of hours' work per clay.
The alternation of clay andnight on theearthhas
renderedmanementiallyperiodicin
his habitsand
actions. In a natural and wholesome condition a
man should return each twenty-four hours to exactly
the same state ; atanyrate,the
cycleshould
be
closed witllin t~he seven days of the week. Thus the
1at)ourer must not be supposed to be cither increasing
ordimiuishing llin normalstrength.Butthet8heory
might d s o \)e made t o "pply to cases wherespecial
exertion i n untlergone for many tluys or weeks in
succession, in ortler to complete work, AH in collecting
the htwvest. Adequate
motives
may
lead
to
and
wttrrtrnt overwork, but, if longcontinued, excessive
labour retluccs the strength and becomes insupportc r l h ; c ~ n c lthe longer it cont.inues the worse it is, the
~ R W
1)eing son~ewllat similar to thatof periodic labour.

Spabolic Statemetht of the Theory.
In uttempt,ingtorepresenttlleseconditions
of
labour with ttccuracy, we shall find that there are no
less thanfourquantitiesconcerned
; letusdenote
them tis follows :t = time, or duration of labour.

I = amount of labour, as meaning the aggregate balance of
p i n accompanying it, irrespective of the produce.
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z = amount of commodity produced.
( I = total utility of that commodity.

Theamount
of vommoclity produced will he very
differentindifferent cases. I n any one case the rate
Lty dividingthe
of productiouwillbedeternlined
whole quant,ity produced by the time of production,
provided that
the
rate
of production llns been
unifornl ; it will then 1)e J’.

But if therate

of pro-

11

duction be variable, it C ~ I Uonly be tletermilled rtt an^nloment l ~ ycomparing ;L smallquullt,ity of product.
with the small portion of time occupied in it.s pruc1uct)ion. Norcstrictlyspeakiug,
we must asrertt1in
the ratio of a111 infinitely snlall quantity of produce t.u
the correspondinginfinitelysnlallportion
of time.
Thus the rate of produeti012 isproperlydenot,ed l ~ y
Xgttin, the degree of painfulness of labour would 1)e
I- if it remained invarial& ; hut as i t is highly varit
able, we must a p i n compare small increments,and

2,

dl

or, a t t,he limit, tlt
- correctly represents the
degree
of pai?lfulness qf Ictbour.
Nut we must also take
fact that the utility of commodity
into account the
is not constant.If
a man works regularlytwelve

hours a day, he will producemorecommoditythan
of utility of
in ten hours ; therefore the final degree
his commodity,whetherheconsume
it himself or
whether he exchange it, will not be quite so high as
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This degree of utility is

e,
the ratio
dr

of the increment

of utility to the increment of commodity.
The amount

of rewartl of labour a n now be ex-
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depends upon the final increments, and we have expressed in the above formula the Lfitzal equivalence of
labour and utility. A manmust
beregarded
as
earning all through his hours of labour an excess of
utility ; whatheproducesmust
be considerednot
merelytheexactequivalent
of thelabourhegives
for it, for it wouldbe, in that case, R matter of indifference whetherhelaboured
or not. As long as
he gains, he labours, and when he
ceases to gain, he
ceases to labour.
In some cases, as in some kindsof machine labour,
the rate of production is uniform, or nearly so, and
by choice of suitableunits may be madeequalto
unity ; the result may then be put more simply
in
this way. Labour may be considered as expended
in successivesmall
quantities, Al, eachlasting, for
instance, for a quarter of an hour ; the corresponding
benefit derived from the labour will t.hen be denoted
by Au. Kow, so long as A u exceeds in amount of pleasure the negative quantity
or pain of AZ, the difference of signbeingdisregarded,there
will be gain
inducing to continued labour. Were
Au to fall below
AZ, there would be more harm than
good in labouring ; therefore, the boundary between labour and inactivity willbedefined
bytheequality
of At1 and
AZ, and at the limit we have the equation

N
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Dimensions of LaEotw.

If I have carrectly laid clown, in preceding chapters, the Theory of Dimensions of Utility and Value,
there ought not to
be much dif€iculty in stating the
similar theory as regards
Labour.
We
might
in
fact treat labour ar simply one case of disutility or
negative utility, that is as pain, or at any rate as a
generally
painful
balance of pleasure and
pain,
endured in the action of acquiring commodity.
Thus
ikr tlimensious might be clescribecl as identicalwith
those of utility ; U would thendenoteintensity
of
labour, or degree of labour, just as it was used t o
denote degree of utility.
If we measure
labour
with respect t o the quantity of commodity produced,
that is, if we makecommoditythevariable,then
total amount of labour will be the integral of U d AI?
and the dimensions of amount of labour will be M U,
identical with those of total utility.
If for tmy reasons of convenience we prefer t o
substitute (I new symbol,speciallyappropriated
to
and
say
that
express
the
dimensions of labour,
intensity of labour is represented by E (Endurance),
and tota.2 quantity of labour incurred in the production of certaincommodity
by M E, it must be
remembered that the change is one of convenience
only ; U and E are essentially quantities of the same
nature, and thedifference, so far aa there is any, arises
from the fact that quantities symbolised by E w
l
l
i

v
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usually be negative as compared with those sqmhlised
by G. Labour, however, is o h n measured and
bought and sold by time, instead of by piecework or
commodity produced ; in this case, while E continues
to express intensity of labour, E T will express the
dimensions of amount of labour.
Rate of production will obviously possess the
same dimensions as rate of consumption (p. 64),
namely, 111 T-’, andthisquantity
forms tt link between labour as measured by time
and by produce ;
for E T x M T” = 3’1E.
It would be possible to
iuvent various other economic quantities,such
as
accelontion of production, with the dimensions
M T-? ; but, until it is apparent how such quantities
enterinto economic theorems, it seems needless to
consider them further.

Balctnce between Need and Labour.
I n considering this Theory of Labour an interestingquestionpresents
itself. Supposing that circumstances alter the relation of produce to labour, what
effect will this have upon the amount of labour which
d l be exerted? There are two effects to be considered. When labour produces more commodity,
there is more reward, and therefore more inducement
to labour. If a workman can earn ninepence an hour
instead of sixpence, may he not be induced to extend
increased result ? This
hishours of labourbythis
would doubtless be the case were it not that the very
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fsct of getting half tw much more than he did
before, lowers the utility to him of any further addition. By the produce of the same number of hours
he can satisfy his desires more completely ; and if the
irksomeness of labour has reached a t all a high point,
he may gain more pleasure by relaxing that labour
than by consuming
more
products.
The
question
thus depends upon the direction in which the balance
between the ut.ility of furthercommodity and the
painfulness of prolonged labour turns.
In ourignorance of the exact form of the functions either of utility or of labour, it will be impossible
d p r i o r i manner; but there
to decide this question in an
are a few facts which indicate in which direction the
balance does usuallyturn.Statementsaregiven
by
Porter, in his
Proyress of the hTation,’ which show
that when a suddenrise took place in the prices of
provisions in the early part of this century, workmen
increased their hours of labour, or, as i t is said, worked
doubletime, if they could obtainadequate employment. Now, a rise in the price of food is really the
same as a decrease of the produce of labour, since less
of the necessaries of life can be acquired in exchange
for the same money wages. We may conclude, then,
that English labourers enjoying little
more than the
necessaries of life, will work harderthe
less the
produce ; or, which comes to thesamething,
will
work less hard as the produce increases.
Evidence to the like effect is found in the general
1

Edition of 1847, pp. 464, 453.
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tendency to reduce the hours of labour at the present
day, owing to the improved real wages now enjoyed
bythose employed in mills and factories. Artisans,
mill-hands, and
others,
seem generally to prefer
greater ease to greater wealth, thus proving that the
painfulness of labourvaries so rapidlyas easily to
overbalance the gain of utility. The same rule seems
to hold throughout the mercantile employments. The
richer a man becomes, the less does he devote himself
t.o business.
A successful merchant is generally
willing t o give a considerable share of his profits to a
partner, or to a staff of managers and clerks, rather
of superintendence
than hear theconstantlabour
himself. Thereis also a generaltendency to reduce
the hours of labourinmercantile
offices, due to increased comfort and opulence.
It is obvious, however, that there are many intricacies in a matter of this sort. It is not always possible
tograduate work tothe worker’s liking ; in some
businesses a man who insisted on working only a few
hours a day would soon have no work to do. In the
professions of law, medicine, andthe like, i t is the
reputation of enjoying a large practice which attracts
new clients. Thus a successful barrister or physician
generallylabours more severely as his success increases. Thisresultpartlydepends
upon the fact
that the work is not easily capable of being performed
bydeputy.
A successful barrister, too, soon begins
t o look forward to the extrinsicrewards of ahigh
judicialorparliamentary
position. Butthe case of
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an eminent solicitor,architect,
or engineerisone
where the work is to a great
extent
done
by
employees, anddonewithout
reference to social or
political rewards, and where yet the most successful
manenduresthemost
labour, or rather is most
constantly at work. This indicates that the irksomenew of thelabour does not increase so as t o overbalance theutility of the increment of reward. In
some characters and in some occupations,in short,
duccess of labour only excites to new exertions, the
work itself being of aninterestingandstimulating
nature. But the general rule is t o the contrary effect,
namely, that a certctiu success disinclines a man to
increased labour.
It may be added thatinthe
highest kinds of labour, such as those of t h e philosopher, scientific discoverer, artist, etc., it is questionable how far great success is compatiblewith ease ;
the mental powers must be kept in perfect training
by constant exertion, just as R racehorse or an oarsman
needs to be constantly exercised.
It is evident that questions of this kind depend
greatly upon the character of the race. Persons of
an energetic disposition feel labour less painfully than
their fellowmen, and, if they happen t o be endowed
with various snd acute sensibilities, their desire of
further acquisitionnever
ceases. A man of lower
race, a ne-,
for instrance, enjoys possession less, and
loatheslabour more ; his exertions,therefore,
soon
stop. A poor savage would be content to gather the
almost gratuitous fruits of nature, if they were su5-
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cient to givesustenance ; it isonly p h y s i d want
which drives him to exertion, The
rich
man in
modern society is supplied apparently with all he can
desire, and yet he often labours unceasingly for more.
Bishop Berkeley, in his Que-ist,’ has very well asked,
“ Whether the creating
of wants be not the likeliest
way to produce industry in a people ? And whether,
if our (Irish)peasants were accustomed to eat beef
and wear shoes, they would not be more industrious ? ”

Distribution of Labour.
We now come to consider the conditions which
regulatethecomparativeamounts
of different comnloclities produced in a country. Theoretically speaking, we might regard each person as capable of producing various commodities, and dividing his labour
according to certain rules between the different
employments; it would not be impossible, too, to mention
cases wheresuchdivision
does take place. But the
result of commerce andthe
division of labour if3
usually to make a man find his advantage in performing one trade only ; and I give the formulze as they
would apply to an individual, only because they are
identical in general character with those which apply
to a whole nation.
Suppose that an individual is capeble of producing
two kinds of commodity. His sole object, of course,
is to produce the greatest amount of utility ; but this
1

Query No. 20.

J
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will depend partly upon the comparative degrees
of
utility of the commodities, and partly on his cornparative facilities for producing them. Let x and y be
the respective quantities of the commodities already
praduced, and suppose that he is about t o apply more
labour ; on which commodity shall he spend the next
increment of labour ?-Plainly,
ox1 that which will
yield most utility. Now., if an increment of labour, AE,
will yield either of the increments of commodity Ax
and Ay, the ratios of produce t o labour, namely,
Ax
y
and AAI!

Al

will form one elenlent iu the problem. But to obtain
the comparativeutilities
of thesecommodities,
we
must multiply respectively by

-.A Y

A?? and A t i 2

Ax

For instance,

.

A ‘zcl A
x
”

A x AI,
expresms the amount of utility which can be obtained
by producing a little more of the first commodity ; if
this be greater than the same expression for the other
commodity, it would evidently be best to make more
of the first commodityuntil it ceased to yield any
excess of utility.Whenthelabour
is finally distributed, we must have the increments of utility from
the several employments equal, and
at the limit we
have t,he equationdu, dx dzl,
__.-.dy
dx -dl, dy dl,

.”.
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When this equation holds, there can be no motive for
altering or regretting the distribution of labour, and
the utility produced is a t its maximum.
Thereare in this problemtwounknown
quantities, namely, the two portions of labour appropriated
to thetwo
commodities. To determinethem,
we
require one other equrttion in addition t o the above.
If we p u t
Z=l,+Z,,
we havestill
an unknown quantity to determine,
namely, I ; but the principles of labour (pp. 172-177)
now give us anequation.Labour
willbe carried on
until the increment of utility from any of the employmentsjust
balances theincrement
of pain.
This
amounts to saying that du, the increment of utility
derived from the first employment of labour, is equal
in amount of feeling t o dl,, the increment of labour
by which it is obtained.Thisgives
us thenthe
further equation-

du,
__."dx

dz d&-"
If we pay regard to sign, indeed, we must remember
that dE is, whenmeasured in the same scale as du,
intrinsically negative, but inasmuch as it is given in
exchangefor du, which is received, i t will inthis
respect be takennegatively,andthusthe
above
equation holds true.'
1 While revising this edition it seems to me probable that this, as
well as some other parte of the theory, might be more simply and
generally stated, but what is given is substantially true and correct,
and it must stand for the present.
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Relation of the Theories of Labour and Exchange.
It may tend to give the reader confidence in the
precedingtheorieswhenhe
h d s thatthey
lead
directly to the well-known law, as stated in the ordinary language of economists, that value is proportional
to the cost of production. AB I prefer to statethe
same law, it is to the effect that the ratio of exchange
of commodities will conform in the long run t o the
ratio of productiveness, which is the reciprocal of the
ratio of the costs of production. The somewhatperplexing relations of these quantities will be fully explained in the next section, but we may now proceed
to prove the above result symbolically.
To simplifyourexpressions,
letussubstitute
dX

for the rate of p o d u c t i o n

the

symbol m.

Then m,, as,express therelativequantities
of two
diflijrentcommoditiesproduced
by anincrement of
labour, and we have the following equation, identical
with that on page 184.
#x * mJ1=+y mp.
Let us suppose that t,he person to whom it applies is
in a position to exchangewithother
persons. The
conditions of production will now, in all probability,
be modified. For x the quantity of our commodity
may perhaps be increased to z z,, and y diminished
to y - y,, by an exchange of the quantities 2, and yl.
If this be s o , we shall, as shown in the Theory of
Exchange, have the equation

.

+
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Our equation of production will now be modified, and
become

$(x++

~51=+'.y"Y1)~5?;

But this equation h<as its first member identical with
the first member of the equation of exchange given
above, so that we may at once deduce the all-important
equation
m32 -

?/I

a
1

51

*

"

Thereader will remember that n expresses the
ratio of produce to labour ; thus we have proved t.hut
commodities will exchange in any market in the ratio
of the quantities produced by the same quantity of
labour. But as the increment of litbour considered is
always the final one, our equation also expresses the
truth,that al-ticles will exchange in p a n t i t i c s i n versely a s the costs of production of the most costly
portions, ;.e. the last portions added. Thisresult
will prove of greatimportancein
thetheory
of
Rent.
Let it be observed that, in uniting the theories of
exchange and production, a complicated double atljustment takes place in the quantities of commodity involved. Each party adjusts not only its consumption
of articles in accordance with their ratio of exchange,
but it also adjusts its production of them. The ratio
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of exchange governs the production as much as the
productiongovernstheratio
of exchange. For instance, since the Corn Laws havebeen abolished in
England, the effect has been, not to destroy the culture of wheat, but to lessen it. The land less suitable
to t.he growth of wheat has been turned to grazing or
other purposes more profitable comparatively speaking.
Similarlytheimportation
of hops or eggs or any
other articrle of food does not even reduce the quantity
raiwl here, but prevents the necessity for resorting t o
Inore espeusive modes of increasing the supply. It is
not c t ~ s yto express in words how the rat'ios of exc.lmngctlre finallytletermined.
Theydepend upon a
general ltalarlee of producing power and of demand as
mensurd by the final degree of utility. Every additional supply tends to lower the degree of utility ; b u t
whether thatsupply will be forthcomingfromany
country tiepencis upon its comparative powers of producing different commodities.
Any w r y s m d l t,ract of countrycannot npprecittbly affect the compartktix-e supply of commodities :
it must therefore adjust it,s productions in accordance
with the general state of the market. The county
of
Bedford, for instance, would not appreciably affect the
markets for corn, cheese, or cattle, whether it devoted
the agrievery acre to corn or to grazing. Therefore
rulture of Bedfordshire will have to be adaptedto
circumstances, and each field will be employed for
arable or grazing land according as prevailing prices
render one employment or the other more profitable.
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But any large country will affect the msrkets as well
as be affected. If the whole habitablesurface
of
Australia, instead of producing wool, could be turned
to thecultivation of wine, the wool market.would
rise, and the wine market fall. If the Soutlleru States
of America abandoned cotton in faT-our of sugar, there
would be a revolution in these markets.
It \~-oulctbe
inevitableforAustralia
t o return t o wool and the
American States to cott,on. These are illustrations
of
the reciprocal relation of exchange and prociuct,ion.

Belcctz'ons of Ecotzon~icQ u n d t i w .

I hope that I may sometime be able, in :Lfuture
and much larger work, to explain in detail the results
which can be derived from the mathematical theory
expounded in the previouspages.Thisessaygives
before leaving
them only in an implicit manner. But,
the subject of exchange, it may be well without delay
to point out horn- the results so far set forth connect
themselves with the recognised doctrines of political
economy. For the sake of accuracy I haveavoided
the use of the word wnlwe ; the expression cost o f p r o duction, so continually recurring in most
economical
treatises, is also here conspicuous by its absence. The
reader then, unless he be very careful, may be thrown
into some perplexity,whenhe
proceecls t o compare
myresultswiththosefamiliartohim
elsewhere. I
will thereforeproceed
totraceoutthe
connections
betweentheseveralquantitative
expressions,which
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most commonly occur in discussions concerning value,
exchange, and production.
In the first place, the ratio of exchange is the
actualnumerical
ratio of thequantitiesgivenand
received. Let X and Y be the names of the commociitien : z and y the quantities of them respectively
e.uc:hnngetl. Then the ratio of exchange is that of y
to x . But the value of (1 commodity in exchangeis
greater as the quantity received is less, so that the
rtttio of the quantities dealt with must be the reciproo d of the ratio of the values of the substances, meaning
by v d u e t,he value per unit of the c:ommoclit,y. Thus
w c mi1y say
y Value of X per unit
x Vuluo of Y per mlit.

..

Value is of course very frequently estimated by p r i c e ,
t h t is, by thequantity of legttl money for whicll
tllc commoc1it.y may be exchanged.Price
is indeed
tbmlipuous in the same way as wlue ; it means either
the p ~ i c eq#'tJbe wJ~oZequantity, or the price p e r unit
of thc. p a n t i t y . Let y 1be the price per unit of X,
nncl p 2 t,he similtlr price of Y. Then i t is apparent
that y x y . will be the whole pricc of y, and x x p l will
he the whole price of x. These two must be equal to
each other, so that we get

Thus we find that,when price meansprice per
unit, the quantities exchanged are reciprocally as the
prices. When price m a n s price of the whole quantity,
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the quantities giren and received are always of equal
price.
Turning now to the production of commodity, i t
is sufficiently obvious that the cost of production, so
far as this expression can beaccuratelyinterpreted,
varies as the reciprocal of the degree of productiveness. Therate
of wages remainingconstant,
the
cost per unit of commodity must of course be lower
asthequantity
produced inreturn
for a certain
amount of wages is greater. Thus we may lay tlo\vn
the equ at'1011
Degree of productiveness of Y - Cost of -production
of X
...". . -". - -Degree of productiveness of X
Cost-of production of Y.
~

No\\-, it mas shown in pp. 186, 1 8 7 that the quantities
exchanged are directly proportional to the degrees of
productiveness,
or

I
-J
;7:

- D e g e e of

productiveness
__.
-_ of Y.
Degree of productiveness of X.

.._______

But the ratio of the values is the reciprocal of

z,and
5

the ratio of the costs of production is the reciprocal
of theother member of the aboveequation.
Thus
it follows that
Value per unit of X - Cost of production per unit
of X.
.. . ." .- -.
Value per unit of Y - Cost of production per unit of Y,
"

words, value is proportional to cost of
As, moreover, the final degrees of utility
of commodities areinverselyas
thequantitiesexvaluesper
unitare
changed, it follow8 thatthe
clirectly proportional to the final degrees of utility.
or, inother

production.
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As it i~ quite indispensable thatthestudent of
political economy should keep the relations of these
quantities before his mind with perfectclearness, I
repeat the results in several forms of statement. Thus
we may group the ratios togetherRatio of exchange = y- = Quantity of Y given or received
x Quantity of X received or given

_" per unit of X - Price per unit of X
- Value
Value per unit of Y -price per unit of Y
"
"

1

Final degree -___
of utility of X
Find degree of utility of Y

- Cost of production per unit of X

Cost of production per unit o f Y

of -productiveness
of Y
= .Degreo
.
-.
"

"

Degree of productiveness of X.

%'e may state the matter more briefly in the following words :-The, quantities of commodity given
or received in exchange are d b e c t l y proportional to
thedegrees of productiveness of l a b o w applied to
their production, and inversely p r o p o ~ ~ t i o n atol the
vcdrtea and p - i c e s of those commodities and to their
costs o f p o d u c t i o n p e r u n i t , as well a s to tlreir$nal
deqrees of utility. I will even repeat the same statements once more in the form of a diagramQuantities

of
directly as the quantities

produced by the same
labour.

Commdity exchanged vary
\

inversely as their
( 1 ) Values.
( a ) Prices.
(3) Costs of production.
(4) Find degrees of utility.
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Va?-iows Cases of the Theory,
As we have now reached the principal question in
Economics, i t willbe
well to consider themeaning
and results of our equations in some detail.
It will, in the first place, be apparentthatthe
absolutefacility
of producing commodities will not
of trade.The
determinethecharacterandamount
ratio of exchange 5 is not determined

by ml, nor by

XI

separat,ely, but by their comparative
magnitudes.
If the producing power of a country were doubled,
no direct effect would be produced upon the terms of
its commerce provided that the increase were equal
in allbranches
of production.This
is a point of
greatimportance, which was correctly conceived by
Ricardo, and has been fully explained by J. S. Mill.
B u t though there is no such direct effect, i t may
happen that therewill be an indirect effect through the
variation in the degree of utility of different articles.
When an increased amount of every commodity can
be produced, i t is notlikelythatthe
increase will
be equallydesired in each branch of consumption.
Hence the degree of utility will fall in some cases
more than in others. An alteration of theratios of
exchange must result, and the production
of the less
needed commodities will not be extended so much as
in the case of the more needed ones. We might find
in such instances new proofs that value depends not
upon labour but upon the degree of utility.
0
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It will also be apparentthatnations

possessing
exactly similar powers of production cannot gain by
mutual commerce, andconsequently
will nothave
any such commerce, however free from artificial reas fol1ows:"Takin.g
strictions. We getthisresult
"I*, as before, to be the final ratios of productiveneSR in one country, and p, pz in a second, then, if the
conditions of production are exactly similar, we have

"I,

'GI2 - e.
'GI1

Pl

But when a country does not trade at all, its labour
and consumption is distributed
condition

according to
the

Now, from these equations, it follows necessarily that

that is to say, theproduction and consumption already
conform to the conditions of production of the second
country,and will not undergo anyalteration when
trade with this country becomes possible.
This is the doctrineusually statedin works on
Political Economy, and for which thereare
good
grounds. But I do not think the statement will hold
true if the conditions of consumption be very different
in
two
countries.
There
might
be two
countries
exactly similar in regard to their powers of producing
beef and corn, and if their habits of consumption were
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also exactly similar, there would be no trade in these
articles. But suppose that the first country comumd
proportionally more beef, and the second more corn ;
then, if there were no trade, the powers of the soil
of
would be differently taxed,and
differentratios
exchange would prevail. Freedom of trade would
cause aninterchange of corn for beef. Thus I conclude that it is only where the habits of consumption,
11s well as the powers of production,arealike,
that
trade brings no advantage.
The general effect of foreign commerce is to disturb,totheadvantage
of a country,the mode in
which it distributes its labour. Excluding
from view
the cost of carriage, and the other expenses of commerce, we must always have true

If, then, m2 was originally less in proportion to z1
than is in accordance withtheseequations,
some
labour will be transferred from the production of y to
that of x until, by the increased magnitude of m2,and
the lessened magnitude of a,,equalityisbrought
about.
As in the theory of exchange, so in the theory of
production, any of theequationsmay
fail, andthe
meaning is capable of interpretation.Thus,
if the
equation
cannot be established, it is impossible that the pro-
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duction of both commodities, y and x, can go on.
One of them will be produced at an expenditure of
labour constantly out of proportion to that at which
i t may be hadby
exchange. If we could not, for
instance, import oranges from abroad, part of the
labour of thecountry would probably be diverted
from its prevent employment to raise them ; but the
cost of production would be alwaysabove
that of
gettingthemindirectlyby
exchange, so that free
t r d e uccessarily destroyssuch a wasteful branch of
inclustry
It ison this principle that we importthe
whole of our wines, teas, sugar, coffee, spices, and
many other ttrticles from abroad.
Theratio of exchange of any two commodities
will be determined by a kind of struggle between the
conditions of consumption and production ; but here
againfailure
of theequations may take place. In
the all-important equations

ne expresses the ease with which we may make ad&
tions to y. If we find any means, by machineryor
otherwise, of increasing y without limit,, and with the
same ease as before, we must, in all probability, alter
theratio

of exchange 5 in a corresponding degree.
X1

But ifwe

couldimagine the existence of a large
population,withinreach
of the supposed country,
whose desire to consume thequantity y1 never decreased, however large wias thequantity available,
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Y. equal to 5, and the
2,
m,
producers of y would make large gains of the nature
of rent.
then we shouldneverhave

Joiat Production.
In one of the mostinterestingchapters
of his
Principles of Political Economy, Book III., chap.
xvi., JohnStuart Mill has treated of what he calls
*‘Some peculiar Cases of Value.” Under this title he
refers to thosecommodities which are not produced
by separate processes, but are the concurrent or joint
results of the same
operations.
“ I t sometimes
happens,”hesays,
“ that two differentcommodities
have what may be termed R joint cost of production.
They are both products of the same operatic,:!, or set
of operations, and the outlay is incurred
for the sake
of both together, not part
for one and part for the
other.Thesameoutlay
would have to be incurred
for either of the two, if the other were not wanted or
used a t all. Therearenot
a few instances of commodities thus associated in
their
production. For
example, coke and coal-gas arebothproduced
from
t,hesamematerial, and by the sameoperation.
In a
more partial sense, mutton and wlool are an example ;
beef, hides, and tallow ; calves anddairy produce ;
chickens and eggs.
Cost of production
can
have
nothing to do with deciding the
values of the aasociatedcommoditiesrelatively
to each other. It only
decides their joint value. , . A principle is wanting
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to apportion the expenaes of production between the
two.” He goes on to explain that, since the cost of
production principle fails us, we must revert to a law
of valueanterior to cost of production, and more
fundamental, namely, the law of supply and demand.
On some other occasion I may perhaps more fully
point out the fallacy involved in Mill’s idea that he
is reverting to aw anterior Eaw of value, the law of
fiupply and demand, the factbeing that in introducing
the cost of production principle, he had never quitted
the laws of supplyanddemand
a t all. The cost of
production is only one circumstance which governs
supply, and thus indirectly influences values.
Again, I shall point out t h a t these cases of joint
production,far
from being “ some peculiar cases,”
form the general rule, to which it is difficult t o point
out any clear or important exceptions. All the great
staple commodities at any rate are
produced jointly
with minor commodities. Inthe case of corn, for
instance, there are the straw, the chaff, the bran, and
the different qualities of fiour or meal, which are products of the same operations. In the case of cotton,
therearethe
seed, the oil, thecotton
waste, the
refuse, in addition to the cotton itself. When beer is
brewed thegrains regularly return a certain price.
Trees felled for timber yield not only the timber, but
the loppings, the bark, the outside cuts, the chips, etc.
No doubtthe secondaryproducts areoftennearly
valueless, as in the case of cinders, slag from blast
furnaces, etc. But even these cases go to show all the
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more impressively that it is not cost of production
which rules values, butthedemand
and supply of
the products.
The great importance of these cwes of joint productionrenders it necessary for us to consider how
they can be brought under our t,heory. Let us suppose
that there are two commodities, X and Y, yielded by
one sameoperation, which always produces them in
the same ratio, say of m of X to n of Y. It might
seem at first sight as if this ratio would correspond to
the ratio of the degrees of productiveness, as shown a
few pages above, that we might say
112.
ms - y,
"
"

71

TI

X I Y

and thus arrive a t the conclusion that thing9 jointly
produced would always exchange in the ratio of productiveness. B u t this would be entirely false, because
that equation cur2 o d y be estubZishcd when t h w e is
f r e e d o m of producing one or the o t h w , at each application of a new increment of labour. It, is the freedom
of varying the quantities of each that allows of the
produce being accommodated to the need of it, so that
the ratio of the degrees of utility, of the degrees of
productiveness,and of the quantities exchangedare
in cases of joint production
brought to equality. But
there is no such freedom ; the one substance cannot
be made without making a certain fixed proportion of
the other, which may hare little or no utility.
It will easily be seen, however, that such cases are
broughtunder
our theorybysimplyaggregating
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together the utilities of the increments of the joint
products. If dx cannot be produced without dy, these
being the productsof the same increment of labour, dl,
then the ratio of produce to labour cannot be written
otherwise than as
dx
dy
.
" "___

+

dl

*

It is impossible to divide up the labour and say that
80 much is expended on producing X, and so much on
Y. B u t we mustestimateseparatelytheutilities
of
dx and dy, by multiplying by their degrees of utility
utility to labour as
tlu' dcr: t l 2 t l y

dx" d i

+

dy d l .
'

It is plain that we have no equat,ionarising out of
theseconditions of production, so thattheratio
of
exchange of X and Y will be governed only by the
degrees of utility. But ifwe compare X and Y with
8 thirdcommodity
Z , asregardsits
production, we
shall arrive at the equation

In other words, t h e increment of utilityobtained
by applying an increment of labour to the production
of Z , must equal the sum of the increments of utility
which would be obtained if the same increment of
labour were applied to the joint productionof X and Y.
It is evidentthatthe
above equationtaken alone
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gives us no informationas to t.he ratios existing between
the quantities dx, dy, and dz. Before we can obtain
any ratios of exchange we must have thefurther
equation between the degrees of utility of X and Y,
namely,

Xa ageneralrule,
however, any two processes of
production will both yield joint products, so that the
equation of productiveness will t,ake the form of a sum
of increments of utility on both sides, which we may
thus write briefly( ? a 1 4- CZU, i- . . . . =
4- i l t L , + ,
. . ..

+

Such a11 equation becomes then a, kind of equation of
condition of which the influence may be \yery slight
regarcling theratio of exchange of any two of the
commodities concerned. And if in some cases the
terms on one side of such an equation are reduced to
one or two, it is probably because the. other increments
of produceare nearly or quite clevoidof utility. A s
in the cases of cinders,chips,sawdust,spentdyes,
potato stalks, chaff, etc. ctc., almost every
process of
industry yields refuse results, of which the utility is
zero or nearly so. To solve the subject fully, however,
we shouldhave toadmitnegative
utilities, as elsewhereexplained,
so thatthe
increment of utility
from any increment d2 of labour would reallytake
the form
du,+du,&du,+. . . .
The waste products of st chemical works, for instance,
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will sometimes have a low value ; a t other times i t
will be difficult to get rid of them without fouling the
rivers and injuring the neighbouring estates
; in this
case theyarediscommditiee
and take thenegative
sign in the equations.
Ot*er-procL'.uctio?b.

The theory of the distribution of labour enables us
to perceive clearly the meaning of wer-production in
trade. Earlywriters on Economics were always in
fear of a supposed glut, arisingfromthe
powers of
production surpassing the needs of consumers, so that
irlclustry would be stopped, employment fail, and
all
but the rich would be stttrvecl by thesuperfluity of
commodities. Thedoctrineisevidentlyabsurdand
self-contradictory.
As theacquirement
of suit'able
comnloditiesis
the whole purpose of industryand
trade, thegreaterthe
suppliesobtained
the more
perfectly industry fulfils its purpose. To bring about
a universal glut would be to accomplish completely
the aim of the economist, which is to maximise the
products of labour. But the supplies must be suitable
" t h a t is, they must be in proportion to the needs of
the population. Over-production is not
possible in all
branches of industry at once, but it is possible in some
as compared with others. If, by miscalculation,too
much l i t b u r is spent in producing one commodity, say
silk goods, ourequations will not hold true.People
will be more satiatedwith silk goods thancotton,
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woollen, or other g o d s . They will refuse, therefore,
to purchase them a t ratios of exchange corresponding
to the labour expended.
The producers will thus receive in exchange goods of less utility tllan they might
have acquired by a better distribution of their labour.
I n extendingindustry,
therefore, we must Le
careful to extend it proportionally to all the requirements of the population.The
more we can lower
thedegree of ut,ility of all goods by satiatingthe
desires of the purchasers t.he better ; but we must
lower the degrees of utility of different goods in ~t
corresponding manner, otllerwise there is an apparent
g l u t and a real loss of labour.

Limits to thc I ? w ? d y of Lnboul-.

I have mentioned (p. 1 7 0 ) t h t lttlkour may vary
paid
either in duration or intensity,buthaveyet
littleattentiontothelatter
circumstance. We may
approximately measure the intensity of labour by the
amount of physical force undergone in a certain time,
althoughit
is thepainattendingthatexertion
of
force whicll is the all-important element in Economics.
Interesting laws have h e n or may be detected connecting the amount of work done with the intensity
of labour. Even wherethese
laws havenot. been
ascertained, long experiencehas led men, by a sort
of unconscious process of experimentationand
inductive reasoning, to select that rate of work which
is most advantageous.
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Let us takeRuch a simple kind of work as digging.

A spade may be made of any size, and if the same
number of strokes be macle in the hour, the requisite
exertion will vary nearly as the cube of the length
of the blade. If thespade be smallthefatigue will
be slight,butthe work done will also be slight. A
very large Hpade, on t,he other hand,
will do a great
quautity of work u t each stroke, but the fatigue will
I)e HO great that the lulmurer cannot long continue a t
his work. Accordingly, a certain medium-sized spade
is rttloptecl, whichdoes notovertaxalabourerand
prevent him cloiug n full day’s work, but enables him
to tu:compIish 21s much as possilhle. The size of a
spade slloultl depencl prtrtly upon thetenacityand
weight of the msteritel, and partly upon the strength
of the ltdmurer. It may be observed that,inexcnvt~tingstiff clay, mvvies use a snlall strong spade ;
for ordinttry garden purposes a larger spntle isemployed ; for shovelling loose santl or coalsa broad
capacious shovel is used ; anti a still larger instrument
isen~ployeci for removingcorn,malt,
or any loose
light powder.
In most cases of muscultw exertion the weight of
the body or of some limb is of great importance. If
II man be employed to carry a single letter, he really
moves tt weight of say ft hundred and sixty pounds
for the purpose of conveying R letter weighing perhaps half an ounce. There willbe
no appreciable
increase of labour if he carries twenty letters, so that
his efficiency will bemultipliedtwenty
times. A
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hundred letters would probably prove a slight burdeu,
but there would still be a vast gain in the work done.
It is obvious, however, that we might go on loading
a postman with letters until the
fatigue bec:anle excessive ; the maximum useful result would be o1)taineci
with the largest load which does not severely fatigue
the man, and trial soon decides the weight. with considerable accuracy.
The most favourable load for a porter was investigated by Coulomb, and he found that most work
could be done by a man walking upstxirs without any
l y means of ]lis own
load, and raisinghisburden
w-eight in descending. A man could thus raise four
times as much in tt day as by carrying bags on his
back with
the
most fttvourttble
lottd.
This great
difference doubtlessarises
from the muscles being
perfectly adapted t o raising the human l~otly,wherens
any additional weight throws irregular or undue stress
uponthem.CharlesBabbage,
also, in his rtdmiralde
Economy of M a 7 t u f a ~ c t u ~has
e s ~ remarked on this subject,andhaspointedoutthatthe
weight of some
limb of the body is an element in all calcultttions uf
human labour.
" The
fatigueproduced
on the muscles of the
human frame," says Bablmge, does notaltogether
depend on theactual force employed in each effort,
but partly on the frequency with which it is exerted.
The exertion necessary t o accomplish every operation
consists of two parts : one of these is the expenditure
of force which is necessary to drive the tool or instru"
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ment ; and the other is the effort requiredfor the
motion of some limb of the animalproducingthe
action. In driving a nailinto a piece of wood, one
of these is liftingthe hammer, and propeZZing its
h w l against the nail ; the other is raising the arm
itself, ant1 moving i t in order to use the hammer. If
the weight of the hammer is considerable, the former
of the exertion.
part will cause the greatest portion
of raising the
If the hammer is light, the exertion
arm will produce the greatest part of the fatigue. It
does therefore happen that operations requiring very
trifling force, if frequentlyrepeated, will tire more
effectually than more laborious u-ork. Thereis also
tz degree of rapidity beyond which the action of the
muscles cannot be pressed."'
It occurred to me, some time since, that this was
tt subject admitting of interesting inquiry, and I tried
to determine, by severalseries
of experiments,the
relation between the amount of work done by certain
muscles and therate
of fatigue. One series consistedinholdingweightsvarying
from onepound
to eighteenpoundsinthehand
while thearm was
were two
stretched o u t a t its full length. The trials
hundred and thirty-eight in number, and
were made
at intervds of a t lenst one hour, so that the fatigue
of one trial should not derange the next. The average
number of seconds during which each weight could be
sustained was found to be as follows :1

Babbage,

p. 30.

&a

thc Economy of Machinery and bfanufmtures, 8ec 33,
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Weight in pounds
Time in ~econde.

. .

. .

18

14

15

32

10
60
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7
4
2
1
87 148 219 531.

If the arm had been thus employed in any kind
of useful work, we should have estimated the
useful
effect by the product of the weight sustained and the
time. The results would be as follows, inpoundseconds :Weight
.
Useful effect

.

.

.

. IS

. . . .

14 10
7
4
2
1
266 455 G O 3 613 593 438 331.

The maximum of useful effect would here appear
to Le about seven pounds, which is about the weight
usually chosenfor dumb- bells and other gymnastic
instruments.Details
of theother series of experiin Nature (30th
mentsare*describedinanarticle
June 18'70, vol. ii. p. 158).
I undertooktheseexperimentsas
a mereillustration of the mode in which
some
of tile laws
formingthephysical
basis of Economics might be
ascertained. I was unaware that Professor S. Haughton had already, by experiment, arrived at a theory
of muscular action, communicat,ed to the Royal Society
in 1862. I was gratified tofindthatmyentirely
independentresultsprovedtobeinstriking
agreeas was pointedout
by
mentwithhisprinciples,
Professor Haughton in two articles in Natuw.'
1 VoL ii. p. 331 ; vol. iii. p. 289.
See a h Haughton's Principkx
of Animal Mechanics, 1873, pp. 444-450. The subject has since been
followed up with much care and ability by Profeesor Francis E. Nipher,
of the mashington University, St. Louis, Missouri, U.S. DetaiLe of
his experiments will be found in the Ammicum J m ~ r n dof Science, voL
ix. pp. 130-137;vol. x., etc. ; Nature, vol. xi. pp. 256, 976, e t c
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I am not aware that any exact experiments upon
walking or marchinghave h e n made, but, as Professor Haughton hasremarked
to me, theymight
easily Le carried out in the movement,s of an army.
It would only be necessary, on each march which is
carried up to the limits of endurance, to register the
time rand distance passed over. Httd we a cletermination of the exact relations of time, space, and fatigue,
i t would be possible to solve many interesting problems. For instance, if one person has to overtake
another,whatshouldbetheircomparativerates
of
walking ? Assuming thefatigueto
increase as the
square of the velocitymultiplied
by the t,ime, we
easily obtain an exact solution, showing that the total
fatigue will be least when one person walks twice as
quickly as he whom he wishes to overtake.
In different cases of muscularexertion we shall
find different problems t o solve. Themost
aclvantcageous rate of marching will greatlydepend upon
whetherthe loss of time or thefatigue is themost
important. To march attherate
of four miles an
hour would soon occasion enormous fatigue, and could
only be resorted tounder
circumstances of great
urgency.
The
clistance passed over would bear a
much higher ratio to the fatigue a t the rate of three,
or eventwoand
a half miles an hour. But, if the
speed were still further reduced, tt loss of strength
would Rgain arise, owing to that expended in merely
sustainingthe body, as distinguished from that of
moving it forward.
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The Economics of Labour will constantly involve
questions of this kind. When a work l l ~ to
s be completedin
a brief space of time, workmen may be
incited by unusual reward to do far more t l m n their
usual amount of work ; but so high ti rate would not
he profitable in other circumstances. rI lllc flttigue
always nbpidly increases when the speed of work
passes a certain point, so that the extra result is far
more costly in reality. In t~ regulwr and const.ant
employment the greatest result will rtlways be gtlinctl
l)y such a rate tks allows it T-\-orkmlane d l (I~IJ-, or c t d l
week at the most, to recover all fittigue m t l reconlmelux with tin untliminishetl store of energ)..

P

CHAPTER 1’1
THEORY OF REST

A ccc~ptadili>inions corzcerrhhg Rent.
generalcorrectness
of the views putforthin
preceding
chapters
derives
great
probability
from
their close renemblance to the Theory of Rent, as it
has I)een accepted byEnglishwriters
for nearly a
century. It has not been usual tostate this theory
irr mathematical symbols, and clumsy arithmetical
illustrtltionshave been employedinstead ; but it is
etmy to show that the fluxional calculus is the branch
of mathematics which mostcorrectlyapplies
to the
subject.
The Theory of Rent was first discovered and
clearly stated by James Anderson inatractpublished in 1777, and called A n 1n.pzciry into the
Nature of the Corn Laws, with a viewto the Corn
Bill proposed for Sw.tln.nd. An extract from this
work may be found in MacCulloch’s edition of the
Wealth of Nations, p. 453, giving a most clear explanrttion of the effect of the various fertility of land,
THE
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and showing that it is not the rent of land which
determines the price of its produce, but the price of
t,heproducewhichdeterminest~he
rent of the h
d.
The followingpassage must be givenin Anderson’s
own words :--I
. . . In every country there is a variety of soils,
C6

differingconsiderablyfromoneanotherinpoint
of
fertility. These we shall a t present suppose arranged
intodifferent classes, which we shalldenote by the
letters A, B, C, D, E, F, etc., the class A comprehending the soils of the greatest fertility, and the other
letters expressing different classes of soils, gradually
decreasing infertility as yourecede from the fire&.
NOW, as the expense of cultivatingtheleastfertile
soil is as great or greater than that of the most fertile
field, it necessarily follows that if an equal quantity
of corn, the produce of each field, can be sold at the
same price, the profit on cultivating the most fertile
soil must be muchgreaterthanthat
of cultivating
as the
the others ; and as this continues to decreae
sterility increases, it must a t length happen that the
expense of cultivating some of the inferior soils will
equal the value of the whole produce.”
The theory really rests upon the principle, which
I have called theLaw of Indifference, that for the
same commodity in the
same market there can only
be one price or ratio of exchange. Hence, if different
qualities of land yield different amounts
of produce
to the same labour, there must be an excess of profit
1

Inquiry,etc., p. 45, note.
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in some over others. 'rhere
will be some land which
will not yield theordinary
wages of labour,and
which will, therefore, not be taken into cultivation, or
if, bymktake, it is cultivated, will be abandoned.
Some land will j u s t pay the ordinary wages ; better
land will yield an excess, so thatthe possession of
such land will become a matter of competition, and
the owner will be able to exact as rent from the cultivatorsthe whole excess above what is sufficient to
pay the ordinary wages of labour.
There is n secondaryorigin for rent in the fact,
that if more or less labour and capital be applied to
will notinthe same portion of land,theproduce
creaseproportionallytotheamount
of labour. It is
quite impossible that we could go on constantly
increasing the yield of one farm without limit, otherwise we might feed the whole country upon a single
farm. Yetthereis
no definitelimit ; for, by better
t t r l d better
culture,
we mayalways
seem able to
raise n little more.
But
the,
last
increment
of
produce will come to bear a smaller and smaller ratio
t o the labour required to produce it, so that it soon
becomes, in the case of all land, undesirable to apply
more lrtbour.
MLtcCulloch has
given,
in
l i s edition of the
TITenZih of Natz'om,' a supplementary note, in which
he explains, with the utmost clearness and scientific
&
mccuracy, thenature of the theory.Thisnotecontains by far the best statement
of the theory, as i t
New edition, 1839, p. 444.
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seems to me, and I will therefore quote his recapitulation of the principles which he establishes,.
" 1. That if the produce of land could always be
increased in proportion to the outlay on it,
there would be no such thing as rent.
'' 2. That t,heproduce
of landcannot,
a t an
average, be increased in proportion to the
outlay, but may
be indefinitely increased
in a less proportion.
" 3. That
theleastproductiveportion
of the
outlay, which, speakinggenerally,
is tllc
last,must
yield theordinary
profits of
stock.
And
'. 4. That all which the other portions yield more
than this, being above ordinary profita, is
rent'.')
A most satisfactory account of the theory H
i also
given in James Mill's Elements of Political Economy,
a work which I never read without admiring ita brief,
clear, and powerful style. James Mill constantly uses
the expression dose of capital. " Thetime comes,''
hesays,
" a t which i t is necessary eithertohave
recourse to land of the second quality, or to apply a
second dose of capital less productively upon land
of
the firstquality."
He evidently means by a dose of
capital a little more capital, and though the name is
peculiar, the meaning is simply that of an increment
B
of capital.
The
number
of doses or increments
mentioned is only three, but this
is clearly to avoid
prolixity of explanation. There
is no reason why we
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shouldnotconsiderthewholecapitaldividedinto
many more closes. The
same
general
law which
makes the second dose less productive than the first,
will make a hundredth dose, speaking generally, less
productivethantheprecedingninety-ninth
dose.
'l'heoretically speaking, there is no need or possibility
of stopping u t any limit. A mathematicallaw is i n
theory alwa.ys continuous, so that the doses considered
are indefinitelysmallandindefinitelynumerous.
I
consider, then, that James Mill's mode of expression
is exactly equivalent to that which I have adopted in
earlier parts of this book. As mathematicians have
invented aprecise and fully recognisedmode of expressing closes or increnuwts, I know not why we
shouldexcludelanguagefrom
Economicswhich
is
foundconvenientin
all other sciences. It ismere
pedantry
to
insist
upon
calling
that
a dose in
Economics,which inalltheother
sciences is cnlled
by the
perfectly
established
and
expressive
term
incwment.
The following ttre James Mill's general conclusions
as tothenature
of Rent.' " I n applyingcapital,
either to lands of variousdegrees of fertility, or in
some portions of
successivedoses tothesameland,
a greater
the capital 80 employed are attended with
produce,somewith
a less. That whichyieldsthe
least
yields
all
that is necessaryforreimbursing
and rewardingthecapitalist.Thecapitalistwillreceive no more than this remuneration for any portion
Elmmts, p. 17.
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of the capital which he employs, because the competition of others --ill prevent him. All that is yielded
above thisremunerationthelandlord
will be able
to appropriate.
Rent,
therefore,
is the difTerer1t.e
betweenthereturnyieldedtothatportion
of the
capital which is employeduponthe
lund with t l w
least effect, and that which is yielded to all the otllev
portions employed upon it with it greater effect."
Symbolic Statenwnt of the Theoty.
TheacceptedTheory
of Rent), as given ttbovc.
needs little or no alteration to ttclnpt it, t o exprcssio~~
in mathematical symbols.
For doses or irlcrcnlentrs of
capital I shall substitute increments of labour, partly
because thefunctions of capitalremainto
be (donsidered in t.he next chapter, and partly l.)ec;tuse Jtbmes
Jlill, J. S. Mill, and MacCulloch hold the nppliclltiou
of capital t o be synonymous with the
tlpplication of
labour.ThisassumptionisimpliedinJamen
Mill's
statement (p. 1 3 ) ; it isexpresslystatedin
J. S.
Mill's First FzcdaIncvataE Proposition c o r z c e m i y the
LVc&we of Cupital; and MacCulloch aclcls a footnote'
tomake it clear, that as allcapital was originally
produced by labour,theapplication
of adclitional
capital is the application of additional labour. " Either
the one phrase or the other may be used indiscriminately." This doctrine is in itself altogether erroneouFj,
but it will not be erroneous to assume as a mode of
1

Book i, chap. v. sec. 1.

2

W e a l t h of

Natwne, p.

445.
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simplifying tile problem that the incremenB of labour
applied are equally a.wistec1 by capital. It is a separate
and subsequentproblem
todetermine how rent or
interest arises whenthesamelabouris
assistecl by
different quantities of capital.
I shallsuppose that u certxinlabourer,or,what
comes to exactly the same thing, A body of labourers,
expend labour on severaldifferentpieces
of ground.
011whatprinciple
will theydistributetheirlabour
betweentheseveral
pieces ? Let, us imagine that a
wrtain ttmounthas 1)een spentuponeach, : t n d that
rmother small portion, A!, is going to he applied. Let
there be two pieces of l~tncl,ttnt'l let A q , Ax?, be the
increments of produce to be expected from the pieces
respectively. They will naturally apply the labour to
the 1tm(l which yields the greatest result.
So long as
there is m y advantageinone
use of labourover
another,themostxlvtmtageouswillcertainly
be
acloptetl. Therefore, when they are. perfectly satisfied
with t.he clistrilmtionmtule, t,he incrementof produce to
the same lt\l)ourmill he equal in each case ; or we have
Ax, = Az2.
To attctin scientific ttccurq-, we must decrease the inc:rement.s infinitely, unci t,llen we obtain the equation-

dcr, - cls,
"

dl

ow

< r7

dl?

-

represents tile rat'io of produce, or tile pro-

ductiveness of labour, as regards the last increment of
labourapplied.
We may say, then, t h a t whenever a

YI

In the Tllcory of Labour it, was shown t l ~ 110
t
increment of labour w-oultl be cxpentiecl u r h s there
was sufficientrecompensein
the produce,but t’llat
labour would be expended up to the point
at wl~icll
the increment of utility exactly equals the increment
of painincurredinacquiringit.Here
we find x11
exact definition of the amount of labour which will be
profitably applied.
It was also shown that the last increment of labour
is the most painful, so t h a t if a person is recornpenred
for the last increment of labour w-hicll he applies to
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land by the rate of production dJ
a', i t follows t h a t all
the labour he applies might
be recompensed sufficiently
at the wme rate. The whole labour is I, so that if the
recompensewereequaloverthe
whole, theresult
dx

would be 2, 8
' Coneeyueutly,heobtainsmorethan
the necessary return to labour by the amount
PE--E.-dc .
dl '
or, (1s we m a y write it,
PI-l . PIE,
in wllicll P'Z is the clifferentinl coefficient of PI,or the
find rttte of production.Thisexpressionrepresents
the rtdvantuge he derives from the possession of land
i n affordinghimmoreprofit
than other methocls of
employinghislabour.
It is therefore the rent which
he woul(1 ask before yielding it up to another person,
or equally the rent wl~ich he
\vould be able and willing
to pity if hiring it from nnotller.
Thesameconsiderationsapplytoevery
piece of
land cwltivated. When the samepersonor
body of
lubourers cult,ivtttes several pieces, P'Z will be of the
samenlagnitude in each case, butthequantities
of
labour, and possibly the functions of labour, will be
ciiff'erent. Thus with two pieces of land the rent may
he represent.ec1 tts

P,E,

+ PJ,-( I I 4- E2)Pl'll;

or, speaking generally of m y number of pieces, it is
the s u m of the quantities of the form PI, 9ni9224s the
sum of the quantities of the form I . PI.
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~ Z r ~ t r a t i o tofz s t h Tltcory.

It is very easy to illustrate t,lle Theory of Reut 1)y
tiiagrarns. For, let ciistances along the line ox tienote
quantities of labour, and let the curve
ctpr represent
the variation of the rate of production, s o t.hat t h e
area of the curve will be the measure of the prduc‘e.
Thus when labour has been applied to the mlount 0 1 1 2 ,
the produce will correspond to the area a p 2 o . Let, 21
small new increment, of labour, ? n m ’ , he nppliecl, ant1

t

m

m’

n

-

7

suppose the rate of production equal over
the whole
of the
increment.
Then
the
small parallelogrttm,
pp’m’m, will be the produce. This will be proportiouul
in quantity to p m , so that the height of any point of
the curve perpendicularly above a point of the line 02
represents the rate of production at that point in the
application of labour.
If we further suppose that the labourer considers
his labour, qnm’, repaid by the produce pm’, there is
no reason why any other part of his labour should not
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IE repaid at thesame. rate. Drawing, then, a horizontal
line, rpq, through the point p , his whole l a b u r , mt,
will be repaid Ly the produce represented 1 ) ~ -the area
oqma. Consequently,theoverlyingarea,
'rap, is the
excess of produce which c:an lre exacted from him RS
rent, if he be not hinlsclf t h e owner of the land.
Inlq$uirlgthe same person to cultivateanother
piece of lttnd, w e might take the curve,bpc, to represent
i t s pmcluc:t,iveness. Thesamerate of procluction will
~'cptythe Itltmurer in this case 41s in the last, s o that
the int,ersec:tion of the same horizontal line, q q , with
the curve, will determine the final point of labour, ?L.
'L'11e ~tretl, 7 m , will 1)e thenmtsure
of t,lle sufficient
Iw:c>nlperlse to the whole lt~t)our,o n , spent upon the
Ictncl ; tultl t,heexcess of produce or rent will lle tlle
ret^, r b y .
In it similar manner, any numler of pieces
of Ittncl migllt he considered.Thefiguremighthave
I,een tlrtlwn SO that the curves would rise on
leaving
tlle init.ial line oy, indictlting that a very little 1al)our
\vi11 l ~ ~ ~u vpoor
e
rate of production ; and that :L
( w t i n anlount of lrhour is requisite to develop the
fcrtility of the soil. This may often or always be t,he
cme, LLR t t considerable quantity of labour is generally
requisitein
first bringinglandintocultivation,
or
merely keeping it in a fit s h t e for use. The laws of
rent,depend
on theundoubtedprinciple,thatthe
curves rtlwn~-saitinmtely decline towards the base line
ox, that is, the final rate of production
always
ultinzntdy sinks towards zero.

C H A P T E R VI1
THEORY O F CAPITAL

TIMF m c t i o ~ Lqf Copita2.
Tx (.onsidering the naturet ~ r principles
d
of Clttpittd, we
enter a distinctbranch of our su1)jeut. There is 110
dose or necessary connect,ion Let,ween tllc emplo!Tlnent
of capital and the processes of exchange. Both 1)ythe
use of capital and 1)y exchange we are ena1,letl v t d y
to increase the s u m of utility which we enjoy ; l m t it,
is conceiv:tLle t h a t we might have the atlvrrntuges o f
capitalwit'houtthose
of exchange.Anisolatetlman
likeAlexanderSelkirkmight
feel the henefit of a
stock of provisions,tools, and other means
of facilitatingindustry,althoughcut
off from traffic with
other
men.
Economics,
then,
is not solely the
science of Exchange or Value : it is also the science of
Capitalisation.
The views which I shall endeavour to establish on
this subject are in fundamental agreement with thofie
adopted by Ricardo ; but I shall try toputthe
Theory of Chpital in a moresimpleandconsistent
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mannerthanhas
been the case withsome
later
econornista.
Wearetold,with
perfect truth,that
capital consisks of wealth employed to facilitate production; butwhen economists proceed to enumerate the
trrticles of wealth constitutingcapital,they
obscure
the subject. " The capital of a country," says MacCulloch,' " consists of those pol-tions of the produce
of industry exist.ing init
which may be directly
employed eithertosupporthuman
beings, or t o
fiwilitate production. " Professor Fawcett again says :
" Capital in not confined to the food which feeds the
lsbourers, but includes machinery, buildings, and,
in
fact, every product due to man's labour which can be
upplietl to assist hisindustry; but capitalwhich is in the
form of food does not perform its funct,ionsin thesame
way as capital that is in form
the of machinery : the one
is termed circulating capital, the other fixed capital.''
Thenotion
of capitalassumesa
new degree of
simplicity as soon as we recognise that what has been
called u part is really the whole. Capital, as I regard
it, consists merely in theaggregateof those cornmoditips
any
which a r e r e p i r e d for sustainifq labourem
kind 0 1 -cZass engaged i n work. A stock of food is the
main element of capital ; but supplies of clothes,
furniture, and all the other articles in
common daily
use are also necessary parts of capital. The cuwent
menrw' of sustenance constitute capital in its fret>
OT u n i n w t e d f o r m .
Thesingleandall-important
q#*

1
9

Principles of Pditical Economy, p. 100.
Manual of Poldiwl Economy, 2d ed., p. 47.
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function of capital is to enable the latmurer to await, the
result of any long-last,ing work,--to put an i n t e n d
between the beginning and the exd of an enterprise.
Not only can we, by the aid of capital, erect large
works which would otherwisehave been impossible,
but the production of articles which woulcl have been
very costly in labour may be rendered far more easy.
Capital enables us t o make a great outlay in providing
tooIs, machines, orotherpreliminary
works, which
have for their sole object the production of some important commodity, and which will greatly facilitate
production when we enter upon it.

Copitul is concemcd ,zuit?t Time.
Several economists h \ - e clearly perceived that the
t,ime elapsingbetween the beginning ant1 end of a
work is the difticulty which capital assists us t.0 surmount. Thus James Mill has said : " If the man w h o
subsists on animals cannot make sure
of his prey in
less than a clay, he cannothave less than a whole
clay's subsistenceinadvance.
If hunting excursions
areundertaken which occupy a week or a month,
subsistence for several days may I)e required. It i.9
evident, when men come t o live upon tllose productions which their labour raises from the soil, and
which can be brought to maturity only
once in the
year, that subsistence for a whole year must be laid
up in advance."
1

Elements of Political Ecmwmy, 3d ed., 1826, p. 9.
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Much more r e c e d y , Professor Hearn has wid, in
his aclmimlde work entitled Plutoloyy : “ Thefirst
and most ohvious nlcxle in which capital directly
operates a19 an auxiliary of industry is torender
possible the perfomlance of work which requires for
its completion some considerable time. In tlle simplest
agricultural operatious there is the seed-time ancl the
I~arvest. A vineyard is unproductive for a t least
three years before i t is thoroughly fit for use. I n gold
rnining there is often a long tielay, sometimes ever1 of
five or six years, before the gold is reached. Such
mines could not he worked 1 y poor men unless the
storekeepers gave theminerscredit,
or, in
other
words, suppliecl capitul for theadventure.But,in
tttltlition to this great result, capitnl d s o implies other
c:onsecluenc.:es which are llrtrtlly less momentous. One
(of tAese is the steadiness ancl continuity that 1nl)our
thus accluires. A man, when aidetl 1)y capital, can
ILfford to remain at his work until i t is finished, ant1 is
not compelled to leave it incomplete while he searches
for the necessary means of subsistence. If there were
no ttccumultttecl fund upon which the labourer c:oulcl
rely, no man could remain for 2% single clay exclusively
engaged inanyother
occupation than t.llose which
Besides
relate to the supply of hisprimarywants.
these wants, he should also from time to time search
for the materials on which he was to work.”
These passages imply, as i t seems to me, a clear
1

P l d a l o g y ; or The Tlwory of the E’orts

1864 (Macmillan), p. 139.

to

Satbfy Httnu~nllhnts,
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insight into the nature and purposes of capital, except
thatthe writershave
not with sufficient boldness
followed out the consequences of their not,ion. If we
take a comprehensive view of the subject, i t will be
seen that not only the chief but the sole purpose of
capital is as above described. Capitalsimply allows
us to expend Zab0.z~i n adoance. Thus, to raise corn
we need to turn over the surface of the soil. If we
proceed straight to the work, ancl use the ixnplenlcnt,s
with which nature has furnished us-our fingers-we
should spend an enormous amount of painful lttbour
with very lit,tle result. It is far better, therefore, t!o
spend the first part of our labour in making a spade
or otherimplementtoassisttherest
of our 1ttl)our.
This spade represents so nlucll labour wllicll hss been
invested, and so far spent ; but if i t lusts three years,
its cost may be considered as repaid gradudly during
those three years. Thislahour,like that of digging,
has for its object the raising of corn, and the v d y
essential difference is that it has to precede the production of corn by alongerinterval.Theaverage
interval of time for which labour will remain invested
in the spade is half of the three years. Similarly,if
we possess a larger capital, ancl expend i t in making
a plough, which will last for twenty years, we invest
at the beginning a great deal of labour which is only
gradually repaid during those twenty years, and
which is therefore, on the average, invested for about
ten years.
It is truethat in modern industry we should
Q
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seldom or never find the same man making the spade
or plough, and afterwards using the implement. The
division of labour enables me, with much advantage,
to expend a portion of my capital in purchasing the
implement from scJme one who devotes his attention
to the manufacture,andprobablyexpendscapital
previoudyinfacilitatingthe
work. Butthis
does
not alter the principles of the matter. What capital
I give for the spade merely replaces what the manufacturer had already invested in the expectation
that
the sptEde would be needed. Exactlythesame
considerations may be applied to much more complicated
applications of capital. Theultimate
object of all
industryengagedwithcotton
is theproduction
of
cotton goods. But the complete process of producing
thosegoods is dividedintomany
parts ; and it is
necessary to begin the spending of labour a long time
before any goods can be finished.
In the first place, labour will be required t o till
the land which is to bear the cotton plants, and probably two years at least will elapse between the time
when the ground is first broken and the time when
the cottonreaches the mills. A cotton mill, again,
must be a very strong anddurablestructure,and
must containmachinery of a verycostlycharacter,
which can only repay its owner by a long course of
use. Wemightspinand
weave cotton goods as in
former times, or a s i tis done in Cashmere, with a very
small use of capital;butthenthelabourrequired
would be enormouslygreater in proportion to the
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produce. It is far more economical in the end to
spend a vast amount
of labour and capital in building a substantial mill and filling it with the best
machinery, which will theu go on working with unimpaired efficiency for thirty years or more. This
t o the labour spent iu
means that,inaddition
superintendingthe
machines atthe moment when
goods are produced,a great quantity of labourhas
been spent from one tothirty
yearsin
advance,
or, on the average, fifteen years in advance. This
expenditure is repaid by an annuity of profit extending over those thirty years.
Theinterval elapsingbetween the firstexertion
of labour and the enjoyment of the result is further
increased by any time during which the raw material
may lie in warehouses before reaching the machines ;
and by the time
employed in distributing the goods
to retail dealers, and through them to the consumers.
It may even happen that the consumer finds it desirable to keep a certain stock on hand, so that the time
when the real object of the goods is fulfilled becomes
still further deferred. During this time, also, capital
seems to me to be invested, and only as actualutilisation takes place is expenditure repaid by corresponding utility enjoyed.
I would say, then, in the mostgeneralmanner,
that whateverimprovements in the supply of commodities lengthen the averageinterval
between the
moment when labour is exerted and its ultimate result
or purpose accomplishd, such improvements &ped
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upon the use of ca2yital. And I would add that this
is the sole use of capital. Whenever
we overlook the
irrelevant complications introduced by the division of
labur andthe frequency of exchange, all employments of capital resolve themselves into the fact of
time elapsing between the beginning and the end of
industry.
Quantitative Notions concerning Capitul.
One main point which has to be clearly brought
before the mind in this subject
is the difference between the amount of capital invested and the amount
of investment of capital. Thefirst is a quantity of
one dimension only-the
quantity of capital ; the
second is a quantity of two dimensions, namely, the
quantity of capital, andthelength
of timeduring
which it remains
invested.
If one
day’s
labour
remainsinvested for twoyears, the capitalisonly
that equivalent to one day ; but it is locked up twice
as long as if it were invested for only one year. Now
allquestions in which we consider the most advantageous employment of capital turn upon the length
of investmentquiteas
much as upontheamount.
The same capital will serve for twice as much industry
if it be absorbed or invested for only half the time.
The amountof investment of capital will evidently
be determined by multiplying each portion of capital
invested at any moment by the length of time for
which it remains invested. One pound invested for
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five years gives the sameresult tts five pounds invested for one year, the product being jut?
y
x
n
c
d
years. Most commonly, however, investment proceeds continuously or a t intervals, and we must form
clear notions on the subject. Thus, if a workman be
employed during one year on any work, the result of
which is complete, andenjoyed at the end of that
time, the absorption of capital will be found by multiplying each day’s wages by the days remaining till
theend
of theyear,andadding
all theresults
together. If thedaily wages be four shillings, then
we have

.

4 ~ 3 6 4 + 4 ~ 3 6 3 + 4 ~ 3 6 2 ., .. + 4 x 1 ;

We may also represent the investment by a diagram such as Fig. X. Thelengthalongthe
line ox
indicates the duration of investment, and the height

attained at any point, a, is theamount of capital
invested. But
it is the whole area of the rectangles
a, which measures theamount of
up to any point,
investment during the time ou.
The whole result of continued labour is not often

a p
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coneumd andenjoyedin

amoment ; the result
generally lasts for a certain length of time. We
must then conceive the capital as being progressively
uninvested. Let us, for sake of simpleillustration,
imagine the labour of producing theharvest to be
continuously and equally expended between the first
of September in one year and the
same day in the
next. L e t theharvest be then completelygathered,
and its consumption begin immediately and continue
equallyduringthe succeeding twelvemonths.Then
the amount of investment of capital willbe representedby
the area of an isosceles triangle, as in
Fig. XI., the base of which corresponds to two years

of duration.

Now the area of n triangle is equal t o
the height multiplied by
half the base ; and as the
height represents the greatest amount invested, that
upon the first of September,whentheharvestis
gathered ; half the base, or one year, is the average
time of investment of the whole amount.
In the 37th proposition of the first book of Euclid
i t is proved that all triangles upon the same base and
between the sameparallels are equal in area. Hence
we may draw the conclusion that, provided capital be
invested and uninvested continuously and in
simple
proportion to the time, we need onlyregardthe
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greatestamountinvested
and thegreatesttime
of
investment.Whether
i t be all investedsuddenly,
and then gradually withdrawn ; or gradually invested
and suddenly withdrawn ; or gradually invested and
gradually withdrawn ; the amount of investment will
be in every case the greatest amount of capital multiplied by half the time elapsing from the beginning to
the end of the investment.

Expression f o r Amount of Investment.
To renderournotions

of t,hesubjectstill
more
us resort once more to mathe-

exact and general, let
matical symbols.
Let A p =amount of capital supposed to be invested in the time A t ; let t =time elapsing before its
result is enjoyed, the enjoyment taking
place in an
interval of time At, which may be disregarded in
comparison with t .
Then t . A p is theamount of
investment ; and if the investment is repeated, the
sum of the quantities of the nature of t . Ap, or, in
the customary mode of expression, d t . A p is the
total amount of investment.But
it will seldom be
possible to assign each portion of result to an exactly
correspondingportion
of labour. Cotton goods are
due to the aggregate industry of those who tilled the
ground, grewthe cotton, plucked, transported, cleaned,
spun, wove, and dyed it ; we cannot distinguish the
moment when each labourer's work is separately
repaid. To avoid this difficulty, we must fix on some
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moment of time when the whole transaction is closed,
d l lalmur upon thegroundrepaid,the
mill and
machinery worn out and sold, and the cotton goocls
consumed. Let t now denote the time elapsing from
any moment up to this
final moment of closing the
accounts.
Let A p be as before an increment of
capital invested, and let A g be an increment of capital
uninvestedbythe
sale of theproductsandtheir
enjoymentbythe consumer. Thus it willbe pretty
obvious that the s u m of the quantities t . Ap, less by
t.he sum of the quantities 1 . A 2 will Le the t,otal
investment of capital, or expressed in symI>ols
T t . A p - Z t . Av.

Diwwn4sionsof Cccyitul, C r e d i t und Debit.
A s the subject presents itself to me a t present,, I
ttp”1lenti that capital is to Le regarded simply as
commodity. If so, the clin~ension of capital willbe
represented by 31,and the amount of inaestnzcnt of
m p i t n I , possessing the rtrldit~ionnldimension of time,
will have the symbol BIT. H o w then are we to determiuethequantitative
nat.ure of what Senior called
Abstincwcc~, thattemporary
sacrifice of enjoyment
which is esscntinl to the existence of capital ‘1 Senior
thus explicitly defined what he meant by the word :
“By the word Abst,inence, we wish to express that
agent,, distinct from labour and the agency of nature,
the concurrence of which is necessary to the existence
1

Political Eanamny, by Nassau W. Senior, 5th d.,1863, p. 59.
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of capital, and which stands in the same relation to
profit as labourdoes
to wages.” He goes on to
explain that abstinence,thoughusuallyaccompanying labour, is distinct from it. A careful consicleration of Senior’s remarks shows that in reality
abstinence is the endurance of want, the abstaining
from the enjoyment of utility which might be enjoyed.
Xow the degree or intensity of want is measured by
the degree of utility of commodity if i t were consumed. Great degree of utilitysimply means great
want, so that one dimension of tLbstinence must be U,
and time being also oln-iously an element of ttbstinence, the requiredsymbolic statement of its tlimensions will be UT. This result satisfactorily corresponds
with
Senior’s definition, for he says that
abstinenceis to profit as labour is to wages. Now
profit or interest is clearly symldisccl Ly 11, and
wages also by M, both consisting simply of quantities
of commodity. Thus UT bears just the same relation
t o &I that ET does to &I, for E signifies the degree of
painfulness of labour, and can barely Le distinguished
from U, except in sign.
Therelatiou of abstinence, UT, to totalutility,
MU, also confirms our result. For if we convert
abstinence into satisfuction, bygiving a supply of
commodity for consumption, thisaction is symbolically represented by multiplying UT into MT”, which
yields MU, or utility.
It will need no argument to show that the dimension of debit and credit, having regard only to what
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i~ borrowed and owed, wil be the dimension of commodity simply, or M. According to the practice of
commerce, a contract of debt is a contract to return
a certain physically defined quantity of a specified
substance, such as an ounce of gold, a ton of pig-iron,
a hogshead of palm oil. No attempt is made to
define quantities of utility, so thatthedebt
when
repaidshallyield
utility equal t o what it possessed
when lent.The
borrower andlendereithertake
their chance about this, or provide for it in the rate
of interest to be paid. It is equallyobvious that in
another sense the amount of credit o r &bit will be
proportional totheduration
of theoperation,and
will have the dimensions MT.
Efect

of the Duration of W o r k .

Perhaps the most interesting point in the Theory
of Capitalis theadvantagearising
from therapid
performance of work, if i t is capable of beingdone
with convenience and with the same ultimate result.
Toinvestigatethispoint,
suppose that w = the
whole amount of wages which it is requisite to pay
in building a house, and that this does not alter when
we vary, within certain limits, the time
employed in
the work,denoted by t. If the work goes on continuously, we shall, during each unit of time, have an
to the ttb part of w. The
amountinvestedequal
whole amount of investment of capital will therefore
be represented by the mea of a triangle whose base is
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t and height w ; that is, the investment is 4 t w. Thus
when the whole expenditure is ultimately the same,
the amount of investment is simply proportional to
the time. Theresult would be more serious if the
accumulation of compound interestduringthetime
were takeninto account ; butthe consideration of
compound interest would renderthe formuk very
complex, and is not requisite for the purpose in
view.
Wemust
clearly distinguish the case treated
above,in which theamount of labour is the same,
but spread over a longer time, from other cases where
the labour increases in proportion tothe time. The
investment of capital, then, grows in an exceedingly
rapid
manner.
Neglecting the first cost of tools,
materials, and other preparations, let the first day’s
labour cost a ; duringthe second daythis remains
of capital a is added ; on
invested, and the amount
each following day a like addition is made. The
amount of capital invested is evidently
At beginning of second day . . a,
YY
,,
third
,, . . a+a,
,,
,,
fourth ,,
. . a+ a+ a ;

+

and so on. If the work lasts during n 1 days, the
total amount of investment of capital will be
a + 2 a + 3 a + 4 a + . . . . . . ma.
The sum of the series is
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which increases by a term involving the square of the
time. The employment of capital thus grows in proportion to the triangular numbers
1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, etc.

If we regard the investment as taking place continuously,the

whole absorption of capital is repre-

sented by the area of a right-angledtriangle (Pig.
XI.), in which ob,, b, b,, b, b,, etc., are the successive
units of time. The heights of the lines u1bl, a, b, represent theamountsinvested
a t theends
of the
u, the
total
times.
The
daily
investment
being
no

amount of investment will be a 5 , increasing as the
square of the time.
Cases of this kind continually occur, as in sinking
a deep mine, of which the requisite depth cannot
be
previously known with accuracy. Any large work,
such as a breakwater, an embankment,thefoundations of a greatbridge, a dock, a longtunnel,the
dredging of a channel, involves a problem of a similar
nature ; for it is seldom known what amount of labour
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and capital will be required ; and if the work lasts
much longer than was expected, the result is usually
a financial disaster.

Illustrations of the Investment of Capital.
The time during which capital remains invested,
andthe circumstances of itsinvestment and reproduction, are exceedingly various in different employa person plants cabbages, they w
l
l
i he
ments.If
ready in the course of a few months, and the labour
of planting and tending them, together witha part of
the labour of preparing and manuring the soil, yields
itsresultswithverylittle
delay. In planting a
forest tree, however, a certainamount of labour is
expended, and no result obtained until after the lapse
of thirty, forty, or fifty years. Thefirst cost of enclosing, preparing, and planting a plantation is considerable ; and though, after a time, the loppings and
thinnings of the trees repay the cost of superintendence and repairs, yetthe
absorption of capital is
great, and we may thus account for the small amount
of planting which goes on. The ageing of wine is a
somewhatsimilar case. A certainamount of labour
is expendedwithoutresultfor
ten or fifteen years,
andthe
cost of storage is incurred
during
the
whole time. . To estimate the real cost of the articles
athe
end of the time, we must, in all such
cases, add compound interest,andthis
grows in a
rapidmanner.Every
pound invested atthe com-
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mencement of a business becomes 1-63pounds at the
end of ten years, 11-47pounds at the end
of fifty
years, and no less than 131-50pounds at the end of a
century, the rate of interest being taken at five per
cent. Thus i t cannot be profitable to store wine for
fiftyyears,unless
i t become abouttwelvetimesas
valuable as it was when new. It cannot pay to plant
ax1 oak and let it
live a century, unless the timber
then repays the cost of planting 132 times.
If an annual charge, however small, has to be incurred (for instmce, the cost of storage and superintendence),the
expense mountsupin
a still more
alnrmingmanner.
Thus, if the cost of anyinvestment in one pound per annum, the amount invested,
with compound interest at five per cent, becomes
12-58 pounds at the end of ten years, 209 -35pounds
a t the end of fifty years, and the enormous amount
of 2610'03 at the end of a century. We shall almost
alwayshave totakeinto
accountboth the original
andcontinuous cost of an investment.Thus
if a
stock of wine worth f 100 be laid by for fifty years,
and the cost of storage be 21 per annum, the total
cost at the end of thetime
will be 2 1147.0 on
account of original cost, and 2209.35 for storage, or
in all 31356'35.
It is to be feared that the rapid accumulation of
compound interest is ofken overlooked in estimating
of
the cost of publicworks and other undertakings
A great fort,breakwater, or
considerableduration.
canal (the Caledonian Canal, for instance) is often
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not completed for twenty years after its commencement, and in the meantime it may be of little or no
use. Suppose thatits cost has been .€10,000 each
year ; thentheaggregate
cost would seem to be
$200,000, but allowing for interest rtt five per centit is
really f330,OOO. The French engineer and economist,
Minard,' fully understood this point of finance, and
showed that in the case of some public works, such as
the great digue of Cherbourg harbour, and canals, the
execution of which is allowed sometimes to drag 0x1
for half a century before any adequate result is returned, the real cost is incomparably greater than it
is represented to be by merely stating the sums of
moneyexpended.
I n some cases, such as the first
canal of Saint Quentin, a work, after being long prosecuted, is abandoned, and the loss by first cost and
interest becomes enormous. TheGuernsey Harbour
is a case in point, and the
English dockyards would
supply abundance of similar facts.
An interesting example of the investment of capital occurs in the case of gold and silver, a large stock
of which is maintained either in the form of money,
or plate
and
jewellery.
Labour is spentinthe
digging or mining of the metals, which is gradually
repaid by the use or satisfaction arising from the possession of the metals during the whole time for which
they continue
in
use. Hence the
investment
of
capitalextendsover
the average duration of the
1

p 67.

Minard,

A n m k dee Poozte

et GVmda,

1860, ler Bemeatre,
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metals. Now, if the stock of gold requires one per
cent of its amount to maintain it undiminished, it
will be apparent that each particle of gold remains in
use 100 years on the average ; if 9 per cent is sufficient,the averageduration will be 200 years. We
may state the result thus :
Low of
gold or silver
annually.

1 per cent

1

t

1%

.

1)

17

?,

Average duration
of each particle
in use.

.
.

.

.

100 years
a00 ,,
400 ,,
1000 ,,

The wear and loss of the precious metalsina
civilised country is probably not more than z& part,
annually,includingplate,

jewellery, and money in

the estimate, so that the average investment will be
for 200 years. It is curious that, if we regarda
quantity of gold as wearing awayannuallybya
fixed percentage of what remains, theduration of
some part is infinite, andyetthe
averageduration
is finite. Some of the gold possessed by the Romans
is doubtless mixed with what we nowpossess ; and
some small part of it will be handed down as long
as the human race exists.

Fixed and Circulating Capital.
Economists have long been accustomed to distinguish capital into the two kinds, fixed and circulating.
Adam Smith d e d that circulating which passes &om
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hand to hand, and yields a revenue by being parted
with.
Thefact
of being fiequentlyexchanged
is,
however, an accidentalcircumstancewhichleads
to
no results of importance.Ricardoalteredtheuse
of
theterms,applyingthename
circzcEo’tit2g t.o that
which is frequentlydestroyedandhas
to be reproduced. He says unequivocally : ’ “ In proportion at3
fixed capital is less durable, it approaches t o the
nature of circulatingcapital.
It will be consumed,
and its valuereproducedin a shorter time, in order
to preserve the capital of the manufacturer.” Acceptingthisdoctrine,andcarrying
it out to the full
extent, we must say that no precise line can be
.drawnbetween the two kinds. The difference is one
of amount and degree. The duration
of capitd may
vary from a day to several hundred years
; the most
circulatingistheleastdurable
; themost fixed the
most cluralde.

Free and Invested Capitul.

I believe that the clear explanation of the doctrine
of capitalrequiresthe
use of a term free capital,
which hasnot
been hitherto recognised by economists. By freecapital I mean the wages of.lttbour,
eitherin its transitory form of money,or its real
form of food and
other
necessaries of life. The
ordinarysustenancerequisitetosupportlabourers
1 On the Principles of Politid E c m m y and T m t h , chap. i., MC. 5 ,
3d e& p. 36.
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of all ranks when engaged upon their work is really
thetrue form of capital. It is quiteinagreement
with the ordinary language of commercial men to
my, not that a factory, or dock, or railway, or ship,
is cup*tul,but that it represents so much capital sank
in tlw m t e q w b e . To investcapital
is to spend
money,or the food andmaintenance which money
purchases,upon the completion of some work. The
capital remains invested
or sunk until the work has
returned profit, equivalenttothefirstcost,with
interest.
Much clearness would result from muking the
language of Economics more nearly coincidentwith
that of commerce. Accordingly, I woulcl not say
that a railway is $xed capitaZ, but that capital is
*fixed in the rcrilway. The capital is not the railway,
but the foml of those who nlrtcle the railway.
it countrymeans
that
Abundance of freecapitalin
there me copiuus stocks of food, clothing, nncl every
ctrticle which people insist upon having - that,in
ahort, everything is so arranged t,llrtt abundant
subsistence m c t conveniences of every kind are forthcomingwithoutthe
labour of the count,rybeing
much taxed to provide them.
In such circumstances it is possible that a part of the labourers
of the country can be employed on works of which
theutility
is distant,,andyet
no
one
will feel
scarcity in the present.
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Ukj??mnityof t h . Rate of Im,rc?st.

A mostimportantprinciple
of thissubject is,
that free capital can be i d $ k r e n t l y employtd .in
any branch w kind of industry. Free capital, as we
have j u s t seen,consists of A suitable ctssortment of
all kinds of food,clot,hing,utensils,furniture,
u11d
otherart,icles
whicha
communityrequires
for its
ordinary
sustenance.
Men ttntl families
consunle
much thesamekind
of commodit.iea, whatevermay
be the branch of manufacture or tradeby
w11ic.h
theyearn a living.Hencethere
is not'hing i n the
nature of freecapitnl todetermineitsemployment
to one kind of industryrat,hertlmnanother.The
verysame
wages, whether we regardthe
money
wages, or t.he real wages purchasedwith the money,
will support a man whetherhe
be amechanic,
tt
weaver, a coal miner, a carpenter, a mason, orany
other kind of labourer.
The necessary result is,
that the rate of interest
for freecapital will tendtoand
closely attainuniformityinallemployments.Themarket
for capital
is like all other markets
: there c a n be but one price
for one a r t i c l e at one time. It is a case of the Law
of Indifference Cp. 90). Now thearticle in question
is the same, so that its pricemust
be the Rame.
Accordingly,asis
well known,therate
of interest,
whenfreed from considerations of risk, trouble, and
otherinterfering causes, isthesamein
all trades ;
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and every trade
will employ capital up to the point
a t which it just yields thecurrentinterest.
If any
manufacturer or trader employs so muchcapitalin
supporting a certain amount of labour that the return
is less thaninothertrades,
he w
ill love ; for he
mighthave obttiiuecl the current rate
by lendingit
t o other trtders.
Cr'e~~erctE
E.cpressioncfi,r* t J L e Rate of Interest.
We may obtain a general expression for the rate
of interest yielded bycapitalin
any employment
provided that we may suppose the produce for the
mme amount of labour to vary as some continuous
function of thetimeelapsing
between theexpenditure of the labour and the enjoyment
of the result.
Letthetimeinquestion
be t , and the produce for
the ,same amount of laLour the function of t denoted
1)y Ft, which may be supposedalways to increase
with t . If we now extendthetime
to t + A t , the
produce will be F ( t + A t ) , and the increment of produce F ( t + A t ) -Ft.
The ratio which this increment
bears to the increment of investment of capital will
determinetherate
of interest. Now, attheend of
the time t , we might receive the product Ft, and this
is the amount of capital which remains invested when
we extendthetime
by At. Hencetheamount
of
increased investment of capital is A t . Ft ; and,
dividingtheincrement
of produce by this last expression, we have

. .
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F ( t + A t ) - Ft x --.
I.
At
Ft
lvhen we reduce the magnitude of At infinitely, the
limit of the first fact,or of the above expression is the
differential c-oefficient of F t , so that we find t8herttte
of interest to be represent.ed by

ckFt .-1
d t Ft
~

Or

F't
Ft'

The interest of capital is, in other words, the rat(. oj'
increase of the p*oclmc> divided by the whole p i * ( ] duce ; butthis is a quantity which must rapic'lly
approach to zero, unless means can Le found of coutinually
maintaining
the
rate
of increase. Unless
a body moves with a rapidly increusir~g speed, the
space it moves overin any unit of time mustnltinlately become inconsicleral.de compared
with
thc
whole space passed overfrom
the commencement.
There is no reason to suppose t,hatindustry, generally
speaking,
is
capable
of returning m y H U (
vastly increasingproduce from the greater applictttion of capital. Every new machineor othergreat
invention will usually require a fixation of capital for
a certain average time, and may be capable of pitying
interest upon i t ; but when thisaveragetime
is
reached, it fails to afford a return to more prolonged
investment,s.
To take an instance, let us suppose that the produce of labour in some case is proportional to the
interval of abstinence t ; then we have Bay Ft = a. t ,
in which a is an unknownconstant.The
differen-

~
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tid coefficient F’t ir now a ; and.the rate of interest
(1

Fr

a

1

r

Tt or ; or the rate of interest varies inversely
w the time of investment.

Dime?asior~of Interest.
The formula which we obtained in the preceding
section has been subjected to close criticism byan
eminentmathematician, who proposed several alternative formule, but finally accepted mysolution of
As Professor Adamson,
the question as correct.
however, has also raised some objections to
the
formula, it seems desirable to explain its meaning
and mode of derivation more fully than was done in
t,he first edition.
In the first place, as regards the theory of climensions the formula is clearly correct.
The rate of
interest expresses theratio which theannual
sum
paid per annum for the loan of capital bears to the
cnpiad. Theinterestandthe
capitalarequantities
of the same nature,theirratio
being anabstract
number. Dividing by length of time r a t e of interest
will have the dimension !P.
Or we may put it in this way-Interest is paid
per annum, or per month, or per other unit of time,
andthe
less themagnitude
of thisunit,the
less
must be the numerical expression of the rate of intewt. Simple interest a t five per cent per annum
is 0.416
per cent per month, and so on. Hence

....
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time enters negatively, and the dimension of the rate
of interest will be P
I. Or, again, we may state it
thussymblical1y"The
capitaladvanced
may be
taken as having the dimension M ; the annual return
has the dimensions MT. Dividing the former by the
latter we obtain
Ft

Now the formula Ft clearly agrees with t,his result;
for the denominator is a certain unknown function
of
the time of ttdvance of the capital t . We may msume
that it can be expressed in a finite series of the powers
of t, and the numerator, being the differential coeffic-ient of the same function, willbe of one degree of
power less than Ft. Hencethe
dimensions of the
formula will l)e
1

2%-1

T"

Or

-

or 2'"'.

It must be carefully remembered that it is the r a t e of
inte,rest which hasthedimension
Z"', notinterest
itself, which, being simply commodity of some kind,
has the dimension of commodity,namely M, of the
same nature, and having the same dimensions.
The function of capital is simply this, that labour
which would producecertaincommodity
m,, if that
commodity were needed immediately for the satisfaction of wants, is applied so as to produce m, after the
lapse of the time t . The reason for this deferment is
that m, usually exceeds m, and the difference or
interest m, - m, iscommodity
havingthe
=me
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dimensions as m,. Hence the rute of interest, apart
from the question of time, would be %"m, divided
by ml, and the quantities being of the same nature,
the ratio will be an abstract number devoid of dimen&on&. Butthetime for which theresults of labour
are foregone is as important a matter as the quantity
of commodity.Theamount
of deferment is wt, so
that the rate of interest is nz,-m2, dividedby m,t,
which will have the dimension T".
Exactly the same result
would be obtained, however, if we regarcled the use of capital from & different
point of view. Capital and deferment of consumption
are not needed only in order to increase production,
that is to say, the manufac:ture of goods ; they are
neeclecl also to equaliseconsumption,andto
allow
commodity to be consumed when its utility is a t the
highest point.
Now, when certain commodity is conof time,theutilityprosumedwithinaninterval
duced will, as we haveseen, possess thedimensions
MUT -l T , or MU. Supposethatinstead
of being
consumed within that interval, the commodity is held
a t all.
in hand for a time before beingconsumed
Then the amount of deferment of utility will be proportional both to the interval of time over which it
is deferred,and
to theutility
which is deferred.
Thus the amount of deferment will. have the dimensions MUT. The increase of utility due to deferment
w
l
l
i clearlyhavethesamedimensions
as werepreviouslydetermined,namely
MU . Hencetheratio
of this increase to the amount of deferment will have
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MTT

or T", and t.his result corresponds

with the dimension of the rate of interest as otherwise
reached.

Peacock

012

the Dime~wiomsf Juterest.

The need of some care in forming our concept,ions
of thesequant,ities is strikinglyillustrated
by the
fact that not quite
fifty years ago so profoundand
philosophic a mathematician as the h t e Dean Peacock
completelymisapprehendedthematter.In
the first
edition of his celebratedandinvaluahle Treat-ise on
AZyebra, published in 1830, he gives (5 111, p. 91)
the interest of money as an example of a quantity of
t1wc.e dimeusions, and one w-hich may be represented
hy a solict. H e says : '' If p represent the principal
or sum of money lent or forborne, r the rate of interest (of 21 for one year), and t the number of years,
then the interest accumulated
or due will be rcpresented by prt ; for if 9- be the interest of 21 for one
year, pr will be theinterest
of a sum of money
denoted by 23 for one year, and therefore p,rt will be
theamount of thisinterestin
t years, no interest
being reckoned upon interest due : such would be the
result according to the principles of Arithmetical
Algebra.
" If we now suppose prt represented respectively
by lines which form theadjacent edges of a parallelopipedon, the solid thus formed will represent the
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interest accumulated or due : in other words, it w
ill
reprewntwhatever
is represented by the general
formula p t when specific values and si@cations
are given to its s-yrn?mls: for in whatever manner we
may suppose any one of the symbols of p r t to vary,
the solid will vary in the same proportion.
" The lines which we assume to represent units of
p , 7-, and t , are perf'ectly arbitrary, whether they are
made equal to each other or not : this is clearly the
case with p and t , which are quantities of R different
rwture : and the third quantity is
likewise different
from theother
two, being anabstract
numerical
quantity : for it expresses therelation between the
interest of 2 1 and 21, or between the interest of 3100
t ~ r l t i$100, which is the quotient of the division of one
quantity by another of the same nature : thus, if the
or
: if four per
interest be five percent,then 9- =
cent, then 'I*= -&or g5 : and similarly in other cases :
the line, therefore, which is assumed to represent the
abstract unit to which r is referred, is independent of
the lines which represent units of p and of 1, and may
therefore be assumed a t pleasure, equally with those
lines.
" The lines which represent p and t form a rectangular area, which is the geometrical representation
of their product : the third quantity T , being merely
numerical, may either be represented by a line, as in
the case just considered, when a solid parallelopipedon
is made the representative of p r t : orwe may consider the area pt as representing the product p t when
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r = 1, and that this product. iu any other w e is represented by a rectangle which bears to the rectangle pt
the ratio of r to I : this may be effected by increasing
or diminishing one of the sides of the rectangle in the
required r h o : theproduct prt may therefore be
correctlyrepresentedeither
1)y a solid or an urea,
when one of the factors is an allx&ruct8number.”
The conclusion a t which he arrives is a lttnle one,
for he thinks that the same kintl of cluuntity may be
representedindifferently by a solid or an area. The
fact is that Peacock confused u product of three
factors
with
a
quantity of three dimensions. He
took these dimensions as if they were, say M= rnoney,
R = rate of interest,and T = time. If we simply
as Peacock first does, we
nlultiplythesetogether,
get a quant,ity apparently of three dimemions, MIiT.
If, according to Peacock’s subsequent idea, we take H
to be an abstract numerical quantity, then
we l ~ v e
t.wo dimensions left,namely, MI1 He overlooks the
fact that the rate of interest involves time negatively,
although he describes 9- as ‘‘ the rate of interest (of
‘€1 for oneyear).”Correctlystated,thedimensions
, quantity of interest are M x 2“’ X T or M,
of p ~ tthe
that is simplythe
dimension of themoney
atlvanced.
If you say, for instance, that the simple interest
of 3300 at five per cent per annum for five years i8
275, thereremainsno
reference inthisresult
to
time : 375 is simply 2 7 5 , and is of exactly the same
nature aa the X300 which bore the interest.
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That Peacock subsequently discovered error, or
a t least difiiculty, in this section, is rendered probable
by the fact that he omitted the illustration altogether
inhis second edition ; b u t he does not, so far as I
hnve observed, give any explanation.
Term!mcy of P?*o$ts to a ~Winimu~r2.

It is one of the favourite doct>rinesof economists
since the time of Adam Snlith, that as society progresses and capital accumulates, the rate of profit, or
more strictly speaking, the rate
of interest, tends to
s
sink
so low,
fall. The rate will 1 t 1 ~ 1 ~ yultimately
they think, that t,heinclucements t,o further accumulat,ion will cease. This doctrine is in striking agreement
with theresult of the somewllat abstractanalytical
investigationgiven tkbove. Ourformula for therate
of interest shows that unless there be constant progress in the arts, the rate must tend tso sink towards
zero, supposing ac:cumulation of capital t,o go on.
Thereare sufficient stat'ivticul facts,too, t o confirm
this conclusion historically. The only quest,ion that
can arise is as t,o t>lx actualcause of this tendency.
Adam Smit.11vaguely attributed i t t o the competition of capitalists, saying : " The increase of stock
which raises wages, tends to lower profit. When the
stocks of many rich merchants &re turnedintothe
same trade, their mutual competition naturally tends
to lower its profit ; and when there is a like increase
of stock in all the different trades carried on in the
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same society, the aame compet.ition must produce the
same effect in them all.”’
Later economists have entertained different views.
T h e y a t t r i h t e d t h e fall of interest to the rise in the
cost of 1:tbour. The produce of labour,theysaid, is
divided between capitalists and labourers, and if it is
necessary to give more to labour, t,here must
Le less
left to capital, and t.he rate of profit will fall. I shall
discuss the validity of this theory in the final chapter,
ttncl will only remark here, that it is not in agreement
with the view which I have ventured to take concerning the origin of interest. I consider that interest is
(letermined 1)y theincrement
of
proc1uc.e
which it
enables a lalwurer t o obtain, and is altogether inclependent of the total return wl1ic.h he receives for this
labour.
Our formulu. (p. 245) shows thatthe rate
of interest will 1)e greater as the wholeproduce Ft
is less, if theatlvmtrtge of morecapital,measured
by F’t, remainsunchanged.
Inmanyill-governed
countries,wheretheland
is wretchedlytilled,the
average produce is small, and yet the rate
of interest
is high, simply because the want of security prevents
theduesupply
of capital : hencemorecapital
is
urgentlyneeded,and
its price is high. In America
andtheBritish
Colonies theproduce is often high,
and yet interest is high, because there is not sufiicient
capitalaccumulatedtomeetallthedemands.
In
England and other old countries the rate
of interest
is generally lowerbecause there is an abundance of
1

Wealth of Nations, book i, chap. ix., .second paragraph.
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capital, and t h e urgent need of more is not actually
felt.

1 conceive that the returns to capital and l a b u r
areindependent
of each other. If the soil yields
little, and capital w
l
l
inot make it yield more, then
both wages andinterest will be low, provided that
the capital be not attracted away to more profitable
employment.
Ifthe soil yieldsmuch,andcapital
will make i t yield more, then both wages and interest
will be high ; if the soil yields much, and capital will
not make it yield more, t,hen wages will be high and
intereRt low, unless the capital finds other investments.
But the subjectis much complicatedby the interference
of rent.When
we spettk of the soil yieldingmuch,
we must distinguish between the whole yield and the
_ f i drate of yield. In the Western States of America
the land yields a large total, and all a t a high final
rate, so that the labourer enjoys the result. I n Englandthere is a large total yield, but a smallfinal
yield, so that the landowner receives a large rent and
the labourer
snlall
wages. The
more
fertile
land
having here been longincult,ivation,the
wages of
the labourerare nleasured hy what he canearnby
cultivatingsterileland
which i t only justpays t o
take into cultivation.
Advantage of Cupital to Industry.
We must take great care not to confuse the rate
of interest on capital with the whole advantage which
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i t confers on industry. The
rate of interest depends
on the Advantage of the last increment of capital, and
the advantages of previous incrementa may be greater
inalmost
any ratio.
In considering the laws of
utility, we found that anarticle possessing an immensely great total utility, for instance corn or water,
might have a very low final degree of ut,ility, because
our need of it was almost entirely satisfied ; yet t'he
ratio of exchange always depends upon the final, not
the previousdegree of utility. The case is the srtn~e
withcapital.
Some capitalmay be indispensable to
a manufacture; hence the benefit conferred by the
capital is indefinitely great, and were there no more
capital to be had, the rate of interest which could I)e
demanded, assuming the articlemanufactured to be
necessary, would be almostunlimited.
But us soon
as ever a larger supply of capital becomes available,
the prior benefit of capital is overlooked. As free
capital is always the same inquality,the
second
portion may be made t o replace the %st if needful :
hence capitalists can never exact from labourers the
whole advantages which theircapital confers-they
canexactonlya
ratedetermined by theadvantage
of the last increment. A lender of capital cannot say
to a borrower who wants $3000 : " I know that €1000
is indispensable to your business, and therefore will
charge you 100 percentinterest
upon it ; for the
second $1000, which is less necessary, I will charge
twenty per cent ; and as upon the third%1OOO you can
only earn the common profit, I w
ill only ask five per
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The answer would be, thattherearemany
people only earning five per cent on their capital who
would be glad to lend enough at a small advance of
interest ; and i t is a matter of indifference who is the
lender.
The general result of the tendency to uniformity
of interest is, that employers of capital ~ l w a y s g e t i t
at the lowest prevailingrate ; they always borrow
thecapital which is least necessary to others,and
cent.”

either the labourersthemselves, or the puLlic generally as consumers, gather all the excess of advantage.
To illustratethisresult,letdistances
along the line
ox, in Fig. XIII., mark quantit,ies of capital employinginany
branch of industry a fixed number of
labourers. Let the area of the curve denote the whole
produce of labour and capital. Thus t o the capital,
078, resultsa
produce measured bythe area of the
curvilinear figurebetween theupright lines oy and
qn. But the amount of increasedproduce
which
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would be clue to an increment of capital would be
measured by the line qn, so that this will represent
F't (p. 245). Theinterest of the capital will be its
amount, 012, muhiplied by the rate p , or the area of
the rectangle 02. The remainder of the produce,ptp-y,
will belong to the labourer. But had less capital
beenavailable,
say not more than om, its rate of
interest would have been measured by pm, the
op, while t.lle
amount of interestbytherectangle
labourermusthaveremainedcontentedwiththe
smallershare, psy. I will notsaythtittheabove
tliagrnm represents with strict accuracy tlle relations
of capital, produce, wages, rate of interest, and amount
of interest;hut it mayserveroughlytoillustrate
their relations. I see no way of representing exttctly
the theory of capital in the form of a diagram.

A m Articles i n the Conszomers' hands Capital .'
The views of the nature of capitalexpressed in
thischaptergenerallyagreewiththoseentertained
by Ricardo and various other economists ; but there
is one point in which the theory leads me to a result
a t variancewiththeopinions
of almostallwriters.
I feel quiteunabletoadopttheopinionthatthe
moment goodspass into the possession of the consumer they cease altogether to have the attributes of
capital. Thisdoctrine descends to us &om thetime
received the
of Adam Smith, andhasgenerally
undoubting
assent
of his followers. The latter,
S
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indeed, havegenerally
omitted all notice of such
gcrods, treating them as if no longer under the view
of the economist. Adam Smith,although he denied
the possessions of a consumer the name of capital,
took care to enumerate them as paxt of the stock of
the community. He divides intothree portions the
general stock of a country, and while the second and
third portions are fixed and circulatingcapital, the
first is described as follows +“
“The first is that portion which is reserved for
immediate consumption, and of which the eharacteristic is, that it affords norevenue or profit. It consists in the stock of food, clothes, household furniture,
etc., which have been purchased by their proper consumers, but which arenot
yetentirely consumed.
The whole stock of mere dwelling-houses too subsisting at any one time in the country make a part of
this firstportion.The
stock that is laid outin a
house, if it is to be thedwellinghouse of the proprietor, ceases fiom that moment to servein
the
function of acapital, or to afford any revenue to
its owucr. A ’ dwelling- house, as such, contributes
nothing to the revenue of its inhabitant ; and though
it is, no doubt, extremely useful to him, it is as his
clothes and household furnitureare useful to him,
which, however, make a part of his expense, and not
of his revenue.’’
MacCulloch, indeed, in his edition of the Wealth
of Nations, p. 121, has remarked upon this passage,
1

Wealth of Ndions, book ii, chap. i., twelffh paragraph.
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&hat“ the capital laid out in building houses for such
persons is employed as much for the public advantage
us if it were vested in the tools or instruments they
make use of in their respective businesses.” H e
appears, in fact, to reject the doctrine, and it is surprising that economists have generally acquiesced in
Adan1 Smith’s view, though it leads t o manifest contradictions. It leads to theabsurd conclusion that
t,he very same thing fulfilling the very same purposes
will be capitalornot
aceorcling to its accidental
ownership. To procure good port wine it is necessary
to keep it for a number of years, and Adam Smith
woulcl not deny that a stock of wine kept in the wine
merchant’s possession for this purpose is capital,
If a consumer buys
because it yieldshimrevenue.
it when new, and keeps it to improve, it will not be
capital, although it is evident that he gains the same
profit as the merchant by buying i t a t R lower price.
If a coal merchant lays in a stock of coal when cheap,
it is capital ; but if aconsumer
to sellwhendear,
lays in a stock, it is not.
AdamSmith’s views seem to be founded upon R
notion that capital ought to give
an annual revenue
or increase of wealth like a field yields a crop of corn
or grass. Speaking of a dwelling- house, he says :
“ If it is to be let to a -tenant for rent, as the house
itself can produce nothing, the tenant mustalways
pay the rent out
of some otherrevenue, which he
derives either from labour, or stock, or land. Though
8 house, therefore, may yield a revenue to its pro-
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prietor, and t.hereby serve in the function of ts capital
to him, it ctrnnot yield any to the public, nor serve
i n the function of a capital to it, and the revenue of
the whole body of the people can never be in the
Clothes and housesmallest degree increased byit.
hold furnit’ure, in the same manner, sometimes yield
R revenue, ancl therebyserveinthefunction
of R
capitd
to
particular persons.
In countries where
muquerades are common, it is tt trade to let out masqueradedresses for a uigllt. Upholsterers frequently
letfurniture by themonth or by the year. Undertakers let the furniture of funerals by the clay and by
t.lle week. Many people let furnished houses, and
get a rent, not only for the use of tlle house, but for
that of the furuiture.Therevenue,
however, which
is derived from such things, must always be ultimately
tlrawn from some other source of revenue.” ’
This notion that people liveupona kind of net
revenue flowing intothemappearsto
be derived
from the old French economists, andplays no part
i n nlodern Ekunomics. Nothing is more requisite
than II dwelling-house, and if a person cannot hire a
house at the requiredspot, he must find capital to
build it. I think that no economist would refuse to
count among the fixed capital of the country that
which is sunk in dwelling-houses. Capital is sunk in
farming that we may have bread, in cotton mills that
we may be clothed, and why not
in houses that we
may be. lodged ? If land yields an annual revenue of
1

Wmltk of Nations, book ii, chap. i., twelfth paragraph continued.
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corn and wool, milk, beef, and other necessaries,
housesyielda revenue of shelter and comfort. The
sole end of all industry is to satisfy our wants ; and
I

if a p i t a l is requisite to
supply
shelter,
and
furniture
ancl useful utensils, as i t undoul,tedly is, why refuse
it the name which it bears in all other emplop1ent.s ?
Can we deny that t.he property of 2% hotel-keeper
is capital ancl yields a revenue to its owner? Yet it
is invested in pots ancl pans, and beds, ant1 all kinds
of common furniture. I n America it is not uncommon
for people to live all their lives in hotels or boardinghouses ; and we might readily conceive the system to
advance until no one
would undertake housekeepiug
exceptas a profession. Now ifwe allow t o what is
investedin hotels, hiredfurnished houseg, lodgings,
and the like, the nature of capital, I do not see how
we can refuse it to common houses. We should thus
1)e led into all kinds of absurclit'ies.
Forinstance,
if two peoplelive
intheir
own
houses, thesearenot,
according t o presentopinion,
capital ; if they find it convenient to exchange houses
and pay rent each to the other, thehouses are capital.
At great watering-places like Brighton it is a regular
business to lease houses, fill them with furniture, ant1
then let them for short periods as furnished houses :
surely it iscapital which is embarked in thetrade.
If a private
individual
happens
to own a furnished house which he does not at the time
want,
and lets it, can we refuse to regardhis house and
one
person
profurniture as capital? Whenever
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vides the articlesandanother
uses themand pays
rent, there is capital. Surely, then, if the same per8on uses and owns them, the nature of the things is
not fundamentally different. There is no need for a
money payment to pass ; but every person who keeps
accurateaccountsshoulddebitthoseaccountswith
anannualcharge
for interestand
depreciationon
what he has invested in house a n d furniture. Housekeeping is an occupation involving wages, capital and
interest,like
anyother
business, except thatthe
owner consumes the whole result.
Byacceptingthis
view of the subject, we shall
avoidendlew
difficulties. What, for instance,shall
we say to a theatre '1 Is it not the product of capital ?
Can it be erected without capital ? Does it not return
interest, if successful, like any cotton mill or steam
vessel?Ifthe
economist agrees to this,hemust
allow, on similar grounds, that a very large part of
the aggregatecapital of thecountryisinvestedin
theatres, hotels, schools, lecture rooms, and institutions of variouskinds which donot belong to the
industry of the country, taken in it narrow sense, but
which none the less contribute to the wants of its inhabitants, which is the sole object of all industry.
I may add that even the food, clothes, and many
other possessions of extensive classes are often indubitable capital ; they are bought upon credit, and
interest is undoubtedly paid for the capital sunk in
them by the dealers. There is hardly, I suppose, a
mas of fashion in Londonwhowalks
in his own

i

I
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clothes,andthetailors
find inthepractice
a very
profitableinvestment for capital. Except among the
poorer classes, and often among them. food is seldonl
paid for until after it is consumed. Interest must be
paid
one
way
or another upon thecapital
thus
absorbed. Whether
or
not
these
articles
in
the
consumers’ handsare
cupital, atanyratetheyhave
capit,al investedin them-that
is, labourhas been
spent upon them of which the wholebenefit is not
enjoyed a t once.
I might also point out a t almost any length, that
the stock of food, clothing, and other requisite articles
of subsistence in the country are a main part of capital according to the statements of J. S. Mill, Professor
Fawcett, and most other economists. Now what does
it really matter if these articles happen to lie in the
warehouses of traders or in private houses, so long as
there is a stock ? Atpresent it is the practice for
farmersandcornmerchantsto
hold theproduce of
theharvestuntilthepublicbuysand
consumes it.
Surely the stock of corn is capital. But if it were the
practice of every housekeeper to buy up corn in the
autumn and keep it in a private granary, would it not
serve in exactly the same way to subsist the population ? Wouldnoteverything
go on exactlythe
same, except that every onewould be his own capitalist in regard to corn in place of paying farmers and
corn merchants for doing the business?

CHAPTER VI11
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The D o c t i n e of Population.
ITis no part of my purpose in this work to attempt
to trace out, with any approach to completeness, the
r e s u h of the theory given in the preceding chapters.
When the views of thenature of Value, andthe
general method of treating the subject by the applia t i o n of the fluxional calculus, have received some
recognition and acceptance, it will be time to think
of results. I shall therefore only occupy a few more
pages in pointing out the branches of economic doctrine which have been passed over, and in indicating
their connection with the theory.
The doctrine of population has been conspicuously
absent, not because I doubt in the least its truth and
vast importance, but because it forms no part of the
direct problem of Economics. I do not remember to
have seen it remarked that it is an inversion of the
problem to treat labour as a varying quantity, when
we originally start with labour as the first element of
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production, and aim a t t h e most economical employment of that labour. The problem of Economics may,
as it seems to me, be stated thus :-Given, a certain
m u l a t i o n , with m&w ?we& and powers of p o ductiorz, in p o s s e k n of certain l a d s and 0 t h ~
sowrces of material: y e p i r e d , the nwde o f employinq their Eabour tohich will m m ' m i s e the utilhy
of the produce. It iswhatmathematicians
would
call a change of the variable, afterwards to treat that
labour as variable which was originally tl fixed quttntity. It really amounts to altering tfhe conditions of
the problem so as t o create at ettch changea new
problem. The
same
results,
however,
would generally
to
be obtainedbysupposingtheotherconditions
vary. Given, a certainpopulation, we may imagine
the land and capital a t their disposal to be greater or
less, and may then trace out the results
which will,
in many respects, be applicable respectively to it less
or greaterpopulationwith
t.he original land and
capital.

Belation of Wages and Pro&
There is another inversion of t,he problem of
Economics which is generallymadeinworksupon
the subject. Although labour is the starting-point in
production, and the interests of the labourer the very
subject of the science, yet economists do not progress
far before they suddenly turn round and treat labour
as a commodity which is bought up by capitalists.
Labow becomes itself the object of the laws of supply
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and demand, instead of those laws acting in the &tribution of the products of labour. Economists have
invented, too, a very simple theory to determine the
rate a t which capital can buy up labour. The average
rate of wages, they say, is found by dividingthe
whole amount of capital appropriated to the payment
of wages hy the number of the labourers pttid ; and
they wish us to believe that this settles the question.
But a little consideration shows that this proposition
in simply a t r u i s m . The average r a t e of wages must
bP equal to what i s appropriated to the purpose
divided by thc! number who share it. The whole
question will consistindetermining
how much is
appropriated for the purpose ; for it certainly need
not be the whole existingamount
of circulating
capital. Mill distinctlysays,that
because industry
is limitedbycapital,
we arenotto
infer thatit
always reaches that limit ; and, as a matter of fact,
we often observe that there is abundance of capital to
I w hnct a t low rates of interest, while there are also
largenumbers of artisans starving for want of employment. The wage-fund theory is therefore illusory
as n r e d solution of the problem, though I do not
deny t.hat it may have a certain limited and truthful
application, to be shortly considered.
Another part of the current doctrinesof Economics
determines the rate of profit of capitalists in a very
simple manner. The whole produce of industry must
be divided into the portions paid as rent, taxes, pro1

P r i k p l a s of Politiwl Econorny, book i, chap. vv
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fits, and wages.We
may exclude taxes as excepalso may be
tional, and notveryimportant.Rent
eliminated, for i t is essentially variable, and is reduced
to zero in the caseof the poorest landeultivated.
We thus arrive at the simple equation-

Produce =profit + wages.
~

A plain result also is drawn from the formula :
for we are told that ifwages rise profitsmust fall.
and vice w r s d . But such a doctrine is radically
fallacious ; it iwuolves the attempt to determinetwo
unknown quantities f?-omo m equation. I grant. that,
if t'he produce be a fixed amount, then ifwages rise
profits must fall, and vice v e n d . Something might
perhaps be made of this doctrine if Ricardo's theory
of a natural rate of wages, that which k just sufficient
to support the labourer, held true. But I altogether
question the existence of any such rate.
The wages of working men in t,l& kingdom vary
from perhaps ten shillings a week up to forty shillings
or more ; the minimum in one part of the country is
not the minimum in another. It is utterly impossible,
too, to define exactly what are the necessaries of life.
I am inclined, therefore, to rejectaltogether
the
current doctrinesas
to therate
of wages ; and
even if thetheory
held true of any one class of
Iabourers separately, there is the additional difficulty
that we have to account for the very different rates
which prevail in different trades. It is impossible
that we should accept for ever Ricardo's sweeping
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simplification of the subject, involved in his w u m p tion, that there is a natural ordinary rate
of wages
for Common labour, 'and that allhigherratesare
merelyexceptionalinstances,
to be explained amxy
on other grounds.
The view which I acceptconcerning the rate of
wages is not more difficult to comprehend than the
current one. It is that t h e wctges of (x zuorhing ma,n
are ultintcrtel!/ coincident with wlmt he procIuces, after
the doduction of r e n t , tuxes, n n d the interest of
capital. I think that in the eclutition
Produce =profit+ wages,
thequantity of produceisessentiallyvariable,
and
t , h t profit is the part to Le firstdetermined.
If we
resolve profit into wages of superintendence, insurance
against risk, and interest, the first part is really wages
it-%elf; the second eclualises theresultin
different
clnploymenh ; and the interest is, I believe, determined RS stated in the last chapter. The reader will
observe theimportant qualification that wages are
only z t l t i m d d y thus determined-that
is, in the long
run, and on the average of any
one
branch
of
employment.
The fact that workmen are not their own capitalists introducescomplexity
intothe
problem. The
entrepreneurs, enter as a distinct
wpitalista,
or
interest. It is they who project and manage a branch
of production, and form estimates as to the expected
of thisproduce
which
produce. It istheamount
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incitesthem to investcapitaland
buy up labour.
They pay t,he lowest currentrates for thekind of
labourrequired
; and if the produce exceeds tlle
average, those who are first in the field make large
profits. This soon inducescompetition
on thepart
of othercapitalists,
who, intryingtoobtain
god
workmen, will raisetherate
of wages. Competit.ioI1
will proceed until the point is rertclletl a t wllicll only
t'he market rate of interest is ol)tiiineci for the capital
invested. At the same time wages will have been so
raised thatthe workmen reapthe
whole excess of
produce, unless indeed the price of the produce llas
fallen, and the public, as consumers, have the 1)enefit.
Whether this latter result will follow or not depends
upon the number of 1al)ourers who are fitted for the
work. Where much skill and education is required,
extensivecompetition will Le impossible, and EL permanently high rate of wages will exist. But if only
common labour is requisite, tlle price of the goods cannot be maint,ained, wages will fall to t,heir former
of
point, and the puldic will gaintheadvantage
cheaper supplies.
It will Le observed that this account of the matter
involves the temporary application of the wage-fund
theory.
It is the properfunction of capitaliststo
sustain labour before the result is accomplished, and
as many branches of industry require a large outlay
long previous to any definite result being arrived at,
it follows that capitalists must undertake the
risk of
any branch of industry where the ultimate profits are
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not accurstely known. But we now have some clue
to the amount of capital which w
l
i be appropriated
to the payment of wages in any trade. The amount
of capital will depend upon the amount of anticipated
profits, and the competitionto obtain proper workmen
will stronglytend to secure to thelatteralltheir
legitimate share in the ultimate produce.
For instance,let
anumber
of schemes be set
o n foot for layingtelegraphic cables. Theultimate
profity are very uncertain, depending upon the utility
of the csbles as compared with t,heir cost. If capitalist9 make a large estimate of those profits, they will
apply much capital to the immediate manufacture of
the cables. All workmen competent at the moment
to be employed will be hired, and high wages paid if
necessary. Everyman who has peculiar skill,knowledge, or cxperience, rendering his assistance valuable,
will be hired a t any requisite cost. At this point it is
the wage-fund theory that is in operation. But, after
a certain number of years, the condition of affairs will
be totally different. Capitalists will learn, by experience, exact,ly what the profits of cables may be;
that amount of capital will be thrown into the work
which finds the average amountof profits, and neither
more nor less. The cost of transmitting messages will
be reduced by competition, so that no excessive profits
w
l
i be made by any of the parties concerned ; the
rate of wages, therefore, of every species of labour will
be reduced to the average proper to labour of that
degree of skill. But if there be required in any branch
88
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of the work a very special kind of skilled and experienced labour, i t will not be affected by competition
in the same way, andthe
wages or salary will
remain high.
I think that it is inthis way quite possible to
Ixoncile theories which are a t first sight so different.
The wage-fund theoryactsin
a wholly temporary
manner. Every labourerultimately receives the due
value of his produce after paying a proper &action to
the capitalist for the remuneration of abstinence and
risk. At the same time workers of different degrees
of skill receive very differentshares
according as
they contribute a common or a scarce kind of labour
to the result.
Professor Heurn's Viezos.

i

I have the more pleasure and confidence in putting
forward these somewhat heretical views concerning
the general problem of Economics, inasmuch as they
are nearly identical with those arrived at by Professor
Hearn, of Melbourne University. It would
be
a
somewhat long
task
to trace
out
exactly
the
coincidence of opinions between us, but he certainly
adopts the notion that the capitalist merely buys up
temporarily the prospects of the concern he manages
andthe labourers he employs. Thus he says : " In
place of having a shareintheundertaking,the
co-operator sells for a stipulated price hislabour or
the use of his capital. The case therefore come8
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within the ordinary conditions of exchange ; and the
price of lalxmr and the price of capital are determined
in the same manner as all other questions of price are
determined. Yet the general character of the partnership is not destroyed.
Although
each particular
transaction amount8 to a sale, y e t for t,he continuance
of the business a nearer connection arises. Although
the whole loss of the undertaking, if the undertaking
be unfortunate, falls upon the last proprietor, and the
been previously
interests of the otherpartieshave
secured, yet each such loss prevents a repetition of the
transaction fromwhich i t arose. The capital which
ought to have been replaced, and whichif replaced
would h v c afforded the means of employing labour
antl of defraying the interest upon other capital, has
clinctppeared ; antl thus the market for labour and for
capital is by so much climinished. Both the labourer
and the intermediat,e capitalist are therefore directly
concernetl in the success of every enterprise towards
which t,hey have contributed. If it be successful,
they feel the advantage : if it be not successful, they
feel i n likemanner the loss. But this community of
interest is no longerdirect, b u t is indirectmerely;
~ n di t arises not from thegains
or the losses of
partners,
but
from the increased ability, or the
diminished demands, of customers.”
1 Plutobgy : or l
% T h c m y of tlw Eforts t o satisfy Human Wants.
By William Edward Hearn, LLD., Professor of History and Political
Economy in the Universityof Melbourne. London (Maemillan and Co.),
1864, p. 3%
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This passage really contxins a statement of the
views which I am inclined wholly to accept ; but no
passages which I a n select will convey an adequate
notion of the enlightened view which Professor H e a m
takes of the
idustrial
structure
of society
his
in
admirable work on Plutoloyy.

j
I

The

~

~

A V O X ~ O U SIpL$uelLcce

of A zctho,v'ty.

I havebut
a few lines
more
to utld. I have
venturedinthepreceding
pages to callinquestion
not R few of the favourite doctrines of economists. To
me it is fLr more pleasant t o agree tllan t o differ ; hut
it is impossi1)le that one who has any regard for truth
can long avoidprotesting
a p i n s t doctrines whicll
seem to him to be erroneous. There is ever R tendency
of the most hurtful kind to allow opinions to crystullise into creeds.
Especially
does
this
tendellcy
manifestitselfwhen
some eminentauthor,enjoying
power of clear and comprehensive exposit'ion, becomes
recognised as an authority. His works may perhaps be
thebest which areextant upon thesubjectinquestion;
they may combine more truth with less error than we
can elsewhere meet.
But " to err is human," and the
best works should ever be open to criticism. If, instead
of welcoming inquiry and criticism, the admirers of a
great author accept his writings as authoritative, both
in their excellences and intheir defects, the most
serious injury is done to truth.
In matters of
philosophyand science authorityhaseverbeenthe
T
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great opponent of truth. A despotic calm is usually
the triumph of error. In the republic of the sciences
sedition
and
even
anarchy
are
beneficial in
the
long r u n to thegreatest happiness of thegreatest
number.
In the physical sciences authority has greatly lost
its noxious influence. Chemistry, in its brief existence
of R. century, hasundergonethree
or four complete
revolutions of theory. In thescience of light, Xewton's
own authority was decisively set aside, thoughnot
untilafter it hadretarded for nearly a century the
progress of inquiry. Astronomers have
not hesitated,
within the lust few years, to alter their estimates of
all t h e dimensions of the planetary system, andof t h e
univerue, because good reasons have been shown for
calling in question the real coincidence of previous
measurements. In science and philosophy nothing
must be held sacred. Truth indeed is sacred ; but, as
Pilate said, " What is truth ?" Show us the undoubted
infallible criterion of absolute trut,h, and we will hold
it as a sacred inviolable thing. But in the absence of
that infallible criterion, we have all an equal right to
grope about in our search of it, and no body and no
school nor clique must be allowed t o set up a standard
of orthodoxy which shall bar the freedom of scientific

inquiry.

I have added these words bemuse I think there is
aome fear of the too great infIuence of authoritative
w r i t e r s in Political Economy. I protesf against
deference for any man, whether John Stuart Mill, or
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AdamSmith, or Aristotle, being allowed to check
inquiry. Our science has hecome far too much tz
stagnant one, in which opinions rather than experience
and reason are appealed to.
Thereare valuaLle suggestionstowardstheimprovement of the science containedin the n-orks of
such writers as Senior, CLLirnes, Rfacleod, Cliffe-Leslie,
Hearn, ShaclweLl, nottomention
n longseries
of
French economists from Baudenu and Le Trosne down
to Bastitlt and Courcelle-Seneuil ; buttheyare
neglected in England, hecxuse t,be excellence of their
works was notcomprehended by David Ricardo, the
two Mills, Professor Pawcett,, m d others who have
made the
orthodox
Ricardian school what it is.
Under these circumstances
i t is a positive service to
break the monotonous
repetition
of current
questionable doctrines, even at the risk of new error. I trust
thatthe t,heory now given may proveaccurate ; but,,
however this may be, it will not be useless if it cause
inquiryto be directedintothetrue
basis and form
of a science which touches so directlythematerial
welfare of the human race.
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